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Abstract
This study develops an Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Framework (SAMF) by adapting

the Software Engineering Institute's (SEI) Capability Maturity Model (CMM) to the Air Force

software acquisition process. The SAMF's purpose is to provide the Air Force Materiel Command's

product centers and program offices with criterion to assess their software acquisition maturity in a

similar fashion as the SEI's CMM provides companies a benchmark to measure their organization's

software production maturity. The research was accomplished through a combination of information

gathering techniques and data analysis. A literature search of documentation, both within and external

to the Department of Defense, identified several components of the Air Force software acquisition

process. A Delphi survey collected several software acquisition experts' opinions and recommendations

on the research. Based on the information gathered, the authors determined the SAMF to have the

identical structure as the CMM. Twenty-one software acquisition process Key Process Areas (KPA)

were identified. Definition of these KPAs was based on the research data gathered. The study produced

the initial framework for an Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Model.

ix



THE ADAPTATION OF THE
SEr'S CAPABILITY MATURITY MODEL

TO THE AIR FORCE
SOFTWARE ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT PROCESS

1. Introduction

1.1 General Issue
The Air Force must spend its money wisely. The budget for the Department of Defense (DoD) is

getting smaller while the price of weapon systems is getting larger (SCEoverview, 1991:1.0-7).

Concurrently, the threats to the U.S. are in a state of flux. Third world countries are vying to fill the

power gap left by the collapse of the Warsaw pact. The threat unpredictability requires the DoD to

develop and maintain weapon systems that are more flexible, secure, and capable(S/WTechStrat,

1991:ES-4). In this environment, the DoD's reliance upon software intensive systems has been

increasing at an astounding rate (SCEoverview, 1991:1.0-6; S/WTechStrar, 1991:ES-4, ES-5). Gen-

eral Randolph (former commander of Air Force Systems Command) has stated that the Air Force has

had a perfect record: it has never completed a major software program on time nor within budget

(Randolph, 1989). In fact, the "typical DoD software project is a ye-ir late and double the budget"

(CMMrutorial, 1991:6). The Air Force software acquisition process, like the development process,

must be controlled and managed properly to gain needed improvements (Humphrey, 1988:3-4).

These improvements are necessary in order to maximize future Air Force investments. The Air Force

must be able to assess the software acquisition capabilities of its System Program Offices (SPO). Once

the program office's capability is known, it can concentrate on improving its overall process and

lowering the cost of acquiring new software.

1.2 Background
In 1987, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), on contract to the DoD, developed a software

development process maturity frameworkt. This framework, along with a questionnaire, provided the

government a method for assessing the software production maturity (and by extension, the capability)

of its contractors. The questionnaire was intended to indicate areas of the contractor's software

t A Framework is a concept that provides a structure or a base of reference to shape or adjust ideas for a
particular objective or purpose (Stein and Hauck, 1980).
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production process that needed improvement. A second methodology was developed to guide the

contractor toward process improvement. Over time, emphasis was placed on the results of the

questionnaire, and little attention was given to the framework itself. Therefore, in August 1991 the SEI

published its Capability Maturity Model (CMM) that placed a greater emphasis on process improve-

ment. Clear guidancewas given for the steps an organization needed to undertake to improve its process

maturity (Paulk et al, 1991:vii).

The SEI used a very structured approach toward building the CMM. At first, the SEI formulated

a framework for defining an organization's capabilities for producing software. From this framework,

the Software Capability Evaluation (SCE) methodology was developed for assessing the organization's

capabilities. After enough data was gathered, the SEI expanded on the framework and provided clear

guidance for process improvement. The steps the SEI used to develop the CMM were: 1) define a

framework, 2) develop a methodology for implementing the framework, and 3) provide guidance for

moving from one framework level to the next.

The DoD uses the SEI's SCE methodology in many ways. Some DoD organizations, such as Air

Force Material Command's (AFMC) Electronic Systems Center and the Naval Weapons Center at

China Lake use the contractor's maturity level as a determinant at source selection time (SCEoverview,

1991:3.0-16). The evaluation may also be used to judge contractor process improvement as a basis for

award fees (SCEoverview, 1991:3.0-10). However, few organizations, if any, use the contractor's

maturity level to determine the SPO's management approach.

Not all program offices in the Air Force have the same capability for managing software acquisition.

The maturity of the individual SPO may differ greatly, but little concrete knowledge is available for

making this assessment. A framework similar to that found in the SEI's CMM could be used to develop

a methodology for assessing the capabilities of Air Force SPOs. This framework could provide the basis

for guiding process improvement throughout Air Force software procurement. Once established, the

SPO's acquisition maturity levels can be combined with the contractor's development maturity levels

to define a software process maturity matrix (Mead, 1991b:5). This matrix could be used to tailor the

management relationship between developer and buyer. The development of a Software Acquisition

Maturity Framework would be the first step in quantifying and standardizing the relationship between

the Air Force and its software contractors.
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1.3 Problem Statement

The purpose of this research is to develop an Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

(SAMF) based on the Key Process Areas (KPA)t of the Air Force software acquisition process and the

SEI': CMM software development maturity framework.

1.4 Research Objectives

The primary goal of this research is to develop an Air Force SAMF. To achieve this objective, four

secondary objectives must be accomplished sequentially. 1) identify the Air Force software acquisition

process, 2) define key process areas within the process and organize them, 3) validate the ordered list

of KPAs, and 4) develop the SAMF based on the validated KPA list and the SEI's CMM framework.

The Air Force software acquisition process will be defined through the review of all applicable DoD

and Air Force documents. Software acquisition process KPAs will then be identified based on this

process definition and by adapting the applicable KPAs from the SEI's CMM. Next, the software

acquisition process KPAs will be organized into the order in which they must be achieved to improve

process maturity. The third secondary objective will be to validate the KPA list and its ordering. This

will be achieved by surveying experts• at the AFMC product centers. Finally, the validated list of KPAs

will be grouped into maturity levels~t. These maturity levels will be pattemed on the SEI's CMM

maturity levels which constitute the CMM framework. The final product will be a Software Acquisi-

tion Maturity Framework that is similar in structure and content to the SEI's Process Maturity

Framework.

1.5 Assumptions

Throughout the research process several assumptions will be made that guide the research effort.

The first assumption is how similar the underlying software development process is to the process of

managing a contractor who is developing software. This assumption faciitates adapting the SEI's

CMM framework to the Air Force software acquisition process. The second assumption is that there

is only one Air Force software acquisition process. This assumption shall be substantiated through

t The SEl's CMM defines a Key Process Area as *a duster of related activities that, when performed collectively,

achieve a set of goals important for enhancing process capability" (Weber et al, 1991 :A-9).

tt "Experts are Air Force personnel who met predetermined acquisition training and experience criteria.

ttt A maturity level represents a defined state of an organization's process. For example, a CMM maturity level
consists of a list of KPAs, all of which must be achieved in order to fully qualify for that maturity level
(SCEoverview, 1991:2.0-10).
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literature reviews and information gathered during the interviews. The researchers are aware that the

systems procured at each of the five product centers is very different in nature and each has its own

unique characteristics. However, it is important to note that all five product centers are governed by

the same set of directives and regulations. Hence, the researchers will develop one model to apply to

all product centers.

1.6 Scope and Limitations
The SEI's CMM framework covers all aspects of software development in many different applica-

tion domains. This thesis effortwill not cover as broad a scope as the CMM framework. The researchers

will limit the scope of the research to the Air Force SPO's managing programs which require software

development to fulfill system requirementst. This research effort will make no attempt to generalize

software procurement activities conducted by other Air Force agencies, major commands, or other

DoD agencies. Therefore, the software acquisition framework developed will be applicable only to Air

Force SPOs.

1.7 Benefits of the Research
The SAMF resulting from this research could be the first step toward improving the Air Force's

capability of acquiring software on time and within budget. This research effort will develop a

framework for measuring the capabilities of Air Force software acquisition management. Continuing

research could develop and validate the methodology for assessment, the guidelines for improving

maturity; and the contractor's/buyer's matrix that could be used to tailor the acquisition management

approach. The final product will be a well-defined, consistent software acquisition process that is

moving towards greater efficiency.

1.8 Overview
This chapter has covered the general issue and specific problem to be researched. In doing so, the

research objectives were identified, assumptions stated, and the scope and limitations were declared.

The benefits of this research were expressed to give impetuous for further research.

Chapter II discusses the methodology employed in the research process. The chapter addresses the

research phases including the survey technique used for research validation. Chapter III contains an

extensive literature review. The review will include a discussion of the SEI's CMM, a discussion of the

advantages and disadvantages of the CMM, a description of the DoD software acquisition environ-

t The terms 'project" and "software program" are used interchangeably throughout this document. In both cases
the terms refer to the software portion of the system being procured.
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ment, and several other related topics. Chapter IV explains the data gathered and the research findings.

Finally, Chapter V sets forth the conclusions of the research and any further recommendations.
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II. Methodology

2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research methodology used for implementing this study. The chapter is

broken into sections corresponding to the phases in which the methodology was implemented. Please

note, some areas of the discussion allude to information explained later in the chapter. As appropriate,

these areas reference following sections to maintain clarity for the reader. The reader is encouraged to

follow the discussion in the order presented to understand the underlying "build philosophy"t of the

research design.

2.2 Research Design
The research design was guided by the nature of the research objectives; the essence was to adapt an

exiting maturity framework of one process to another process. The research methodology was a

combination of literature reviews, analysis, and structured survey techniques. As defined by Emory and

Cooper, this effort was a formal, descriptive, cross-sectional study using an ex post facto design (Emory

and Cooper, 1991:140-141). Because the researchers had no control over the variables in the data

gathering process, care was taken to use a methodology which avoided researcher bias. Accordingly,

the research was accomplished in three phases: the exploratory phase, the development phase, and the

implementation phase.

In the exploratory phase, existing documentation and literature were reviewed concerning the Air

Force software acquisition process and the SEI's CMM. The objective was to develop a research

baseline from which information about the software acquisition process, software development process,

and CMM could be derived. In the development phase, the CMM framework was adapted to the Air

Force software acquisition process. The preliminary Air Force SAMF was based on the research baseline

developed during the exploratory phase. Next, the Delphi survey instrument was developed based on

the preliminary version of the SAMF. In the third and final phase, the Delphi survey was implemented,

the research results analyzed, and software acquisition maturity framework refined.

2.3 Exploratory Phase

In the exploratory phase, all relevant documentation relating to the Air Force software acquisition

process and the CMM was reviewed to support the development of the baseline SAMF. Implementa-

f "Build philosophy" means using information from the previous phase as the baseline for the next phase.
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don of this phase was an exhaustive literature review broken into three subject areas. The first subject

area reviewed was material specifically relating to the Air Force software acquisition process. This

included "official" literature such as DoD, Military, and Air Force standards governing the software

acquisition process. Past efforts to define the process, model the process, or define a framework of the

process, such as theses and dissertations, were reviewed. In addition, reviews of current literature

concerning software management, acquisition, and process control theorywere conducted. The second

subject area reviewed was the SEI's CMM and supporting documentation. In the review, the model

was analyzed to understand its objective and framework. Particular attention was paid to the KPAs

defined in the CMM to ascertain their relevance to the Air Force software acquisition process. The

third and final subject area reviewed was literature regarding the CMM to determine the strengths and

weaknesses of the mode. The assumption was, if the SAMF was based on the SEI's CMM, it too would

have some of the same strengths and weaknesses. The product of this phase was a list of Air Force

software acquisition process management characteristics, an understanding of how these characteristics

related to the CMM, and an understanding of how the CMM framework could be adapted to the Air,

Force software acquisition process.

2.4 Development Phase
The objective of the development phase was twofold: first, draft a baseline version of the SAAMF,

and second, develop the Delphi survey instrument to elicit recommendations and opinions of selected

experts within the Air Force software acquisition community.

2.4-1 Preliminary Software Acquisition Maturity Framework. Informa-

tion gained in the exploratory phase was used to guide the adaptation of the CMM framework to the

Air Force acquisition process. The characteristics of the KPAs defined in the CMM were compared to

the acquisition process characteristics noting the similarities and differences between the two. The

SAMF was then drafted by keeping the CMM KPAs (which corresponded to acquisition process

characteristics in the new framework) and defining new KPAs covering the acquisition process

characteristics which were not covered in the CMM. The result was a preliminary SAMF based on the

information available. However, basing the SAMF on a literature search and the educated opinions of

two Air Force captains did not provide sufficient validity for the framework. Therefore, opinions and

recommendations from experts in the Air Force software acquisition field were sought to improve

accuracy and provide validity. A Delphi survey was used to elicit expert opinions from personnel within

the Air Force. The following sections give a complete discussion on the Delphi methodology,

justification for its use, and its use in the research effort.

7



2.4-2 Survey Instrument Selection. The survey instrument selected to verify the

accuracy and provide validity to the SAMF was based on a number of considerations. First, validation

of the proposed framework needed to come from people who were knowledgeable of and experienced

in the Air Force software acquisition process. These people are primarily located at the Air Force

Materiel Command (AFMC) product centers. Second, each product center has its own specialty and

its own twist on how business is performed. To truly get an understanding of the practicality and

viability of the proposed framework as it applied to the "generic" Air Force SPO, a sample of experts

from all product centers was required. Third, any opinions or recommendations received would be

subjective in nature and possibly conflicring. The methodology chosen had to allow for this. The

Delphi survey technique met all these considerations. Most important, with the Delphi, opinions of

the selected experts could be summarized objectively while minimizing researcher bias (Linstone and

Turoff, 1975:5). The criteria above, coupled with the fact that the Delphi method has been used for

similar applications, was the basis for using the Delphi survey technique.

Alternative instruments/techniques were looked at but not pursued for various reasbns. Personal

interviews were not viable due to the researchers' time constraints. A committee or working group was

also not a player. The geographical separation of the product centers and the limits of time available to

the selected experts for travel caused this approach to be too risky. The best survey instrument for this

research effort was by far the Delphi survey.

2.4-3 Delphi Methodology. The Delphi methodology was developed by the RAND

Corporation for the U.S. Air Force in the early 1950's. The objective of the methodology is to obtain

and refine opinions and recommendations from a group of people knowledgeable in the subject of

interest (Dalkey, 1967:1). The basis of the method is to summarize and assess a group's opinion or

subject knowledge using a structured information-gathering process, to provide feedback to the people

who contributed, and to allow those that contributed an opportunity to change their opinion or

knowledge claims (Linstone and Turoff, 1975:3). The most common method of implementing the

Delphi is through multiple rounds of questionnaires. A questionnaire, an impersonal, structured,

interview technique, is an excellent tool for obtaining expert opinions (Millett and Honton, 1991:48).

Questionnaires can elicit opinions from many people; the data from the questionnaires is easier to

analyze as opposed to a less structured approach, and the information is saved (already recorded for

you). The disadvantages are low response rates due to the impersonal nature (a response rate of 75%

is excellent), misleading questions (many times caused by researcher bias), and misunderstood

questions (Millett and Honton, 1991:49-50).

8



In the classical Delphi method, experts are requested to make recommendations and give opinions

pertaining to the research subject in the initial questionnaire. The recommendations and opinions are

then summarized into a list of specific topics/items. Based on this list, the second round questionnaire

is comprised of questions that focus on the topics/items. The second round is sent to the experts

requesting their answers and comments to the questions. Then, in successive rounds, the experts are

asked to re-evaluate their responses based on the additional information. The additional information

is a statistical summary of the group's opinion, a summary of the respondents' comments, and

additional facts, if available. Through these successive rounds, a group consensus is usually reached

(Brown, 1968:3-6; Dalkey, 1967:3-4; Martino, 1975:21-23).

A variation of the classical Delphi method is to incorporate a list of events or items in the first round

questionnaire. This list will be used as a starting place for the panel. This effectively makes the first

round equivalent to the second round of the classical Delphi. Another variation is to include an

explanation of the context/environment the panelists should assume when answering the questions.

Though there is no definitive rule as to the number of rounds required, these variations have the affect

of decreasing the number of rounds required to reach a consensus. Thus, if time is short and the initial

list of items and the context on how the questions should be answered is provided, then two rounds of

questionnaires may be sufficient (Martino, 1975:26-27).

Feedback of statistical information to the experts is a crucial step in the Delphi technique. When

the statistical information summarizes the results to a question which has a range of answers, the median

response and the upper and lower quartile should be provided. If the respondent's follow-up answer

falls outside the upper and lower quartile, the reasoning behind this choice should be requested

(Martino, 1975:22). Furthermore, Dalkey states significant improvement can be achieved when

relevant facts are provid.:d with the statistical information. Feeding back a fact may give the respondent

a signal to re-evaluate his response, changing it in the direction the quartile data indicates (Dalkey et

al, 1970:25).

The key characteristic of the Delphi methodology is that it mitigates some of the problems which

commonly occur in the group decision making process. "Group decision making" normally implies

meetings such as committees or working groups. Problems which occur in this type of group are

introduction of personal biasness, reluctance to change an openly expressed opinion, pressure to change

a member's opinion, skewing the group opinion by bandwagon or majority rules affect, and discussion

of irrelevant information (Brown, 1968:2; Dalkey, 1967:2-3).

Knowledge ofwho stated an opinion within the group may induce personal biasness. Members may

feel a reluctance to change opinions for the sake of not "losing face." Pressures to change a member's

9



opinion may be caused by a dominant member who adversely influences the group's opinion toward

his own. Also, members may compromise their own opinion due to pressure from the group as a whole

thus affecting the accuracy of the group's opinion. Finally, unless tightly controlled, meetings have a

tendency to wander off the subject which obscures the relevant information and opinions discussed

(Dalkey, 1967:2-3).

The Delphi lessens these problems through the use of "anonymity, controlled feedback, [and]

statistical group responses" (Dalkey, 1967:3). Dalkey states that by keeping the identity of the expert

anonymous, the problems of personal bias, member dominance, and opinion compromises are

reduced. Furthermore, by statistically summarizing the members' responses, the members can objec-

tively re-evaluate their original responses without the pressure to conform to any one opinion. Finally,

through the use of structured questionnaires and controlled feedback, only relevant information is kept

on the topic of discussion (Dalkey, 1967:3-4).

2.4-4 Sample Design-Selection of Experts. A key step in implementing the

Delphi survey was the selection of the experts (Martino, 1975:54). For this research, the population

from which candidates (those people who meet the selection criteria but have not been officially

selected) were chosen was personnel working in the AFMC product center SPOs. However, the

product centers are geographically separated and each has its own "twist' on how it does business; each

specializing in the acquisition of a specific system type (i.e. C31, aircraft, space vehicle, etc.). To account

for this stratified populationt, an equal number of experts from each product center was targeted for

selection. Furthermore, the nature of the research dictated the sample frame~t should be a much smaller

subset of the total population. Candidates needed a depth and breadth of software acquisition

management experience and an in-depth knowledge of the SEI's CMM. Due to the sample frame's

shrinking size, the researchers estimated the sample to be eighteen to twenty-four experts (three-to-four

experts per product center). The expert selection criteria is shown in Table 1, page 11.

A variety of methods was used to find candidates. Candidates were found by: 1) contacting the

Mission Critical Computer Resources (MCCR) focal points at each AFMC product center and

requesting their advise as to possible candidates, 2) performing a search of the Military Personnel

Center ATLAS database, 3) contacting the SEI for a list of Air Force personnel trained in implementing

the CMM, 4) reviewing the Software Professional Development Program (SPDP) course attendance

t A stratified population is one that is "segregated into a number of mutually exclusive sub-populations" (Emory
and Cooper, 1991:266).

ff A sample frame is "the list of [population membersJ from which die sample is actually drawn" (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:247).
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TABLE 1. Expert Selection Criteria

SELECTION CRITERIA JUSTIFICATION

" AFMC Product Centers • The focus of the research was the Air Force
- Aeronatical System Center Software Acquisition Process from the SPO
- Electronic Systems Center perspective.
-Human Systems Center 9 Each product center has its own "twist" on how it
- Space and Missile Center does business. A stratified sample would be

more representative of the Air Force software
acquisition process.

"* Rank/Grade * Required personnel with a depth and breadth of
- Maj/Lt Cols or GS/GM-13,14 experience in the software acquisition field.
- Captains with a 8 years service s Required mid to upper level management - Note:
- AFSC of 2724, 2716, 2885, 2825, 4935, Martino points out selecting the most experienced

4925 or equivalent or highest position manager is not necessarily
good due to the lack of time they will have to
provide their opinions (Martino, 1975:53).

"* SPO Functional Discipline * The focus of the effort was specific to software
- Projects acquisition. Therefore, personnel selected as
- Engineering experts for the delphi panel should have
- Test and Evaluation significant experience in software acquisition.
- Software Quality Assurance 9 The number of years required was based on the
- Software Configuration Management length of an assignment (4+ years).
- Contracting
- Logistics

"* SEI's CMM Knowledge - Since the premise of the research effort is the
- SCE/SPA training at the SEI SEI's CMM can be adapted to construct the
- Executive training at the SEI SAMF, it is important the panelist understand the
- Selhin house training (i.e. reading CMM.
Managing the Software Process by
Humphrey), SPDP, or CRAC

records, and 5) requesting peer recommendations from other Air Force Institute ofTechnology (AFIT)

students and candidates. Once the candidates were identified, they were contacted via the telephone

or electronic mail to ensure that they met the selection criteria. If they did, theywere asked to be experts

for the Delphi survey. The research objectives were explained and the Delphi methodology was

outlined to each expert. And, as an added benefit of personal contact with the experts, the researchers

hoped to increase the survey response rate and the time spent by the experts on the questionnaires.

2.4-5 Instrument Development and Testing. The Delphi questionnaires were

developed based on the data gathered during the exploratory phase. As recommended by Millet, the

questions focused on the subject matter and the questionnaire's format was "user friendly" (Millett and

Honton, 1991:48-49). The questions were grouped into sections corresponding to the framework of

the baseline SAMF. Additional sections, such as instructions and demographics, were also added. Both
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"yes/no" and "degree of agreement" questions were asked. And, throughout the questionnaires, experts

were requested to state their reasoning behind their answers (Millett and Honton, 1991:49-50).

A four point Likert scale, illustrated in Figure 1, was used for the questions that requested the experts'

O Disagree 0 Disagree 0 Agree 0 Agree 0 No
Strongly Strongly Opinion

Figure 1. Likert Scale

opinions. The Likert scale was used because of its simplicity and because the expert responses could

easily be compared (Emory and Cooper, 1991:221). Four points ranging from "Disagree Strongly" to

"Agree Strongly" measured the expert's attitude towards the question. The fifth point, "No Opinion,"

was not part of the rating scale, nor-did it imply neutrality. Rather it simply showed that the expert had

no opinion about the question. The "No Opinion" box was put off to the side to emphasize that it was

not part of the rating scale.

The first round questionnaire was pretested for accuracy and clarity prior to being mailed. The

pretests were performed by the researchers' advisors and an SPDP instructor. Once finished, the

advisors and SPDP instructor were interviewed to gather critical comments about the questionnaire.

Then, the questionnaire was revised based on these comments and scrubbed by the researchers for

biased or misleading questions. It should be noted that all personnel who pretested the questionnaire

met the expert selection criteria. For the second round questionnaire pretest, the researchers evaluated

the experts' first round comments for clarity and understandability. This evaluation was sufficient

because the second round questionnaire asked the identical questions as the first round questionnaire.

2.4-6 Validity of Delphi. Over the past three decades, the Delphi technique has proven

to be a valid mathodology in producing a consensus opinion within a group (Millett and Honton,

1991:51). Furthermore, research has shown the reliability of the methodology is very good. Martino

states some research has shown "that with a panel no larger than fifteen, consisting of a cross-section

of experts in the given field, it is highly unlikely that another equally expert panel will produce a radically

different median" (Martino, 1975:49). However, Emory and Cooper point out that the reliability of

a research method "is a necessary but not sufficient condition for validity" (Emory and Cooper,

1991:185). This is supported by Millet who states that the validity of the Delphi is very dependent on
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the quality of the expert panel and the questionnaire (Milletr and Honton, 1991:51). Therefore, the

researchcrs paid close attention to these two salient areas when implementing the Delphi survey.

To achieve a quality panel, the researchers defined the expert selection criteria, explained in section

2.4-4, to be used for the selection of knowledgeable people in the software acquisition management

field. By using this criteria, the researchers were reasonably confident that the Delphi panel was

comprised of highly qualified experts. This confidence was further enhanced when the researchers

contacted the candidate experts to ensure that they met the criteria prior to their selection. Furthermore,

biasness of the expert panel was reduced by. 1) selecting a good cross-section of software acquisition

managers throughout the AFMC product centers (stratified sampling), and 2) selecting both govern-

ment and Air Force active duty personnel to represent the two groups' different management

techniques.

To achieve a quality questionnaire, the researchers critically evaluated its internal validity during

development and pretested it for accuracy and unbiasness. The internal validity of the survey

instrument was based on content validity. Content validity "is the extent to which [the survey

instrument] provides adequate coverage of the topic under study" (Emory and Cooper, 1991:180).

The fact that the questionnaire was based on the baseline SAMF which in turn was based on the SEI's

CMM ensured that the subject matter was well covered. Furthermore, as explained in section 2.4-5,

the questionnaire was pretested by experts prior to being mailed to the panel.

The history of the Delphi methodology indicates the research method is valid if care is taken to

select a quality expert panel and to produce a quality questionnaire. The researchers took these factors

into account when implementing the Delphi methodology, thus providing validity to the research

approach.

2.5 Implementation Phase
The implementation phase consisted of three steps: 1) execute the two round Delphi survey, 2)

analyze the survey and literature review results (research results), and 3) refine the baseline SAMF based

on the research results.

2.5-1 Delphi Survey. Once completed, the first round questionnaires were sent to the

experts via first class mail. When possible, the questionnaires were sent to the experts' home address.

This was done to by-pass the Air Force base mail distribution system which would have added to the

response turn-around time. The experts were given approximately five working days to answer the

questionnaire. A return, first class stamped envelope was provided for the experts to send the

questionnaire back. Again, the return envelope was addressed to a researcher's home address to expedite
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the turn-around time. A "drop-dead" date for responses was set for approximately ten days after the

requested return date. This was done to allow those experts who may be on travel or vacation to respond

to the first round.

The experts' first round responses were tallied and summarized to obtain the group's response. The

group's response consisted of the median response for the Likert scale questions and the majority

response for the "yes/no" questions. Ifa question was checked "No Opinion" it was not counted as

part of the group's response. Furthermore, all comments provided by the experts were recorded and

analyzed.

The second round questionnaire was a duplication of the first, however, the group's response and

relevant expert comments were added for each question. (The researchers dropped those comments

not considered germane, i.e. of personal nature.) Once again, care was taken to make the questionnaire

user friendly. For all questions, the group's first round response was clearly marked in the answer box

as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, the comments were sequentially listed in order of agreement-

O Disagree 0 Disagree 0 Agree 0 Agree 0 No

Strongly Strongly Opinion
I I Ii

X Median Response
"* Agree Strongly-Expert's comment...
"* Agree-Expert's commenL..
"* Disagree-Expert's comment...
"• Disagree Strongly-Expert's comment...

FIgure 2. Likert Scale With First Round Group Response

"Yes" to "No" and "Agree Strongly" to "Disagree Strongly." Since the demographic section was

dropped from the second round (this section was not needed), each questionnaire was numbered to

track the questionnaire's ownership. Like the first round, the second round was sent via first class mail

with a return envelope enclosed. Only those experts that responded to the first round were mailed the

second. The experts were again given five working days for completion and as in the first round, the

researchers set a "drop-dead" response date for ten days later. The experts were requested to reevaluate

their first round answers based on the additional information provided. Each expert was also provided
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a summary sheet of his first round answers for reference. The experts were instructed to leave the

question blank if there was no change in their answer.

Results of the second round were compiled similar to the first. However, only responses from those

experts who responded to both rounds were used in the final compilation. The additional expert

comments were listed with the first round comments to allow for easy comparison between the two

rounds. Once this was completed, the researchers were ready to analyze and compare the data from the

Delphi survey and literature review. This data was then used to refine the baseline SAMF.

2.5-2 Software Acquisition Maturity Framework Refinement. The ob-

jective of this final phase was to refine the baseline software acquisition maturity framework based on

the data gathered during the research. First, an analysis of the Delphi survey results was completed.

Second, the baseline SAMF was refined based on the Delphi survey analysis and the literature review

results.

Results of the two round Delphi survey were statistically summarized by calculating the median of

the group's response. For each question, the comments were listed in order of agreement (shown in

Figure 2) to facilitate the analysis.

Each section of the questionnaire, which corresponded to the SAMF's framework, was reviewed

evaluating the expert group's opinion and comments given. Both critical and supportive comments

were weighed equally and the results summarized.

The baseline SAMF was then refined based on the results of the previous step and the information

gained from the literature review. Each section of the SAMF was reviewed and changes were made with

the corresponding reasoning. The results of the Delphi survey were weighed heavier than the literature

review data. This was done because the experts' opinions focused on the specific research objectives

while the literature reviewed covered a broader topic area. Though the literature review data was

valuable in guiding the researchers' decisions, the subject areas (i.e. SEI's CMM, acquisition manage-

ment, process modeling, etc.) were too general when compared to the opinions of the experts. Finally,

the strengths and weaknesses of this research were analyzed.

2.6 Summary
The objective of this thesis was to define an A'. 7"1rce Software Acquisition Maturity Framework,

similar to the SEI's CMM. This was accor plished using a three phase research methodology. The

exploratory phase reviewed work previously, ccomplished in the research subject area, including past

efforts to model the software acquisition process and the SEI's CMM. During the development phase,

the researchers built the baseline SAMF and the Delphi survey instrument. Finally, in the implemen-
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tation phase the researchers executed the Delphi survey and analyzed all data gathered during the

research. The result of these efforts was a SAMF based on the expert opinions of Air Force software

acquisition professionals and the facts gained from published material.
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III. Literature Review

3.1 Introduction
The purpose of the literature review is threefold. First, publications and theses covering software

process modeling or topics closely related are summarized. Second, the SEI's CMM is dis-tussed.

Finally, other works about the Air Force software acquisition process are discussed.

3.2 Scope and Limitations
The scope of the following sections differs. The first section defines process modeling. Process

modeling objectives and its underlying concepts are discussed. In the next section, previous work

performed in the research area is summarized. Research covering software acquisition and software

development process models is discussed. The following section covers the government acquisition,

software acquisition, and software acquisition management topic areas. The information contained in

these sections defined the research knowledge base necessary for executing this research.

The fourth section is an in-depth coverage of the SEI's CMM. The model is summarized to the

KPA level and the process used for its development is described. Next, articles from software and

computer technology journals, which critique the CMM and the SEI's assessment methodology, are

evaluated to identify CMM and assessment methodology strengths and weaknesses. This portion of

the literature review describes the CMM, how it was developed, and how it is employed.

The fifth section relates the SEI's CMM to the Air Force software acquisition process. Each KPA's

applicability to the Air Force process is addressed. Information for this critique is derived from the

research knowledge base previously defined. The final section defines other software acquisition topics

not addressed by the CMM. The results from this chapter are combined developing a baseline SAMF.

3.3 Process Modeling
The first questions to be answered are: what is process modeling and why apply it to software

acquisition? Understanding the answers to these two questions is necessary prior to developing a process

model. The following section will describe the primitive basics of process modeling and its relationship

to process improvement.

Although the two questions are very general in nature, some background information must be

covered. First, a definition of a "process" is needed. TF-e following is a offered by the International

Standards Organization (ISO):

Process: a set of activities and tasks and their interrelationships that together
transform a set of inputs into a desired output. In addition to the data upon
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which it operates, a process includes methods and tools, procedures, people
and skills. (Dorling, 1992:5)

In Air Force software acquisition, the inputs are in the form of a Mission Need Statement and the

output is in the form of an operational system (AFR57-1, 1992:45). The tasks and activities to be

performed are outlined in Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) 5000.1 and Department of

Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5000.2 (5000.1, 1991:3). The rest is tailored to each individual program

office.

A process model is a documented description of the process of interest. This type of model focuses

on portions of the process that are important or tend to drive the variation (Osterweil, 1992). The

process is documented to gain an understanding of the process and to allow for control and

improvement (Osterweil, 1992).

However, process improvement does not automatically occur from simply documenting a process.

Measures must be put into place to identify the process areas that cause undesirable variation. These

areas are then strengthened and the problematic influences are reduced. By improving the process (i.e.

reducing the influence or effect ofweak process areas), the quality of the product will improve (Dorling,

1992:5).

Improving the process implies measuring the process to determine its state at any point in time.

These measurements should indicate how well the process is established in the organization and how

effective the process is. This type of measurement indicates the organization's "process maturity." By

maturing, a process becomes more established in the organization, thus the process improves (Dorling,

1992:5).

Process maturity implies a formalized method of measuring the organization's maturity. This

methodology generally takes the shape of a process assessment. A process assessment uses a defined

baseline of process maturity practices or characteristics, a tool for indicating the state-of-the-practice,

and a method of scoring (Dorling, 1992:6). The baseline to be judged against is the process model of

interest; the tool can be in the form of a questionnaire, an interview, an inspection, etc; and the

methods of scoring can take on many forms.

The primary use of such an assessment is to provide information about a user's process and to allow

the user to improve his or her own process (Dorling, 1992:7). As side benefits, process assessments can

instill an atmosphere of constant improvement, optimize the use of resources (i.e. reduce waste), and

reduce the risk of an undesirable outcome (Dorling, 1992:10).
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In summary, process modeling defines and documents important aspects of a process, measures

one's process maturity, and improves the state-of-the-practice. ir is done to provide insight and to

improve the likelihood of a favorable result.

Why should this practice be applied to Air Force software acquisition? Chapter I indicated that the

software acquisition state-of-the-practice is very poor. There is indeed room for and interest in

improvement. In fact, Air Force acquisition regulations call for establishing a "software engineering

and management structure to reduce the risk of software development" (AFR57-1, 1992:49). This

guidance, which implements DoDD 5000.2 and DoDI 5000.3, requires the use of metrics, statistical

process control, process assessments/evaluations, and risk management to improve the state of software

acquisition (AFR57-1, 1992:49-54). These activities are all tools found in the arena of process

modeling. It is appropriate to model software acquisition as a process in order to implement the

directives of the governing regulations.

Finally, Dr. William Curtis of the SEI describes the four pillars necessary for software excellence:

Process Management, Human Resources, Technical Assets, and Customer/Supplier Relations (Curtis,

1992). The pillar government can most affect is the customer/supplier pillar. This relationship is

between the government program office and the developing contractor. The two organizations must

agree to accept certain responsibilities and cooperate to develop a usable product (Curtis, 1992).

The government is using the process evaluation technique on its contractors during the acquisition

process. In concert, many contractors are using the process assessment technique to improve their

software development process. Both efforts focus on the contractor's process. To provide the correct

customer/supplier relationship, the government's process must improve along with the contractor's

process. A mature program office is not assured success simply because it is mature. An immature

contractor could indeed cause severe problems. Conversely, a very immature program office could spoil

the acquisition even if the developer is very mature (Mead, 1991 a). The Air Force must do its part to

improve the cust'mer/supplier relationship.

From this discussion, it shows that process modeling provides a capability to increase the likelihood

of success. Air Force software acquisition is in need of improvement. Process modeling can be applied

to improve the process as well as improve the relationship between the customer and the supplier. An

Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Model has the potential to improve the software acquisition

state-of-the-practice.
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3.4 Software Process Models

Software process models to be explored by this review will fall in two distinct categories. The first

category models the acquisition of software systems. Works presenting models related to Air Force

acquisition will be addressed in the associated subsection. The second category models the software

development process. Works that cover these types of models will be addressed in the second

subsection.

3.4-1 Model of the Air Force Software Acquisition Process. In their the-

sis titled Management Cybernetics: An Application to the Development of a Conceptual Model of the

Software Acquisition Management DiscZipne, Captains Peschke and Sherrill modeled the Air Force

SPO's process for managing software acquisition. The authors used cybernetic t principles based on

work by Stafford Beer (a leading expert in management principles through cybernetics) to model the

process. The three objectives of their research were:

1. Investigate the current software acquisition management process with
emphasis on the elements that are creating problems in the areas of
employment and control.

2. Identify and define the variables (activities) which must be included in a
conceptual model of the software acquisition management process.

3. Develop a conceptual model of a viable software acquisition management
process which explains the system's behavior in terms of the activities and

their interrelationships. (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:11)

The foundation of their work was Stafford Beer's Recursive System Theorem.t" Based on this

theorem, they broke the problem (defining the software acquisition process) down into its component

parts and examined different SPO management levels to define key software acquisition management

activities (a.k.a. variables). The advantage of this methodolog, was it maintained visibility throughout

the whole system, which must be maintained to achieve statistical process controltft (Peschke and

Sherrill, 1979:15).

The systems perspective of software acquisition management differed from the traditional func-

tional perspective. The systems perspective views all process activities concurrently while the functional

t "Clybemetics studies the flow of information around a system, and the way in which the information is used by
the system as a means of controlling itself' (Beer, 1978:254).

ff Within a viable organization, there is a viable sub-organization and within that sub-organization there is
another sub-organization, etc, right down to the individual worker at the lowest level of the organization"
(Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:15).

fff 'A stable process, one with no indication of a special cause of variation, is in statistical contror (Deming,
1982:321).
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perspective views process activities sequentially. Hence, the functional approach to software acquisition

management splits the acquisition process into phases based on the sequential software development

steps (i.e. waterfall model). Each phase is managed separately, often by different directorates within the

SPO. The problem with the functional approach is managers lose visibility of the system. The

managers' tendency is to worry solely about their little "piece of the pie" versus worrying'about how

their decisions will affect the whole system. The functional approach promotes passing-off unsolved

problems to the next phase, creating a snowball effect. And, the functional approach is inherently

difficult to manage as a whole. The result is a program that does not meet cost and schedule. Peschke

and Sherrill recognized this and therefore, chose to model software acquisition management from the

systems perspective (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:4-8, 39-41).

To gather data on the software acquisition process, the authors performed a literature review and

interviewed Air Force acquisition professionals. With the data gathered, the authors identified 28

variables that had the greatest impact on managing the process. These variables, listed in Table 2 on

the following page, are comprised of the SPO's, the contractor's, the user's, and the supporter's

fundamental management activities and attributes. The authors operationally defined the variables

which included the variables' interrelationships. With this knowledge,- a software acquisition process

conceptual model was developed using influence diagramming (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:42-43).

Influence diagraming is a technique in which process variables are connected with arrows showing

the influence or effect each variable has on each other (Peschke and SherriU, 1979:22-28). The first

diagraming step is to identify the core variableswhich have the greatest controlling affect on the process.

These core variables comprise the model list around which the conceptual model is built. In subsequent

steps, the remaining variables are categorized into mutually exdusive extensions lists. The first extension

list contains those variables that directly influence the model list variables. The second extension list

contains those variables that directly influence the first extension list variables and so on. The model

and extension lists are listed in columns, side-by-side, and the variables are connected with arrows

showing their interrelationships (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:44-73).

Peschke and Sherrills' software acquisition process conceptual model is highly complex and detailed.

Figure 3, page 23 depicts the concept model's key variables and their interrelationships (note. the figure

illustrates only a portion of the entire concept model). The authors' research indicated Risk Analysis,

Timely and Complete Documentation, Verification and Validation, and Formal Reviews and Audits

are the core activities which have the greatest impact on the software acquisition process. Risk analysis,

the "uncertainty of management parameters expressed in terms of manpower, dollars, and schedule,"

is the most important variable (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:46). All other, activities feed this variable.
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TABLE 2. Key Software Acquisition Process Management Variables
(Peschke and SherriI 1979:42-43)

Managemniwt Variables

* .User involvement in development * Early involvement of AFLC personnel

"* SPO/AFPRO expertise o Unique support requirements definition timing

"* Contractor expertise e The amount of govemment-funished software

"• External influences 9 The age of the software being modified (when
applicable)

"* Planning for reprogramming capability a Timing of the operational requirements definition

"* Computed development time a Allowed development time

"* Degree of development entropy * Accuracy of operational requirements definition

"* Computer resources required for development e Standardization of code developed

"* Criticality of software being developed e Support software available for development

"* Test~verficiation requirement timing a Core size of the processor to be used

"* Risk analysis * Timing cycle

" Timely and complete documentation * Other hardware constraints

"* Verification and validation * Difficulty factor

& Formal reviews and audits e Requirement for transportability

Specifically, tht more timely and complete the contractor's documentation, the more effort put into

verification and validation, and the more detailed the formal reviews and audits the more likely the

software program will be completed on time and within budget (Peschke and Sherrill, 1979:46-48).

Other variables which directly influenced the program's risk are the SPO's, Air Force Plant Repre-

sentative Office's, and contractor's software acquisition experience; the user's involvement in defining

the program's operational requirements; the external pressures put on the program by other organiza-

tions (i.e. Air Staff); and the development time given to the program for completion (Peschke and

Sherrill, 1979:53-55).

Validation of the concept model was based on the interviews, literature reviews, and the authors'

confidence in the modeling process. The interviews were the primary basis for verification. Manage-

ment personnel from Air Force Logistics Command, Air.Force Systems Command, and Air Force
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Acquisition Logistics Division were all consulted in validating the model's variables (Peschke and

Sherrill, 1979:74-76).

Summarizing their work, Peschke and Sherrill stated the concept model,

was developed in order for the manager to know what management changes
to make to the software acquisition process to improve its behavior, and for
that manager to gain an understanding of the complex interrelationships that
exist throughout the software acquisition system. (Peschke and Sherrill,
1979:76)

3.4-2 Model of the Software Development Process. In 1991, Tarek

Abdel-Hamid and Stuart Madnick modeled the software development process in their book tided

Software Project Dynamics: An Integrated Approach. The authors developed a computer-based system

dynamic model ofthe software development process. The underlying theme of their work asserted that

little attention had been given to the software development management process (Abdel-Hamid and

Madnick, 1991:6-7). On the other hand, a great deal of work has been accomplished to introduce

sound engineering principles into software production since the early 1970s. Thus, the focus within

the software industry has been to improve its software development technology. This lack of

understanding the management process has and will continue to impede significant improvements in

software development (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:15). Accordingly, the model's objective was

twofold-

1. to enhance [the managers] understanding of the software development
process.

2. to make predictions about the process by which software systems are
developed. (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:6-7)

The authors' model is an integrative, system dynamic model. The model is integrative in that it

looks at the software development process as a whole (not just at its phases as in the traditional modeling

approach) and it integrates both the management and technical software development functions

(Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:7-8). It is system dynamic in that the model uses feedback control

loops which facilitates modeling "real world" activities' causes and affects on the system (Abdel-Hamid

and Madnick, 1991:9-10). Unfortunately, the model is bounded to the developer's software produc-

tion process. Specifically, the model is limited to the software design through test and evaluation phases.

The requirements definition and software maintenance life-cycle phases are excluded. Furthermore,

the authors assumed the system requirements are fixed throughout the production process. Hence, the

model looks at "actions of the software development team" and does not look at actions of the external

environment (e.g. the buyer) (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:20).
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Due to the model's bounding, Abdel-Hamid and Madnicks' research results were not directly

applicable to this research effort. However, their research methodology was similar to the methodology

used in this effort and, therefore, is worth mentioning.

Abdel-Hamid and Madnick used a three-phase approach in developing and verifying the model:

1) interview software development professionals to develop a framework of the model; 2) accomplish

an extensive literature review of the relevant material and perform additional interviews to fill-in

knowledge gaps to refine the model; and 3) perform a case study to test their model against a software

development program that had been already completed (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:13,55-56).

The first phase consisted of gathering information through focused interviews-a semi-structured

interview technique-and developing a framework of the model. For the interviews, the authors

identified managers in the government and commercial industry according to predefined criteria (the

authors looked for software managers with a certain minimum experience). The interviewees were

notified about the general subject areas the questions would cover. Then, the interviews were conducted

using a set of predefined questions. However, the questions were not asked in any particular order.

Based on the interview results, Abdel-Hamid and Madnick developed a skeleton model (Abdel-Hamid

and Madnick, 1991:55-57).

The second phase was an extensive literature review using the skeleton model as a research guide

(Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:58). Once a literature knowledge base was established, the authors

conducted an additional set of interviews to critique the skeleton model. For these interviews,

Abdel-Hamid and Madnick used an unstructured interview approach (they did not use pre-defined

questions). However, the questions asked were more focused in comparison to the first interview

questions. Again, managers from the government and commercial industry were identified based on

the same criteria as the first interview. However, the individuals interviewed in the first stage were not

re-interviewed. The reasons for doing this were to increase the sample size and to decrease possible bias

of the interviewees seeing the results of their initial input (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, 1991:58-59).

3.5 Acquisition Process
The following sections cover the general research topic. First, the Air Force software acquisition

environment is discussed followed by a description of software acquisition process management.

3.5-1 Description of the Air Force Acquisition Process. Air Force acquisi-

tion programs are governed by DoD Directive 5000.1 and DoD Instruction 5000.2 (5000.1, 1991:1;

5000.2, 1991:2). DoD Directive 5000.1 provides the fundamental policies for managing all defense

acquisitions (5000.1, 1991:1). DoD Instruction 5000.2 is second in order of precedence (following
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DoD Directive 5000.1). It "provides detailed procedures necessary to implement policies of DoD

Directive 5000.1" (Cochrane, 1991:30). The following paragraphs describe the acquisition process

outlined by these two documents.

These documents set forth a single DoD acquisition system, applicable to all services and all

programs (5000.1, 1991:1). The major positions involved with this system are the Defense Acquisition

Board (DAB), the Defense Acquisition Executive (DAE), the Service Acquisition Executives (SAE),

the Program Executive Officers (PEO), and the Program Managers (PM) (5000.1, 1991:3-1 - 3-2).

Since Acquisition Category (ACAT) It programs are required to follow structured acquisition

phases and decision milestones, ACAT II through ACAT IV programs are also recommcided to follow

the same structure. As illustrated in Figure 4, the acquisition process is divided into five phases, each

- -PHASEO PHASE I PHASE II PHASE III PHASE IV

IDetermination Concept Demonstration Engineering & Production Operations
of Mission EF"-'o tion and Manufacturing and * and

I Need & u •ainition Validation Development Deployment \, Support

MS 0 MSI MSI1 MS III MS IV
Concept Concept Development Production Major
Studies Demonstration Approval Approval Modification

Approval Approval Approval
as required

Figure 4. Acquisition Milestones and Phases (Cochrane, 1991:30)

with its own major decision point. From the information gained through a determination of mission

need, a Milestone 0 decision approves the concept study. This approval begins Phase 0 ot the process

which is concept exploration and definition. Phase 0 ends with a Milestone I decision to approve

concept demonstration. Phase I, the demonstration and validation phase, follows with its end being a

Milestone II decision--development approval. Phase II, Engineering and manufacturing develop-

ment, follows with its end being a Milestone III decision-production approval. After production

approval, Phase III, production and deployment begins followed by operations and support. An

optional Milestone IV could take place to approve major modifications (5000.1, 1991:2-1).

t If a program will cost at least $200M in research development test and evaluation or $1 B in procurement, then
it is categorized as an ACAT I program. ACAT I programs are also known as "major defense acquisition
programs." All other programs are categorized ACAT II, ACAT Ill, or ACAT IV (Cochrane, 1991:32).
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Before any program can pass a Milestone 0 decision, a great many activities must take place. Once

a mission need is identified, the full range of options must be explored. These options begin with

exploring nonmaterial changes in doctrine, tactics, or training followed by possible modifications to

an existing system. The research then turns to commercially available solutions or a modification of

commercial products. If none can meet the need, a cooperative research effort is attempted with an

allied nation. If there is no allied interest, a joint U.S. service program is contemplated. If and only if

all of these options fail will a new, single-service development program be started (5000.1, 1991:1-3).

The acquisition management for a new program must provide the proper environment to "effec-

tively translate operational needs into stable, affordable acquisition programs" (5000.1, 1991:2-12). In

order to meet this constraint, the directive suggests a great deal of planning in the areas of cost trade-offs,

technology risk identification and control, cost driver identification, dual sourcing of critical or risky

items, evolutionary or incremental procedures, and reliability and logistic supportability (5000.1,

1991:1-4 - 1-6). On all major defense acquisition programs operational effectiveness and suitability

generate enough concern for an assessment by an independent test organization (5000.1, 1991:3-2;

5000.2, 1991:8-2).

From these two documents, it can be seen that the defense acquisition process is very structured and

requires a great deal of planning. Every step in the process is described in detail ifi DoD Directive

5000.1 and DoD Instruction 5000.2. This includes specific procedures for managing the process at

the SPO functional discipline level (Cochrane, 1991:30). However, these same documents stress that

every acquisition is unique and requires its own approach. Major acquisitions that require high decision

authority are subjected to further controls which mandate the writing and approving of several

documents. Each of these documents requires a great deal of planning and research on the part of the

program office (5000.1, 1991:2-7 - 2-12).

3.5-2 Description of Software Acquisition Process Management. I n

their book Software Acquisition Management, Managing the Acquisition of Custom Softvare Systems,

Marciniak and Reifer describe in great detail the process of managing the acquisition of software. They

state the goal of the management process is "to obtain a workable system within the framework of time

and resources allocated" (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:8). This goal holds true for theAir Force's general

acquisition goal. There is no difficulty in acquiring low-risk systems on time and in budget. However,

the government is often acquiring state-of-the-art systems that are high-risk development efforts.

Therefore, the trick is to tailor the management process to provide the correct amount of control over

the development process so the system is completed on time and at cost (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:9).
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In order to tailor the management process correctly, one must understand the software development

process (covered in several other works) as well as the buying organization's management activities. The

bulk of the Marciniak and Reifer text is devoted to providing a description of the buyer's management

process and their interactions with the seller. The main elements of the buyer's management process

are given as: 1) documentation, 2) management and engineering reviews, 3) configuration manage-

ment, 4) quality assurance, and 5) assessment (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:23-33). The authors note

that even the best management process cannot overcome poorly defined quality requirements (Mar-

ciniak and Reifer, 1990:31). These requirements should drive the formation of the management

interrelation and should lend themselves to measurement. The indicators used to measure the sofrware

program's quality should be identified at the beginning of the effort and agreed to by both parties

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:32).

The authors provide in-depth discussions on the management activities each organization must

conduct to help ensure a quality product. These discussions include office activities, management

techniques, strategies, and planning (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:9-225). A great deal of detailed

information is stared about the practice of acquiring new software products. Virtually all of this

information can be applied to the Air Force acquisition process.

3.6 The SEI's Capability Maturity Model

In 1987, the SEI contracted with the DoD to develop a method for evaluating a firm's ability to

produce software. As a first step to produce this methodology, the SEI constructed a Software Process

Maturity Framework. This framework is fully defined in Humphrey's Managing the Software Process.

From this framework, the SEI developed a methodology for evaluating a firm's capability to produce

quality software as well as a methodology for a firm to assess its own process and develop action plans

for improvement (Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:25-6; Card, 1991:102). After several years of use,

the SEI saw a need to update and expand their framework and assessment/evaluation methodologies.

Their result was the Capability Maturity Model (Paulk et al, 1991:viii). The following sections discuss

the maturity framework, its associated methodologies for assessments and evaluations, and the CMM.

3.6-1 General Description. The CMM consists of the maturity framework, the Soft-

ware Process Assessment, and the Software Capability Evaluation. The CMM expanded the original

framework to include detailed guidelines for process improvement. From the CMM, a new set of

questionnaires will be developed for the assessment and evaluation activities (Paulk et al, 1991:viii).

The following subsections describe each of these items.
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3.6-2 Process Maturity Framework. The following pages are a summary of two

works written by Watts Humphrey, a research scientist at the SEI and founder of its software process

program. The first work is a book titled Managing the Software Process, the second, an article titled

"Characterizing the Software Process: A Maturity Framework," which appeared in IEEE Software in

March of 1988.

To overcome software problems, the development process must be controlled, measured, and

improved. The SEI framework provides a basis for measurement and improvement and allows

management to gain control of the process. An objective of the framework is to allow management to

produce products while improving the organization's capabilities. Milestones or interim goals are also

provided to aid the improvement process. Finally, the framework is also designed to reflect the actual

way organizations improve their software development capabilities (Humphrey, 1990:3-4; Humphrey,

1988:73-74).

The SEI characterizes an organization by placing it into one of five maturity levels, pictured in Figure

5 on the following page. These maturity levels represent five steps of process improvement. The more

mature activities performed, the higher the organization's level of maturity. The process maturity

framework names the five levels as: 1) the initial level, 2) the repeatable level, 3) the defined level, 4)

the managed level, and 5) the optimizing level. The following paragraphs are devoted to a discussion

of the five maturity levels (Humphrey, 1990:5).

The initial maturity level is often referred to as the ad hoc level and is generally characterized as

chaotic. There are no formal management procedures, cost estimation, or project planning. Ifsoftware

development tools are in place (which they seldom are), they are not well integrated or used throughout

the organization. There is very little change control; the product being developed is often a moving

target. In this stage, management has very little insight into the problems or issues facing the software

development team (Humphrey, 1990:5; Humphrey, 1988:6-8).

The easiest way to detect an organization at the initial maturity level is to observe it during a crisis.

If the organization reverts to a code-and-fix strategy, it is likely to be a very immature organization.

Any development methodology used during normal operations should be just as valid during crisis

situations. A turn away from the methodology shows a lack of understanding the software development

process (Humphrey, 1988:75).

To mature to the repeatable level, an organization must institute basic project controls. Project

management must be setup to ensure proper control of resource commitment. Senior management

must gain insight into the software development process by reviewing and approving all project plans

prior to company commitment. An independent quality assurance group must be setup to ensure
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(Paulk et al, 1991:8)

compliance of the appropriate conventions and procedures. Finally, the organization must control the

change control process (Humphrey, 1990:8-9; Humphrey, 1988:75-76).

An organization at the repeatable maturity level establishes, plans, and controls its commitments.

Its strength lies in its historical knowledge and experience. From this, the organization can make and

meet schedule and cost predictions. Organizations at this level tend to do well at projects they

understand and have experience in. The danger lies in uncontrolled introduction of new technology

and attempts to solve completely new problems. The knowledge base used to predict the time and cost

estimates may no longer be valid; the project plans may not fit the new development. Care must be

taken because risk may increase when something new is introduced (Humphrey, 1990:8-9; Hum-

phrey, 1988:75-76).

The steps for maturing beyond the repeatable level are to refine the software development process.

The first action needed is to establish a software process group. The main function of this group is to

establish and improve the software process. A software development architecture (or life cycle) must be

adopted to define the technical and managerial activities that take place during the development.
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Finally, structured software engineering practices must be introduced, if they are not already present

(Humphrey, 1990:9-10; Humphrey, 1988:76-77).

The next maturity level is the defined level. At this level, the organization has the ability to examine

and improve its own process. Sound software development practices are established and followed. The

organization has achieved the foundation for major improvement (Humphrey, 1990:11).

Again, several steps must be taken to mature beyond this level. Management must define a set of

basic measurements to begin collecting data. The data should quantify the benefits of the different

process stages and point out areas needing improvement. An organization-wide database should be

setup to hold the data being taken. Resources must be committed to obtain and maintain this data

store. Each product produced must be assessed and management informed of its quality. Actions can

then be taken to correct deficiencies in the process (Humphrey, 1990:10-11; Humphrey, 1988:77-78).

If all the actions listed above are taken, the organization has matured to the managed level. At this

level, the organization collects process data and makes changes to the process based on the data

collected. Management must focus on improving the process to achieve better quality results. A major

drawback of this maturity level is the cost to gather the data. Data is not cheap, so management must

carefullly choose which data is to be collected. It is important to note that this data should be used to

judge only the process, not to compare different divisions. The data collected for process improvement

shows nothing about a project's complexity or the requirement's solidity. The data taken should be

solely for that organization's process evaluation (Humphrey, 1990:10-11; Humphrey, 1988:77-78).

To achieve the highest maturity level, only a few steps are left to implement. Management must

support and implement automatic data collection as well as analyze and enhance the process.

Automatic data collection reduces the error inherent to human collection as well as reduces bias.

Management would be wasting time and money if it did not use the data it was collecting. Therefore,

management must also plan for the evaluation of the data. The data must be used to continually

optimize the development process (Humphrey, 19 12; Humphrey, 1988:78).

The optimizing level allows talent,.d people to become more productive. On the other hand,

management can tell where the talent is needed and provide them the proper support. An optimizing

process provides a professional environment that allows qualified personnel to work productively

(Humphrey, 1990:12).

As organizations mature from level to level, their capability to produce quality software increases.

There is no information on how long it takes for an organization to progress from the initial level to

the optimizing level. However, the key is management commitment. Management must take an active
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interest in the process and be willing to commit resources (money, people, and rime) toward achieving

the goal (Humphrey, 1988:78-79).

3.6-3 Capability Maturity Model "The CMM is a framework representing a path of

improvements recommended for software organizations" (Paulk et al, 1991:23). The CMM took the

structure of the maturity framework and expanded it into a conceptual model. Four primary uses of

the CMM are:

" Assessment teams will use the CMM to identify improvements needed in the organiza-
tion.

"* Evaluation teams will use the CMM to identify the risks of selecting among different
contractors for awarding business and as a tool to monitor contracts.

"* Managers will use the CMM to understand the activities necessary to implement an
improvement program across their organization.

"* Process improvement groups will use the CMM as a guide to help them define and

improve the software process in their organization. (Paulk et al, 1991:23)

Because of its various uses, the CMM is written as a layered product. Senior managers can

understand the process improvement concepts by reading only the high-level discussions while project

managers can obtain detailed process improvement methodologies at the lower levels (Paulk e al,

1991:23). The following paragraphs describe the different CMM maturity levels as described in

Capability Maturity Model For Software written by Paulk and others.

The CMM's basic structure is the process maturity framework described earlier in this chapter.

However, each maturity level is then broken out into several KPAs that must occur in order for an

organization to reach that maturity level. Each KPA is further broken down into key practices that are

conducted to achieve the goals of the KPA (Paulk et al, 1991:23). This structure is depicted in Figure

6 on the following page.

As stated, the maturity levels used in the CMM are equivalent to those in the process maturity

framework. KPAs are used to "identify the issues that must be addressed in order to achieve a maturity

level" (Paulk et 21, 1991:24). From the previous discussion of the framework, it is understandable that

the KPAs are derived from the required activities. In order to achieve process improvement, KPAs that

are grouped within a maturity level must be accomplished concurrently. Once an organization matures

past a certain level, they cannot disregard the lower level KPAs. These areas are still relevant to the

process. The emphasis can nuw be shifted from the initial development to key processes improvement

(Paulk er al, 1991:23-27).
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Since there are no prerequisites for a level 1 organization, there are no KPAs. The remaining four

maturity levels are shown in Table 3, page 34 with their corresponding KPAs.

Each of these KPAs is firther decomposed into Key Practices. Key Practices are the policies,

procedures, and activities that are instrumental in implementing its KPA (Paulk et al, 1991:29). Each

Key Practice has its own set of Key Indicators which indicate if the KPA goals are being satisfied (Paulk

et al, 1991:32). In order to provide a greater depth of direction, the CMM also provides for each KPA:

1) a set of goals, 2) the commitment needed to perform, 3) the ability needed to perform, 4) the

activities needed to perform, 5) the monitoring of the implementation, and 6) the verifying of the

implementation O(Xeber et al, 1991:0-21).

The individual can use the CMM to any level desired. The model layering makes it easy to use for

both senior management and project managers. It offers information ranging from general direction

to detailed guidance. The model provides a great deal of information for anyone interested in software

process improvement.

3.6-4 Software Process Assessments. In developing the framework for DoD,

the SEI also provided a tool that contractors could use to improve their process and not involve the
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TABLE 3. Capability Maturity Model Levels
(Paulk et al, 1991:28)

Maturity Levels Key Process Areas

Level 2 9 Requirements Management
"• Software Project Planning
"* Software Project Tracking and Oversight
"• Software Subcontract Management
"* Software Quality Assurance
"* Software Configuration Management

Level 3 * Organization Process Focus
* Organization Process Definition
"* Training Program
"* Intergrated Software Management
* Software Product Engineering
* Intergroup Coordination
- Peer Reviews

Level 4 9 Process Measurement and Analysis
• Quality Management

Level 5 • Defect Prevention
- Technology Innovation
1 Process Change Management

government. Wizh it, a contractor could assess its own maturity level and institute steps toward process

improvement. An important distinction of the process assessment is that the results are completely

confidential. The software process assessment provides a methodology for firms to determine their

maturity level as defined by the maturity framework, to identify possible areas for improvement, to

educate senior management of the problems, and to provide guidance for planning process improve-

ment (Humphrey et al, 1991:14). The following paragraphs summarize the procedures used in a

software process assessment as they are stated in the IEEE Software (July 1991) article by Watts

Humphrey, Terry Snyder, and Ronald Willis tided "Software Process Improvement at Hughes

Aircraft."

The first step of the assessment process reqt.:ýes senior level management support for process

improvement; the firm must contract with the SEI for an evaluation to be done. Management must

provide funding for the assessment. Since management is willing to fund the assessment, they should

be more willing to act upon the recommendations provided (Humphrey et al, 1991:12,14).

The next step is to select five or six projects that the firm is currently working on to serve as a

representative sample of the firm's development process. The project managers are then given a

questionnaire to answer. The questionnaire covers all areas of each project's development process. Once
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the questionnaires are completed, the evaluation team begins a four day on site assessment (Humphrey

et al, 1991:12,14).

The on site assessment begins with a briefing to management covering the ground rules and

schedule; management cooperation and support is also sought. The assessment team then meets

privately to review the questionnaires' answers. The team interviews several individuals to clarify the

questionnaire responses. If necessary, project leaders are also interviewed to gain further insight into

the development process. These activities generally take the entire first day (Humphrey et al,

1991:12,14-15).

The second day consists of discussions with technical individuals to gain further insight into the

exact nature of the different aspects of the process. Day three is spent reviewing relevant documentation

and re-interviewing individuals as needed. At this point, the team has completed the research portion

of the assessment. All that remains is to present the findings to the firm's management on day four

(Humphrey et al, 1991:12,15).

The findings are presented to the firm in two forms: a briefing is given to senior management during

day four, and a final report is written. The findings highlight the highest priority areas for process

improvement. After the briefing and final report, the assessment team produces an action plan to

address the needed process improvements. Upon request, the SEI will review and comment upon the

action plan (Humphrey et al, 1991:15).

3.6-5 Software Capability Evaluation. If one would liken the software process

assessment to hiring a tax consultant, a software capability evaluation would be like an audit by the

internal revenue service (Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:26). A firm uses the assessment methodology

to improve its own software development process while external organizations (i.e. the DoD) use the

evaluation methodology to determine a firm's strengths and weaknesses. As stated earlier, the DoD

uses the software capability evaluation for input at a source selection as well as for awarding incentive

fees. Therefore, the government uses the evaluation to gain insight into the firm's software development

process capabilities (SCEoverview, 1991:2.0-13).

The evaluation begins when a government agency determines that a firm's software capabilities need

to be evaluated. The government either sends a team to the SEI for training or hires an approved

evaluation team. The team sends a questionnaire to the firm's management (the same questionnaire

used in the software process assessment). The team then conducts a three day, on site evaluation during

which they interview individuals to clarify answers or to gain further insight into the process. All of the
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firm's positive answers must be substantiated by documentation. Accordingly, the team spends a great

deal of time reviewing the firm's documents and plans.

At the end of the third day, the team produces an evaluation report that assigns a maturity level to

the firm (a number from one to five corresponding to one of the five maturity levels) and identifies the

firm's strengths and weaknesses. The results of the evaluation are the property of the government

agency and can be used in any manner it desires. The results are not necessarily released to the firm,

but can be (SCEtraining, 1991:2.3-1 to 2.3-15).

The software capability evaluation is used to gauge the strengths and weaknesses of a given

contractor's software development process. There is no attempt made to provide information on

improving the process. This differs from the assessment methodology which focuses upon providing

guidance for improving the firm's process. Indeed, the evaluation serves as an audit while the assessment

serves as a consultation.

3.6-6 Critique of the SEI's CMM. Since the SEI's CMM has recently been released,

much of the criticism found in the literaure is of the pre-CMM Process Maturity Model. The

following paragraphs will cover the criticisms and, where possible, detail how the CMM has addressed

those areas. This summary should give the reader an idea of why the CMM was produced and the

direction the SEI is headed.

As stated earlier, the CMM defines a synthetic benchmark (Card, 1991:102). No "ideal software

development organizations" were available to base the model on. The model is based on statistical

process control principles as presented by Deming and Juran with additional information gained from

several IBM projects (Humphrey, 1990:xi-xii). One might ask: Is the model valid? The CMM does

not expand upon the validation of the model. However, in developing the CMM, the SEI used an

extensive amount of information gathered through the many process assessments and capability

evaluations in addition to a great deal of feedback from industry and the government (Paulk et al,

1991:vii).

Secondly, level one has no meaning other than failure; the only qualifications for being a level one

organization is not meeting the criterion for level two (Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:30). By this

definition, there can be a great variety of organizations represented as level one. This is shown by the

fact that as of 1991, more than 80% of the organizations that answered the SEI questionnaires were

assigned to level one (Card, 1991:102). In fact, an organization that can legitimately answer yes to all

but two questions will still be categorized as a level one organization (Bollinger and McGowan,

1991:32). The CMM does not address nor clarify this point.
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The original questionnaire provided a maturity level based on the answers to some 85 yes or no

questions. A great deal has been written about thestatistical inaccuracies associated with this sparse-data

analysis technique (Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:31-32). The CMM addressed this point at a very

fundamental level by introducing a structure that allows more data points to be obtained. The CMM

divides the maturity levels into 18 KPAs; each has its own key practices (343 in all) that can be verified

through key indicators (Baumert, 1991:78). The new SEI questionnaire (which has yet to be released)

will be based upon these key indicators (Baumert, 1991:78). The incorporation of key practices and

key indicators gives the CMM a much broader statistical basis in assigning maturity levels.

Other areas not specifically addressed by the CMM are the effects of automation, the misconception

that maturity equals capability, and the possibility of backward motion. The model does not

distinguish between the capabilities of an organization using a fourth generation language and one

using machine code (Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:30). The SEI does not make a definite distinction

between an organization's maturity and its capability. One could define capability as "the quan:rative

level of performance...in terms of variables like error rate and cycle time" (Card, 1991:103). The

assignment ofa maturity level does not provide assurance that the organization's capabiity is compliant

with this definition (Card, 1991:103). The SEI also does not address the possibility of an organization

digressing down the maturity scale (Topper and Forgensen, 1991:9). While this seems possible, the

CMM offers no discussion of this phenomenon.

Initially, some government agencies are using an organization's maturity level as a determinant in

source selection (Card, 1991:102; Bollinger and McGowan, 1991:28). This type of use places a great

deal of emphasis on an organization's "score." It is indeed likely that an organization will have strengths

in certain areas and weaknesses in others (Topper and Forgensen, 1991:9). Taking into account the

scoring problems as listed above, reliance upon asingle numberscore may not bewise. To de-emphasize

this effect, Baumert suggests that the product of an evaluation, based upon the CMM, should be a Key

Process Profile (Baumert, 1991:78). This method will give the decision makers a great deal more

information than a single digit.

3.7 The SEO CMM's Applicability to Software Acquisition

The following sections describe in detail how the CMM's KPAs apply to software Acquisition in

general and specifically, to Air Force acquisition. The KPAs are covered in the order that they appear

in the CMM-by maturity level.

3.7-1 Maturity Level 2. The KPAs for level two are: requirements management, soft-

ware project planning, software project tracking and oversight, software subcontract management,
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software quality assurance, and software configuration management. The following paragraphs address

the relevance of these topics to acquisition.

3.7-1.1 Requirements Management. The Statement of Work (SOW) and system

specification set forth the requirements at the time the program is started. However, new requirements

are destined to be introduced (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:78). The reasons for the new requirements

vary from changes in the operational concepts to changes in technology (Marciniak and Reifer,

1990:78). If the requirements are not addressed in the system, the software could be useless when it's

delivered from the developer. Therefore, "requirements must be managed continuously because their

impact on development is great" (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:78).

The current DoD software development standard used by the SPO requires the contractor to

document the traceability of requirements to each Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI),

Computer Software Component (CSC), and Computer Software Unit (CSU) (2167A, 1988:14). The

contractor must also document that all requirements in the Interface Requirements Specifications

(IRS) and Software Requirements Specifications (SRS) are tested by cases identified in the software test

description (2167A, 1988:16). By inference, the DoD requires the contractor to manage these

requirements.

In order to adequately manage requirements, the contractor should have a well-defined process

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:79). The requirements management process must be completely inte-

grated with the software development process. It should also be closely linked to the configuration

management activities. Furthermore, the buyer and the seller must agree to the process and both must

play active roles for it to be successful (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:79-80).

Some possible evaluation criteria the buyer can use to judge the contractor's ability to manage

requirements could be:

1. Does the seller understand the importance of managing requirements?

2. Does the seller have hands-on experience with managing requirements on
similar projects?

3. Does the seller have management mechanisms and procedures for require-
ments management?

4. Does the seller's procedure provide for an authoritative customer role in the
requirements management process? (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:79-80)

By assuring that the contractor can answer yes to the questions above, the program office can gain

confidence that the contractor can operate in an environment where change is inevitable.
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3.7-1.2 Software Project Planning. In its policy documents for acquisition manage-

ment, the federal government recognizes that effective planning is essential for success (5000.1, 1991:1 -

4). Marciniak and Reifer also note that planning for the management of an acquisition program is very

important and should not be ignored (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:181). Humphrey further states that

a planning process should be written to provide guidance for all such programs (Humphrey, 1990:87).

This written policy should directly address the procedures for establishing the program goals and

objectives, for writing the contractual work breakdown structure, and for estimating the project costs,

schedules, and resources (Humphrey, 1990:87).

In rewriting the acquisition guidance (i.e. DoD Directive 5000.1 and DoD Instruction 5000.2),

the DoD attempted to produce a document that could serve as a written policy for managing an

acquisition program. The intent was to "establish a disciplined, rigorous acquisition management

process with clear uniform standards" (5000.1, 1991:1- 9). Government guidance must be broad in

scope in order to cover the many types of acquisition programs attempted. Therefore, these documents

stress the need for a well thought-out program plan and acquisition strategy that is tailored to meet the

objectives of the particular program (5000.2, 1991:5-1). DoDI 5000.1 and DoDD 5000.2 provide a

frame or reference for tailoring the acquisition process (5000.2, 1991:5-1).

Specifically, the program management's software acquisition approach, plans, and decisions are to

be documented in the Computer Resources Life Cycle Management Plan (CRLCMP) (5000.2,

1991:6-D-2). This plan identifies that all major computer/software related risk areas include support

and safety issues. The CRLCMP is also directed to cover such topics as the program objectives, risk

areas, costs, development methodologies, and evaluation criteria (5000.2, 1991:6-D-2). To insure that

the software is developed with logistic supportability in mind, the CRLCMP is developed in

conjunction with the integrated logistics support plan (5000.2, 1991:6-D-3).

Planning for the program's acquisition management is indeed very important. The DoD directs

program offices to plan for the process and provides guidance for producing a tailored acquisition

strategy and program management plan. Furthermore, the DoD sets aside a separate document for

documenting the management approach and decisions for the program's software.

3.7-1.3 Software Project Tracking and Oversight. This KPA encompasses the re-

view of project accomplishments and the comparison of the accomplishments against documented

plans (Weber e al, 1991:L2-29). The previous section discussed the planning process and its

importance to the program office. In conjunction with this, the contractor should produce a Software

Development Plan (SDP) detailing Lhe specifics of the software development effort. DoD-STD-2167A
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requires the contractor to conduct the software development activities following the procedures

outlined in the SDP (2167A, 1988:9). Furthermore, the DoD Directive 5000.2 states that the program

office must establish a control system to measure the contractor's performance (5000.2, 1991:6-A-4,

6-D-4). Hence by regulations, the Air Force program offices must conduct project tracking and

oversight.

Is this process really necessary though? Humphrey states that sound management requires a

knowledge of the project status (Humphrey, 1990:103). Marciniak and Reifer warn against relying on

oversimplified reporting or broad interpretation of the data (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:133). This

point directs the manager to gather the data and produce his own interpretations and reports. In effect,

track the software program and ensure that oversight is obtained.

This process is a two-way street, however. The contractor must be willing to provide the government

with the data and mechanisms for proper management oversight. The program office must also have

the capability to perform the necessary actions to interpret the data and have an interest in taking

advantage of the oversight provided by the contractor. Both parties must have the capability and desire

to provide constant surveillance over the program (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:95). This constant

attention is necessary because software programs tend to "get into trouble a little at a time" (Marciniak

and Reifer, 1990:133).

A discussion of software project tracking cannot be complete without mentioning management

indicators and metrics. The purpose of the indicators and metrics is to gain knowledge into the progress

of the project (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:98). Many different indicators and metrics exist and many

different uses are employed for them. An entire thesis effort could be undertaken in this area alone. It

is important that these tools are used toward some goal. There are many ways to select the proper set

of tools to be used on a project. However, management indicators and metrics require a great deal of

knowledge and experience to be used properly (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:98). A metric program,

therefore, must be well thought-out and disciplined.

From this section, one can see that project tracking and oversight is indeed helpful to acquisition

management. Furthermore, it is required that the Air Force program offices perform these functions.

3.7-1.4 Software Subcontract Management. According to the SEI's CMM, subcon-

tract management entails selecting qualified contractors; contracting the proper requirements, proc-

esses, and requirements; ensuring the commitments are agreed to by both the prime and

subcontractors; and tracking the subcontractor's actual results against the planned commitments. In

order to perform these functions, the prime should have an established written policy to guide the
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process. Also, a single individual should be given the responsibility to manage the interface between

the prime and the subcontractor (Weber et al, 1991:L2-45 through U2-46).

Humphrey provides the processes an organization attains as it matures in regard to subcontract

management. Early processes included project estimating and tracking, and establishing the functions

for reviewing the subcontractor's Configuration Management (CM) and Software Quality Assurance

(SQA) functions. Later, formal subcontractor selection procedures were established and documented.

In an advanced maturity level, means are established to connect the prime and subcontractors'

develupmer.: environments. And a standard set of management indicators and metrics is selected and

applied to all projects (Humphrey, 1989:448-453).

The activities listed above are indeed important to the software development process. However,

from an acquisition management perspective, are they activities the SPO should perform? No, not

directly; it is the prime contractor's function to perform the subcontractor management activities and

the SPO's function to contract for their accomplishment. Hence, the important software acquisition

management aspect of this KPA is that the requirements for proper subcontract management are

stipulated in the prime contract.

3.7-1.5 Software Quality Assurance. SQA is responsible for giving senior manage-

ment the confidence they need to produce software products and process activities that conform to the

standards and applicable specifications (Weber et al, 1991:L2-63; IEEE, 1983 as stated in Marciniak

and Reifer, 1990:93; Humphrey, 1990:141). The SQA organization is employed to ensure inde-

pendently that the appropriate standards and procedures are followed and that any non-compliance

issues are reported to senior management (Weber et a], 1991:L2-61).

However, the Air Force program office's SQA function is not to perform the SQA activities but to

confirm that the contractor has indeed done these activities. The program office must ensure that the

developer performs as required by the contract. It is the buyer's job to tell the seller what to do, not

how to do it, nor to do it for him (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:71). Therefore, the role of an SQA

function in an Air Force SPO differs from that discussed in the CMM.

The DoD acquisition guidance requires that the SQA standards be contracted (5000.2, 1991:6-D-

3). The quality standard (DoD-STD-2168) states as its purpose:

The objective of the contractor's software quality program shall be to assure
the quality of(a) the deliverable software and its documentation, (b) the process
used to produce deliverable softivare, and (c) non-deliverable software.
(2168:2)
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The standard also requires the contractor to plan adequately, fund, and provide resources for

conducting this quality program (2168:2). It is the SPO's SQA function to ensure that the SQA plan

is adequate for the task and that the contractor implements the plan as documented.

Ensuring that the quality plan is employed properly is a difficult task. The program managers must

first completely understand the quality requirements. Secondly, they must understand how the

contractor's plan addresses these requirements. Finally, the contractor and the program office's SQA

functions must work well together to ensure their goals are accomplished. This process requires a great

deal of planning and communication (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:184).

The government's quality assurance function is very important. The SPO must ensure SQA is

required by contract and properly planned for and implemented by the contractor. However, the

distinction between the SPO's system quality assurance and its software quality assurance is not

significant enough to warrant an SQA KPA. As discussed above, implementing SQA is the contractor's

responsibility. The SPO's SQA activities are part of the overall system quality assurance effort. Software

specific quality assurance contracting and monitoring activities can be incorporated into other KPAs

such as requirements management and software project tracking and oversight.

3.7-1.6 Software Configuration Management. The purpose of configuration man-

agement is to identify the configuration at a given point in time (referred to as a baseline) and to

systematically control changes in order to maintain the system's integrity and traceability (Bersoff et

al, 1980:20). This-discipline requires that the process be documented and followed religiously (Weber

et al, 1991:L2-71 through L2-72).

Once again, the DoD acquisition guidance requires that a configuration management program be

established in order to identify the configuration items, control changes to them, record their

configuration, and to audit the actual configuration and its identification (5000.2, 1991:9-A-1). The

guidance further states that the configuration management program should be consistent with the

program's size, criticality, and complexity (5000.2, 1991:9-A-2).

The program office's influence in the Software Configuration Management (SCM) function is most

powerful earlier on. Proper CM requirements need to be placed in the contract or SOW (Marciniak

and Reifer, 1990:91). It is not sufficient to require the contractor to use "sound configuration

management practices;" verifiable requirements need to be written covering the contractor's CM

organization, plan, tools, and personnel (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:91-92). If these requirements are

contracted for, the SPO's CM function is simply to verify the contractor's CM efforts and report

problems to senior management (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:92-93).
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Similar to SQA, the SPO's SCM role is to contract for and oversee the propýzr ;r-pi.:-.:ation of

the contractor's SCM. Again, the question must be asked: are these activities worthy of their own

SAMF KPA? No, the same reasoning applied to SQA above applies to SCM. The SPO's CM acti,",iLs

apply to all parts of the system and are not software specific. Therefore, SPC's ,QA contracting and

monitoring activities can be incorporated into the requirements management and software project

tracking and oversight KPAs.

3.7-2 Maturity Level 3. The KPAs for level three are: organization process focus,

organization process definition, training program, integrated software management, software product

engineering, intergroup coordination, and peer reviews. The following paragraphs address the rele-

vance of these topics to acquisition.

3.7-2.1 Organization Process Focus. The essence of process focus is ensuring that

everyone involved in the process understands the process steps, recognizes its strengths and weaknesses,

and coordinates to improve the process. A group should be established in order to define and document

the standard process for the organization. The members of the group should have a great deal of

experience in the field and should understand the organization's process improvement needs. As with

all aspects of process improvement, this group needs to be given adequate resources to study and

document the organization's process and to study the effects of changes to that process (Weber et al,

1991::L3-1).

This concept is very applicable to the software acquisition process. A Software Acquisition Process

Group (SAPG) should be organized at each AFMC product center to improve its acquisition process.

3.7-2.2 Organization Process Definition. The first priority of the group's established

organization process focus is to provide a process definition. A standard process is defined, documented,

and maintained in order to stabilize the organization's process. Once the process is stabilized, it can be

analyzed and improvements can be implemented. Data providing the results of the changes must be

collected and analyzed to guide the process improvement. Also, products from previous efforts are

archived to provide a library of past successes and failures. This library can be used to guide process

improvement as well as provide information for future projects (Weber et al, 1991:L3-11).

Defining the software process is the first step towards bringing the process under statistical process

control (Humphrey89:3). Using Lord Kelvin's axiom:

When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you
cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory
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kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your
thoughts advanced to the stage of science. (as quoted in Humphrey, 1990:3-4)

The definition provides the means to measure the process and to gain meaningful knowledge of it.

It also provides operational definitions of the process which allows all individuals to understand the

meaning and purpose of the different organizations and tasks to beperformed (Humphrey, 1990:247).

Similar to organization process focus, organization process definition is applicable to the software

acquisition process. This KPA implies each product center/SPO implements a standard software

acquisition process.

.3.7-2.3 Training Program. A training program provides the staff with the knowledge

they need to perform their jobs. Furthermore, they may be provided with opportunities to improve

their professional education as well. The goal of the training program is to adequately prepare the staff

to perform their duties (Weber er al, 1991:L2-23).

In order to run smoothly, the training plan should be documented so everyone in the organization

understands their obligations and opportunities. Furthermore, the program should be policed to ensure

everyone is provided with the appropriate training (Weber et al, 1991:L2-23 through L2-24).

The need for a well-trained acquisition work force has been recognized by the DoD. The DoD

believes that well-trained individuals are needed in order to improve the acquisition pro:ess (5000.1,

1991:1-6). This KPA is indeed applicable to the Air Force acquisition process.

3. 7-2.4 Integrated Software Management. The process defined in organization proc-

ess focus and documented in organization process definition provides the basis for integrated software

management. All projects undertaken by the organization are managed according to the process

definition in order to achieve their objectives. To be usefuil, the definition must be tailorable, that is be

flexible to change so the process can be applied to virtually all situations the organization may

encounter. The process definition must also integrate the technical and managerial issues that will be

faced on the project. If project objectives are not being achieved, the process definition may be further

tailored or even adjusted to correct the problem or oversight. Again, data from all projects is maintained

to provide information for future projects (Weber et al, 1991:L3-33).

Establishing and integrating a process is very applicable to the software acquisition process. The

SPO's must integrate the standard acquisition process to their program to meet its specific needs. This

is a key theme of DoDI 5000.2 (Cochrane, 1991:30).

3.7-2.5 Software Product Engineering. Software Product Engineering covers the ac-

tivities performed to produce a working software system from the operational specifications or the
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contractual requirements. These activities use state-of-the-practice tools and methodologies to analyze

the system requirements, produce an architectural design, and implement the design into working

code. Also included in these activities are evaluations and inspection processes that ensure the product

is produced correctly and that the correct product is produced. The procedures used in the production

should be documented in such a way to be useful to every project the organization undertakes (Weber

et al, 1991:L3-57 through L3-58).

The government acquisition guidance mandates that software engineering techniques be used in

the production of the software system. The guidance also mandates that the SPO ensures that the

contractor understands the scope of the effort and is capable of developing the product using state-

of-the-practice engineering activities (5000.2, 1991:6-D- 1-1).

As in SQA and SCM, the software product engineering activities are performed by the contractor.

Once again, it is the SPO's responsibility to ensure proper software product engineering is contracted

for and implemented during the program. These contracting/oversight activities could be integrated

into the SPO's requirements management and software project tracking and oversight functions.

3.7-2.6 Intergroup Coordination. Just as it sounds, intergroup coordination is the disci-

plined interaction of all groups working on the project. Every individual in every group understands

the system goals and how he or she fits into achieving these goals. Furthermore, every group should

understand the project responsibilities of all other groups. The formal interfaces between the groups

must be well established and documented. Managerment provides an atmosphere that promotes a team

effort (Weber et al, 1991:13-79).

Intergroup coordination is indeed a difficult task. Without it, a program may be doomed. With

good coordination, the program stands a chance of succeeding (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:190).

However, knowing who is responsible for what and what the official communications chanr-ls are is

not enough. Other very important aspects of coordination are the informal networking channels,

electronic communications (e-maii for example), project telephone listings, meeting reports and

minutes, and possibly, a program newsletter (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:191-192).

The most important aspect of intergroup coordination is management support. The program must

operate under an air of trust and communication. Issues should be directly addressed and solved, not

avoided or tabled. It is important to remember that software development and acquisition are people

intensive activities. Communication and trust are important to the success of the program and should

be attained (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:190). Considering - number of groups (i.e. functional
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directorates) within the program office, intergroup coordination is indeed very important and

applicable to the acquisition process.

3.7-2.7 Peer Reviews. A peer review is a process that uses developer's peers to examine

his products in the hope of detecting problems earlier. Peers are used as reviewers to lessen the anxiety

an individual may feel when exposing his work to the public. A methodical, documented process is

used in reviewing the products and corrective action plans are followed. The secondary goal of this

process is for individuals to become more productive and efficient in their work (Weber et al,

1991::L3-89).

As stated above, peers are employed as reviewers to drive out the developer's fear of failure. In fact,

management should not even be present during the reviews (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:173). In

government acquisition, the program office serves in the role of manager. Therefore, it is not

appr9priate for the government to conduct these reviews.

However, the government could conduct these reviews on its own products, the SOW, for example.

It may be usefiUl to employ a review by other acquisition professionals prior to release of a Request for

Proposal (RFP) or the signing of a contract or SOW. So, the process could be used by the SPO on its

own products (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). Yet, these informal "SPO product" peer reviews would

not be very different than the formal government review process already established for most SPO

products. Instead, informally coordinating SPO products prior to their formal review should be

performed as a standard practice to ensure an effective formal review process. This should be a key

practice of many different KPAs such as contract management and software product planning.

Therefore, peer reviews should not be established as a SAMF KPA.

3.7-3 Maturity Level 4. The KPAs for level four are: process measurement and analysis

and quality management. The following paragraphs address the relevance of these topics to acquisition.

3.7-3. 1 Process Measurement and Analysis. When the process is understood (as it

would be if an organization achieves process focus, process definition, and integrated software

management), it can then be measured and compared against itself Through these comparisons, more

knowledge can be gained as to what the causes of variation are. The organization can then take steps

to reduce the sources of variation. The less variation, the more predictable and efficient the process

becomes. Therefore, the first step for improving a process is to define it, measure it, analyze it, and

reduce the causes of variance. At this point in time, all that remains to be improved is the process itself.

The organization can now improve upon the process itself (Humphrey and Sweet, 1987:3-4; Deming,

1982:315).
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Process measurement and analysis are the logical extensions of process focus, process definition, and

integrated software management. The process has been developed, written, and applied throughout

the organization. The organization's performance must now be measured and continually analyzed.

Through the study of the process data collected, the relationship between the process and the

productivity, quality, and schedule of the process should become understood. The goal of this KPA is

to bring the process under statistical process control. The measurements should be analyzed to

determine special causes of variation and then the impact of these special causes should be controlled.

The process should become controllable and predictable in quantitative terms (Weber et al, 1991 :L4-

1).

The DoD acquisition guidance states that the contractor should establish "a software process

maturity model and process improvement plan" (5000.2, 1991:6-D- 1-1). Furthermore, the contractor

management should "foster continuous improvements in the software development process" (5000.2,

1991:6- D-1-2). The guidance also requires that the program office collect software metrics and

management indicators of the development process (5000.2, 1991:6-D-4). It is indeed clear that the

guidance stresses the improvement of the contractor's development processes. It seems only reasonable

that the government process used to acquire the product be similarly improved.

3.7-3.2 Quality Management. The reasons behind the government's push to improve

the contractor's development process are to eventually improve the product (5000.2, 1991:6-D-1- 1).

It is management's responsibility to lead the organization toward quality improvement (Humphrey,

1990:335). A lackluster management shows the workers that when trouble comes, management will

likely take the quick and easy way out, instead of striving for the quality product. This approach

generally does not produce quality software products (Humphrey, 1989:335). The management must

commit to producing quality products.

Humphrey suggests the following four, basic quality principles an organization must live by:

1. Unless you establish aggressive, quality goals, nothing will change.

2. If these goals are not numerical, the quality program will remain just talk.

3. Without quality plans, only you are committed to quality.

4. Quality plans are just paper unless you track and review them. (Humphrey,
1990:336)

These four principles are the heart of the quality management KPA. Measurable project goals are

established through interaction with the customer and users. Measurable organizational goals are

established and progress tracked. Software plans and processes address the organizational and project
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quality goals. Finally, the quality process is managed through the use of process measurements and

indicators (Weber et al, 1991:L4-15).

In acquisition, simply to require a "quality product" is insufficient. The requirements must be

concise, measurable, and verifiable. Planning for a quality program is very important. The organization

must determine how it wishes to specify the quality requirements, it must write the requirements in

contractual language, and it must be able to measure compliance. These activities should be completed

before the RFP is issued. Once the RFP is issued and a vendor selected, the process is still not completed

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:217-219).

The management of both the seller and the buyer must understand and agree to the quality

requirements. Both must unite and present a unified front for enforcing the quality standards and

producing a quality product. It is up to the contractor to produce the necessary quality development

plan. The program office must concentrate on verifying compliance and providing management

support to the contractor's quality function. By working together, the team improves its chance of

producing a quality product (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:228-229).

The federal government does indeed stress the importance of developing quality products. As stated

in DoDD 5000.2, "Quality shall be emphasized. It shall be integrated throughout all elements and

activities of a program" (5000.2, 1991:6-P-1). The focus of the mandate is on the quality of the design,

the quality of the conformance to the specifications, and the fitness for use. Quality products shall be

obtained by selecting vendors that produce quality products and by assessing the vendor's management

commitment to quality (5000.2, 1991:6-P-1-3).

Once again, the guidance stresses that a contractor provides a management environment conducive

for quality development. A similar acquisition environment should help the Air Force manage

contractors in such a way to provide an environment conducive to quality production.

3.7-4 Maturity Level 5. The KPAs for level five are: defect prevention, technology

innovation, and process change management. The following paragraphs address the relevance of these

topics to acquisition.

3. 7-4.1 Defect Prevention. At the most mature level, the optimizing level, the emphasis

is on constantly improving the process. The goal is to reduce the possibility of an error being introduced

anywhere in the process. Defect prevention entails preventing errors, once they are identified and their

source known, from entering the system again (Humphrey, 1990:387). In preventing defects from

entering the product, the process becomes better and more efficient because less time is spent fixing
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the few errors that did find their way into the product (Humphrey, 1990:364). In undertaking a defect

prevention program, it is important to remember several points:

1. Feedback is an important part of the Defect Prevention process.

2. There is no single cure-all that will solve all of the problems.

3. Process improvement must be an integral part of the process.

4. Process improvement takes time to learn. (Humphrey, 1990:367-368)

Humphrey also lists the steps involved in defect prevention as being: 1) defect reporting, 2) cause

analysis, 3) action plan development, 4) action plan implementation, 5) performance tracking, and 6)

starting over (Humphrey, 1989:368-369). Here again, defect prevention takes a commitment from

management. Moving toward a defect prevention program is a fundamental change in direction for

most organizations. This change does not occur quickly nor does it occur by itself. Management must

be the driving force behind the change (Humphrey, 1990:387).

The CMM lists only one goal for defect prevention, that of eliminating sources of product defects

once they are identified. This defect prevention policy should be written down in a defect prevention

program plan that should be reviewed on a regular basis. The CMM also states that management

commitment is essential to the program's success (Weber et al, 1991:L5-1).

DoDD 5000.2 states that the quality emphasis during the engineering and manufacturing devel-

opment and the production and deployment phases shall be on defect prevention, not defect detection

and correction (5000.2,1991:6-P-3). Again, the government is placing the emphasis on improving the

development process. The acquisition process must be able to improve at a comparable pace to be able

to adequately manage the program.

3. 7-4.2 Technology Innovation. Technology innovation involves analyzing new ideas,

tools, and methodologies as they become available. A determination is made as to whether the new

ideas could be integrated to improve the organization's process. Pilot programs can be carried out by

particular programs or organization sections to aid in this determination. The driving force behind this

KPA is to improve the organization's process. New technology should be able to integrate into the

process in an orderly and efficient manner. New methods or tools should not detract from the

organization's quality; it should enhance it (Weber et al, 1991:L5-17). The Air Force software process

needs technology innovations to achieve process improvement.

3.7-4.3 Process Change Management. Finally, continuous process improvement

implies continuous changing of the organization's process. The continuous change must be managed.

Process improvement goals must beset, action plans must be drawn-up and implemented, and progress
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towards the goals must be tracked. The organization's staff and management must be able to cope with

this environment of continuous improvement and must be motivated and capable of handling it. In

fact, the entire organization must be dedicated to the principles of continuous improvement in the way

the organization works. This environment is difficult to foster, management must work diligently to

gain everyone's support and cooperation (Weber et al, 1991 :L5-3 1).

DoDD 5000.1 and DoDI 5000.2 require program offices to manage their programs with a

disciplined approach. Hence, SPO management of changes to the program's acquisition process is

highly emphasized (Cochrane, 1991:34). This implies the process change management KPA is

applicable to the acquisition process.

3.8 Other Software Acquisition Key Process Areas
The following sections describe other key process areas that are applicable to a software acquisition

process. These topics are in addition to those covered in the previous section about the CMM.

3.8-1 Statement of Work Preparation. After a RFP cycle and a source selection,

the system is ready to be put on contract. The contractual vehicle stating exactly what is to be done is
the Statement ofWork (SOW). This SOW is the basis for communicating management requirements

to the developing contractor (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:74). The requirements contained in this
document may cover such things as quality assurance, configuration management, safety, security,

metrics, and documentation selection and standards (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:75). Equally

important are the technical requirements of reliability, maintainability, supportability, and test and

evaluation standards (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:75).

Since the SOW is the critical document for conveying requirements to the contractor, it is essential

that it be well written. Like the software product, the SOW should have a development process

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). One suggested SOW development process is divided into the

following six distinct stages.

Stage one is identifying the people or organizations that need to be involved in the SOW

development (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). Many of the buying organization's managerial activities

need to be represented along with the users and any independent IV&V or T&E organizations

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). For guidance, some suggested areas of engineering interest are

requirements management, selection and definition of CSCIs, tools and environments, and methods

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:78-88). Suggested managerial topics include documentation, data

management, configuration management, quality assurance, and assessments (Marciniak and Reifer,

1990:88-100).
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The second stage is the initial preparation for the first SOW team meeting (Marciniak and Reifer,

1990:75). All members of the team should be sent the relevant material needed for developing de

SOW. Along with this material, the team members should receive a copy of the SOW development

schedule and meeting agenda. Members should come to the initial meeting prepared for the job ahead

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76).

The initial meeting is the third stage of the process (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:75). The meeting

should be used to organize the team and to assign each individual/organization appropriate tasking.

These tasks should include the conceptual outline of how the software program areas should be

contracted in the SOW. Each organization should prepare this conceptual outline for its own area of

expertise (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76).

The next important stage is to construct a second team, often called a Blue Team, for the purpose

of reviewing the SOW (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:75). The team members should come from both

the developing anid buying organization's functional areas (i.e. CM, engineering, test, etc.). However,

the senior team members should only come from the buying organization's functional areas. The

team's goal is to improve the SOW, decrease the SOW preparation time, and help bind the

management teams from the buyer and the seller (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76).

Stage five is the second meeting between the SOW development team and the Blue Team

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). At this meeting, the conceptual approaches are discussed and

finalized. The results of the meeting should be guidelines for the actual writing of the SOW areas. After

this time, team members should begin writing their draft inputs for the SOW (Marciniak and Reifer,

1990:76).

The final stage is incorporating the draft inputs from the team members into the actual SOW

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:76). These activities should adhere to the schedule initially sent out to all

team members. The draft SOW is then reviewed by the Blue Team and comments are prepared. The

SOW team cakes the appropriate corrective actions for the SOW finalization (Marciniak and Reifer,

1990:76).

The procedure described above is an example of a process that can be used to develop a SOW. This

should not be viewed as the only way to prepare a SOW. However, many topics brought out by this

procedure are valid in any process. These topics are: who develops the SOW, who reviews it, what

areas need to be covered in the SOW, how the final draft is produced, etc. What is important is that a

standard process is followed.
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3.8-2 Risk Management. Early identification of risky software program areas is essen-

tial to developing astrategy for resolving the risk and lowering the probability of a "show-stopper" later

in the project (Boehm, 1981:13). A secondary advantage of a risk management function is to identify

and address new risk items as they arise.

Another reason to implement a risk management program is because DoDI 5000.2 requires it of

the SPO and contractor. The program must identify and control risk in the areas of schedule, cost, and

performance. The risk management program shall entail the process of planning, identification,

assessment, analysis, and reduction of the program risk (5000.2, 1991:5-B-1 through 5-B- 2). The

contractor is further required by DoD-STD-2167A to document its risk management process (2167A,

1988:9).

Not only has risk management been a key variable in past efforts to model the software acquisition

process (see section 3.4-1), but, as outlined above, it is required by regulation. Risk management is an

integral part of the software acquisition process and warrants it own KPA.

3.8-3 Data Management. "Visibility on progress is assessed through different means.

Data provides those means" (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:91). In order for the buyer to have

management oversight, there must be some mechanism to provide insight into the program's progress.

Engineering data provides the means. Furthermore, government software development standards

require the contractor to document the development steps, activities, tools, and information used to

create the software products in Software Development Files (SDF) (2167A, 1988:14). Therefore, the

contractor is required to record engineering data about the development process.

Still, to be most effective, the contractor should have a process for recording, storing, and controlling

this engineering data (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:91). Like other processes, this should be formalized

and documented. The documentation should describe the process and how it's used to support the

overall software development process (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:91).

Some possible evaluation criterion for judging the contractor's capabilities to manage data are:

1. Does the seller understand the importance of engineering data to the
development process?

2. Does the seller have a plan to manage engineering data? Does the plan
identify all data to be generated on the project and provide for recording,
storing, and controlling the data?

3. Does the seller understand the use of software development folders to house
engineering data throughout the project?
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4. Does the seller provide for the integration of engineering data with the
documentation products of the development effort? (Marciniak and Reifer,
1990:91)

These questions could be used to give the government confidence that the contractor may be able

to manage engineering data. It is important to note that DoDD 5000.2 requires the program office to

ensure that the government has access to all data necessary to support the system throughout its life

cycle (5000.2, 1991:9-B-2 through 9-B- 3). Furthermore, past research has indicated timely data is

essential for a successful software acquisition program (see section 3.4-1).

The program office itself must also understand the importance of engineering data. This process

can indeed lower the cost of the product as well as provide valuable visibility into the producr (McKissik

and Price, 1979:5). The program office must also understand that inconsistency in implementation of

engineering data procedures is a major problem and can negate any positive effects (McKissik and Price,

1979:5). The buyer must be aware of the importance of data management and must be willing to

enforce it. Hence, data management is a key software acquisition process area.

3.8-4 Software Supportability Planning. The majority of programming today is

supporting software or making changes to keep the current system running (Corbi, 1989:294). If the

transition from development to operational support is not well planned, the system may be in trouble

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:246). The contractor may be required, by DoD standards, to provide

transition support by producing maintainable code, transition planning and support, and operational

documentation (2167A, 1988:18).

However, before transition support can be contracted, the buyer must decide what the support

concept will be (Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:246-7). Some possible concepts are that the development

organization provide continuing support, a warranty period may be set up with the developer, or a new

supplier be contracted after development, or the user may take over the support function (Marciniak

and Reifer, 1990:246-7). With each option comes certain special requirements. For example, docu-

mentation requirements could be less stringent for a contractor who will provide for continued support

throughout the life of the system than if the users were to take over the support function (Marciniak

and Reifer, 1990:248). Whatever the option, the buyer must plan for the inevitable transition

(Marciniak and Reifer, 1990:246).

Government guidance requires that the SPO conduct a logistic supportability program to ensure

that the product is supportable when fielded. This program shall be disciplined and unified and will

apply throughout the entire program. Post-production support planning shall be addressed early in the

system life cycle and revisited throughout the program. Specifically, the Computer Resources Life Cycle
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Management Plan shall be prepared in close coordination with the Integrated Logistics Support Plan

to ensure supportability issues are addressed (5000.2, 1991:7-A-2 through 7-A-3).

3.9 Summary
A process model defines the activities that constitute the process, the activities' interrelationships,

and their effects on the system. Once a process has been modeled, the state of the process can be

measured disclosing its maturity. Through knowledge of the process' maturity, improvements can be

made. The SEI's Capability Maturity Model is an example of such a process model. The CMM is

designed around a framework of five maturity levels. Each maturity level contains Key Process Areas

that define the salient process activities necessary for successful software production.

The CMM is employed by the Air Force and the software industry to evaluate/assess a firm's

software development maturity. Thus, the defense industry's focus to date has been on measuring and

improving the software development process. Little attention has been given to the process that drives

the requirement for software development, namely the software acquisition process. The Air Force

must improve its software acquisition process in concert with its contractor's software development

process.

Past research suggests modeling the software acquisition process is feasible. Moreover, the literature

indicates the majority of the SEI's CMM framework is applicable to the Air Force software acquisition

process. Specifically, 13 of the 18 CMM KPAs are applicable to the acquisition process. The five KPAs

not applicable are: subcontract management, software quality assurance, software configuration

management, software product engineering, and peer reviews. Four additional KPAs are also required

to fully define the framework for the software acquisition process. These 17 KPAs make up the baseline

SAME.
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IV. Analysis
4.1 Introduction

This chapter draws together the two elements of the research effort, the literature review and Delphi

survey. A general framework is presented for the baseline SAMF derived from the literature review.

This framework provided a basis for the two rounds of Delphi questionnaires. An in-depth discussion

of the two questionnaires is presented along with an analysis of the experts' t responses. The experts'

answers and comments to the questions provide the underlying structure and content for the SAMF.

This chapter provides a complete understanding as to what the proposed SAMF consists of and how

it may be employed, according to the literature and the experts' opinions.

4.2 Baseline SAMF-Delphi Questionnaire Development

A thorough literature study relating to the software acquisition and the DoD/Air Force acquisition

process provided a great deal of information about important aspects of software acquisition. In

addition, information on the applicability of the CMM KPAs was found. By combining the data, the

researchers developed a candidate structure for the SAMF. It is this candidate structure that formed

the basis of the Delphi questionnaires. The development of the baseline SAMF and how it related to

key sections in the Delphi questionnaires is discussed in the following sections. Table 4, page 56

presents the baseline SAMF's structure for reference during the following sections.

4.2-1 Organization Level The first decision of the research was what Air Force

organizational level the SAMF should be applied to. Since the SEI's CMM software process assessments

are targeted at the software development organization level, a definition of the target organization level

for the SAMF was needed. As the researchers saw it, there were four possible options:

"* Target the SAMF at the SPO level where the SPO is the organization and the
segments/sub-systems/teams are the projects.

"* Target the SAMF at the SPO level where dhe SPO is both the organization and the
project.

"* Target the SAMF at the AFMC Product Center level where the Product Center is the
organization and the SPOs are the projects.

"* Target the SAMF at the Program Executive Officer (PEO) level where each PEO
program grouping is the organization and the SPOs are the projects.

t "Experts" are the Air Force personnel who were surveyed. These people met pre-determined acquisition
training and experience criteria (see section 2.4-4).
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TABLE 4. Baseline SAMF

M rtyKey Process Area SEl's Baseline
Le......e... CMVM SAMF

~~ymj 1 Risk Management ____

..I..i..) ........ . Contract Management

E i 2i i Requirements Management X

Software Project Planning

Software Project Tracking and Oversight K X

Software Subcontract Management X

Software Quality Assurance

Software Configuration Management '

--Data Management X

3{ii iiOrganization Process Focus X X
("D::: in• !iid Organization Process Definition X X

S:::1-.:j&:• Training Program X _ _

Integrated Software Management X X
E•••. '..:.''•••s••••Software Product Engineering X•

•i{i ••:::•:•::iii"..iiii! ii!#•Intergroup Coordination X•

•ii.:-,:,''a.':•.:•:::a-:-'*: •:'.:.-•Peer Reviews

. ..;. Software Supportability Planning

....... Process Measurement and Analysis

ProceshQuality Management
ii• ;•:•{i~ii;;!{:!il~iiii~iDefect Prevention •

i Technology nnovation ,, ,X
••:i. . :-i. ..~. .... .. ... Process Change Management

This question of which organization level the SAMF should target, was a critical decision that would

influence the selection of the SAMF KPAs. Therefore, the researchers let the experts decide which level

to implement the SAMF. Accordingly, the experts were requested to recommend one of the four

options (or one of their own) based on the following information taken from the SEI's CMM: 1) an
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organization is defined as "a unit within a company, agency, or service that shares common manage-

ment, is centered at a single geographical site, and has responsibility for a common business area"

(Weber et al, 1991:A-1 1); 2) the CMM states the scope of the organization may differ depending on

the company size and assessment strategy (i.e. evaluating the maturity level of a company's division

versus a unit within the division) (Paulk et al, 1991:41); and 3) the methodology for implementing the

maturity assessment implies that multiple projects should be evaluated to determine the organization's

process maturity (Paulk et al, 1991:38).

For the remaining questions in the questionnaire, one option had to be assumed to assure a

consistent reference point for the experts. Therefore, the researchers instructed the experts to assume

(when determining the applicability of the CMM Maturity Levels and KPAs) that the SPO was the

organization and the segments/sub-systems were the projects (the first bullet in the previous paragraph).

The researchers chose this option based on the original idea that the SAMF was to measure the SPO's

software acquisition management capability. Therefore, the researchers' logical choice was to target the

SPO as the organization.

4.2-2 Applicable CMM Maturity Levels. The next set of decisions was which

CMM maturity levels applied to the SAMF. Based on the literature review, the researchers' initial

impression was that four of the five maturity levels were applicable to the SAMF. Some evidence led

the researchers to believe that Level 2, the repeatable level, may not apply to Air Force acquisition.

However, inclusion of the repeatable level depended on what Air Force organization level the SAMF

was targeted for. Since the SAMF's target organization level was to be determined by the experts, the

researchers let the experts decide which maturity levels would be applicable.

The repeatable level implies that similar projects are undertaken and completed by the same

organization. The data gathered in executing these projects allows the organization to further under-

stand the outputs of their process, for example price and schedule. The organization has some level of

confidence in its estimations based on this data. If both the organization and the project is defined to

be the SPO (the second bullet paragraph presented in section 4.2-1) the repeatable level may not apply.

Few SPOs procure multiple systems---each system constituting a "project." The exception is the basket

SPO where the acquisition of multiple, similar systems are managed concurrently. The basket SPO's

software acquisition process may indeed be repeatable. However, for the SPOs that manage the

procurement of single systems (i.e. major programs), the repeatable level does not apply. In this case,

a SPO would have to procure multiple systems sequentially over time to be considered repeatable. For

example, if the ['-15 SPO completed its procurement and remained together to procure the F-22, the
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acquisition process may indeed be repeatable. However, most SPOs usually procure only one system

(and the sub-systems designed specifically for that system). No evidence was found to indicate that a

SPO has ever procured one system and remained intact to procure another. Therefore, if it is assumed

that the SPO is both the organization and project, it may be reasonable to omit the repeatable maturity

level from the SAMF.

When the SPO is not assumed to be both the organization and the project, the argument does not

hold. If the definition of the "organization" and the "project" is at different management levels (i.e. the

product center is the organization and the SPO is the project), the process may indeed be repeatable.

Multiple Operational Flight Programs (OFP) are procured for the same aircraft. Upgrades, Engineer-

ing Change Proposals (ECP), and other changes to the original concept could indeed precipitate a

repeat of a procurement activity. Therefore, it may be possible to have a repeatable process.

The researchers could not come to a clear decision on this issue and decided to bring it directly to

the experts' attention in the questionnaire. A section of the questionnaire requested the experts to

choose which of the SEI's CMM maturity levels were applicable to the SAMF. Defense of their

opinions was encouraged in the form of comments.

4.2-3 Applicable CMM Key Process Areas. The final set of decisions was

which of the KPAs from the CMM should be applied to the SAMF and what, if any, additional KPAs

should be added. Unlike the other decisions, a great deal of information was found to help in this

decision making process. In the literature review, information relating each KPA to the software

acquisition process was found and clear indications of each KPA's applicability was obtained (see

section 3.6). The literature also revealed several additional areas that were vital to the software

acquisition process (see section 3.7).

In an attempt to be consistent and unbiased, the researchers allowed the experts to choose whether

the individual KPAs were applicable. The experts were presented each CMM KPA and asked if it

should be included in the SAMF. If the literature indicated that the KPA may not be applicable to the

SAMF, the researchers specifically pointed this out in follow-up questions. Furthermore, the experts

were asked if the additional areas found in the literature review should also be included in the SAMF.

The researchers did not ask the experts to place the additional KPAs in any of the maturity levels.

Instead, the researchers used the experts' answers and comments, as well as the information found in

the literature review, to guide the placement of any new KPAs.
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In the following paragraphs the CMM KPAs that the literature indicated might not apply to the

SAMF are described. Included in each is a short discussion of the reasoning and an overview of how

questions pertaining to these facts were asked.

Subcontractor Management, a CMM Maturity Level 2 KPA, was the first KPA to be presented

with a negative question. The literature review indicated that the thar Air Force does not have direct

control over the subcontractors' actions; they are controlled by the prime contractor. The only

exception to this is if the prime contract outlines specific government oversight activities that shall be

flowed down to subcontractors. This, however, may not guarantee government control at lower levels.

For these reasons, the experts were asked to state their agreement to the following statement:

Subcontract Management is a function of the prime contractor. Subcontract Management should not

be managed directly by the SPO (see section 3.7-1.4).

The literature indicated that Software Quality Assurance and Software Configuration Manage-

mentwere product assurance disciplines to be carried out by the developing organization. Furthermore,

the government acquisition guidance indicated that the Air Force has an oversight role in these areas

during development, not a hands-on implementation role. Specifically, planning for and implement-

ing SQA and SCM is the contractor's job. The SPO's responsibility is to ensure that the contractor

properly implements the SQA and SCM plans. It was the researchers' opinion that these oversight

functions are key practices of the requirements management, contract management, and software

project tracking and oversight KPAs. Hence, the experts were asked to state their level of agreement as

to whether these activities were the contractor's responsibilities and whether they should be managed

as a separate discipline within the program office (see sections 3.7-1.5 and 3.7-1.6).

Software Product Engineering is a structured engineering process of developing software architec-

tures and designs to meet explicit requirements, and producing the programming product. Seldom

does the SPO require a specific software architecture or design to be implemented by a contractor, or

for that matter, implement the software design to produce the code. Instead, the SPO oversees the

contractor's efforts to ensure he uses sound software engineering techniques to develop and implement

the software architecture and design. It is the contractor's responsibility to produce a programming

product which meets the contractual requirements. Therefore, the SPO's software product engineering

ove.sight function is a key practice of the software project tracking and oversight, requirements

management, and the contract management KPAs. The experts were asked if the software product

engineering KPA was a software developer function and not a SPO function (see section 3.7-2.5).

Peer reviews were also found to be an activity of the developing organization. The literature

indicated that this process is used to increase the quality of the programmer'i code by allowing their
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co-workers to review their product prior to its release. Furthermore, the literature stated that the higher

levels of management (and in this case, the government) should not be in attendance. The philosophy

of peer reviews is applicable to the software acquisition process in the form of government document

reviews (i.e. SOW or CRLCMP). However, this philosophy is already integrated into ocher KPAs such

as requirements management and contract management. When developing the baseline SAMF, it was

the researchers' opinion that the Peer Review KPA was nor directly applicable. The Peer Review

question in the questionnaire indicated this position (see section 3.7-2.7).

4.2-4 New Candidate Key Process Areas. In addition to the CMM KPAs, the

researchers found several other topics of importance to the software acquisition process. The following

paragraphs briefly describe the questions relating to the new areas.

The literature review revealed the SOW preparation had a great deal of affect upon the software

acquisition process (see section 3.8-1). Responsibilities the SOW does not specifically task the

contractor to do will, in all likelihood, not get done. A great deal of information was found to guide

the program office in its preparation. The researchers expanded this area into an even broader topic.

Not only is the SOW preparation important, but the process of producing and updating the contract

is too. For these reasons, the researchers asked the experts if Contract Management was a KPA of the

software acquisition process.

Government acquisition guidance was very adamant about Risk Management. At every major

program review and decision point, the risk management program is assessed. Continuation onto the

next program phase is not possible unless the risk management progran' in place is adequate. The

experts were asked if risk management should be included as a KPA (see section 3.8-2).

The government guidance also describes the process for determining the data requirements and how

it should be managed. This is so important that Data Management is discussed at the Defense Systems

Management College (DSMC) program management course. Software is often considered data and,

if it is not, its documentation is. Therefore, the process used in identifying and managing data is very

important. The experts' opinions on this subject were also solicited (see section 3.8-3).

The final question asked was whether Software Supportability Planning should be a KPA of the

software acquisition process. The majority of the software life cycle costs is incurred during the

operations and support phase. It is also known that decisions made early in the program determine

whlt most of the program's cost will be (as much as 80%). By making the proper decisions early in the

life cycle, the suppo-tability costs and, by extension, the system's life cycle costs can be drastically

affected (see section 3.8-4).
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With this information in hand, the researchers developed the questions for the Delphi question-

naire. The following sections describe the results of selecting the experts and implementing the rounds

I and II questionnaires.

4.3 Delphi Survey Implementation
As explained in Chapter II, the researchers employed a modified Delphi technique. Experts in the

software acquisition field were sought and their participation was solicited. Two rounds of question-

naires were sent to the experts. Only the responses of the experts who returned both questionnaires

were used in developing the SAMF.

4.3-1 Selection of Experts. Selection of the experts was based on the criteria shown

in Table 1, page 11. The methods used to find these people were: the ATLAS personnel database, the

MCCR Focal Points at the different product centers, information from the SEI, and the SPDP course

attendance database. Each method had its unique limitations and advantages. Not every method

provided good results or candidates.

While the ATLAS database was useful in locating individuals with a given Air Force Specialty Code

(AFSQ at specified bases, information about the individual's experience and CMM knowledge was

not available. The SEI provided names of some individuals who had received formal training in the

CMM (through the SCE training program) but they could not provide the individual's experience or

AFSC. The SPDP attendance database provided names of individuals with CMM experience (the SEI

methodology is addressed in several SPDP courses), AFSC, and location. It did not, however, provide

the individual's software acquisition knowledge or experience. These methods proved to be of little or

no value.

The method that provided the best results and most candidates was the MCCR focal points at the

product centers. These focal points provided names of personnel who met all selection criterion. Once

initial contact was made, a snowball effect took place. One candidate provided the name of other

candidates; the new candidates provided the names of others; and so on. All but a few of the experts

were located with this method. The remaining experts were located be means of other personal

contacts, similar to the MCCR Focal Points.

In total, 20 individuals were contacted and agreed to participate in the Delphi survey. Of this 20,

ten completed both questionnaires. The researchers realize that this may be considered a high mortality

rate, but the end numbers were sufficient to allow conclusions to be drawn. A discussion of the reasons

for the mortality can be found in section 4.3-4.
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4.3-2 Round. Once the experts were identified and agreed to participate, the researchers

were ready to publish the first round of the Delphi Questionnaire. The questionnaire was be broken

into five sections: Demographics, General Applicability, Maturity Levels, CMM Key Process Areas,

and New Candidate Key Process Areas. The following paragraphs briefly describe the contents of each

section. Appendix A contains a copy of the Delphi questionnaire.

In the Demographic section of the survey, the experts were asked to provide their rank, position,

AFSC, years of acquisition experience, years of software acquisition experience, SPO functional area

expertise, and product center experience. From this the researchers gained ,nsight into where the experts

had worked, how long, and in what areas.

The General Applicability section asked the experts for their opinion of the SEI's CMM and its

usefulness in Air Force acquisition. In addition, the experts were asked if it was feasible to adapt the

CMM framework to the Air Force software acquisition process. This information was obtained for

two reasons: to validate the premise of the research and to determine if the experts were biased in any

way. If the experts did not feel the CMM was a viable tool or if they thought an adaptation would not

be useful to software acquisition, the remainder of the questionnaire might not have been favorable.

In the Maturity Levels section, the experts were asked if each of the five CMM Maturity Levels

applied to the proposed SAMF. As discussed earlier, literary information that could influence the

experts' opinion was noted. This section's purposewas to determine the general structure of the SAMF,

i.e. its maturity levels.

Next, in the CMM Key Process Areas section, the experts were asked to determine if each CMM

KPA should be induded into the proposed SAMF. Once again, if the literature indicated the KPA

might not be applicable, questions were stated to indicate this information. The experts were

encouraged to provide comments to defend or support their positions. This type of question was asked

to determine the detailed composition of each maturity level. Experts' comments were solicited to

provide the information needed to document the goals of each KPA.

Finally, in the New Candidate Key Process Area section, the experts were asked if any of the new

key topics should be a SAMF KPA. Support was documented to provide the experts the necessary

background. Once again the experts' comments were solicited. The researchers did not ask the experts

which maturity level each new KPA should be included in. Instead, the researchers used information

from literature and government documentation to guide the placement of any new KPA.

The questionnaires were packaged along with a cover letter and a return envelope. Detailed

instructions were given and a five working-day suspense was requested. The researchers dere. nined a

"drop-dead" date for the return of the Round I questionnaires.
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4.3-3 Round II. When the Round I surveys were returned, the researchers prepared Round

II. The answers to the questions were compiled and the experts' comrmýents were noted. This

information was needed to provide feedback to each expert as to what the others thought.

The Round II questionnaire had only four sections; the demographics section was deleted for

obvious reasons. The remaining four sections consisted of the same questions asked in Round I. The

experts were provided the group's median (or majority) response for each question. Following this

information, the researchers provided all relevant comments (see Figure 2, page 14). For informational

purposed, the experts were also provided a summary of their responses to all questions. In summary,

the experts were given the question, the group response, and a0l relevant comments for each question

* (see section 2.5-1).

The experts were instructed to review the questions and the responses/comments provided. The

experts were told to change their response only if their opinion had changed in light of new

information. The researchers stated repeatedly that the experts should not change their answers simply

because they were not the same as the rest of the group. This second round was done to provide

feedback to the experts and to allow them to understand the others' opinions. It is worthy to note that

the experts were not told the identity of the other experts.

4.3-4 Delphi Methodology Results. The results of the Delphi methodology were

mixed. The 50% response rate as well as problems in the questionnaires' development suggested there

were flaws in the researchers' Delphi survey implementation. Yet, the Delphi panel was thoroughly

qualified and the survey instrument had high internal validity. The information gained from the experts

was of excellent quality and was indispensable for completing this research effort.

Of the 20 experts surveyed only ten completed both questionnaire rounds. The researchers had

hoped to achieve higher than a 50% response rate by personally contacting the experts prior to sending

out the first round questionnaire (see section 2.4-4). However, the initial contact with the experts was

not enough.

One low response rate factor was the expert's availability. Two of the 20 experts identified were

within two months of moving to a new job. Due to the difficulty in finding experts, the researchers

decided to include these individuals in the sample anyway. Unfortunately, both experts did not

respond. Another first round expert was called away to professional military education training in the

midst of the survey. Hence, the individual did not get a chance to participate. Expert non-availability

was only one factor that contributed to the low response rate, another was the questionnaires'

construction.
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When developing the questionnaire, the researchers focused on achieving two primary goals: 1)

content internal validity, and 2) unbiased questions. Unfortunately, in an effort to achieve these goals,

the length of the questionnaire grew too long. To increase the response rate, Martino recommends the

number of questions should not exceed 25 (Martino, 1975:59). In stark contrast, the researchers'

questionnaires contained 67 questions. Consequently, the length of the questionnaire was most likely

a big factor in the low response rate.

Another possible problem caused by the researchers' survey technique was information saturation.

Again for completeness and unbiasness, the researchers supplied the experts all relevant first round

comments in the second round survey. However, Dalkey states too much feedback may cause the

experts to be saturated with information when answering the questions. Information saturation may

degrade the Delphi results (Dalkey et al, 1970:29). The researchers noted that the relative number of

comments decreased further into the questionnaire. This was the case for both rounds. Therefore, the

researchers felt that the amount of information presented to the experts may have caused the experts

to spend less time on the later survey questions. Yet, it is important to note that the caliber of the experts',

comrrents was first rate throughout the questionnaire.

Y( another questionnaire construction problem was the lack ofdefined terms and simple questions.

Som experts indicated they had problems with the semantics of key buzz words such as "monitor,"
"ove-soe," and "manage." Others were confused by the way the questions were worded. Some questions

were complicated, which confused some experts about the research objective. (E.g. Was the research

object've to measure the SPO's software development process or acquisition process?) This confusion

may have caused some experts to answer questions based on false assumptions. On the other hand, the

nature of the Delphi methodology may have corrected some of these problems. It was evident to the

rese chers from the first round results that a few experts did not understand the research objectives.

Accerrdingly, the objectives were reiterated in greater detail in the second round questionnaire.

Furtk.ermrore, the first round results showed the majority of the experts understood the research

objectives. Hence, because the experts' quality comments were added to each question, their input

served to reaffirm the research objectives. As a result of the additional information provided, the experts'

responses to the second round questionnaire reflected their better understanding of the research

objectives and each question's meaning.

The selection of the experts can be very difficult even if the criteria is well defined (Brown, 1968:4).

In this case, the expert selection criteria was so well defined that it caused the researchers problems in

locating individuals who met all the criteria. Nevertheless, a good cross-section of experts from different

product centers was selected and the target sample size was achieved. Furthermore, both government
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and Air Force active duty personnel were represented on the Delphi panel. Moreover, the experts'

backgrounds were excellent. (A complete discussion of the experts' background and experience is in

section 4.4-1.) These factors had the net affect of ensuring a high quality Delphi panel which

represented the expert population.

As noted above, the survey tool had a few flaws. Regardless, the researchers' goals of content internal

validity and unbiased questions were achieved. Questions covering all aspects of the SEI's CMM and

the baseline SAMF were asked. The subject matter was thoroughly covered. Therefore, the content

internal validity of the questionnaire was excellent. Furthermore, the researchers achieved unbiasedness

through a variety of actions. One step taken was to ask at least one open-ended question per candidate

SAMF key process area. The open-ended questions gave the experts the opportunity to freely state their

opinions. These opinions were fed back to the other experts, thus ensuring that the different points of

view were considered by all when answering the final round. The open-ended questions also had the

affect of negating any researcher influence caused by the questionnaires construction. Additionally, the

questionnaires were pretested for biased or leading questions prior to being sent out. The positive results

of these steps were evident in the survey results. The experts reached a consensus on all but one of the

questions. (The group's response for one question was split between "agree" and "disagree.")

Overall, the results of the Delphi survey were good. The low response rate as well as the flaws noted

in the questionnaires' development were of some concern. However, the researchers felt the quality of

the expert panel and the questionnaires' content internal validity overrode these concerns. The data

gathered from the survey was central to the development of the SAMF.

4.4 Responses

The experts were very meticulous in answering the questionnaires. All 67 questions were answered

and all received comments. The experts took time to understand the objective of the research and to

provide valid, relevant opinions and recommendations. The answers to the questions provided the

information needed to structure the SAMF while the comments provided the information needed to

fill in the SAMF with appropriate "Goals" and "Commitments" to Perform for each KPA. The

remainder of this section contains a detailed discussion of the answers and comments provided by the

experts. The outline of this section follows that of the Round I survey. Demographics, Applicability

of Approach, Framework Structure, Key Process Areas, and New Candidate KPAs. A final section

covering general comments and overall recommendations from the experts completes this section.
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Pleame Note: Throughout this section, direct quotes from or summaries of the experts' comments

are used. In order to preserve academic freedom and anonymity, the identities of the experts are not

used. For this reason, the quotations or references seen in this section do not contain citations.

4.4-1 Demographics. In the demographics secticn, the experts were asked to ptovide

their name, rank, job tide, number of years experience in Air Force acquisition, number of years

experience in software acquisition, SPO functional areas they have worked, organizations they have

worked for, and any CMM training received.

Space and Missile Center (SMC) proved to be the best source of experts providing five, while

Electronic Systems Center (ESC) provided four. The final expert worked for the Air Force Operational

Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC). Candidate experts were located at Aeronautical Systems

Center (ASC) and Human Systems Center (HSCj, but none responded to the first round question-

naire. Individuals at the Systems Acquisition School and the Standard System Center were also

contacted but failed to reply. However, the experts who did respond had experience in all but one of

the AFMC product centers. As depicted in Figure 7, the experts' work history showed that two had

worked at ASC. Moreover, three experts had worked acquisition from a MAJCOM and one had

worked computer/software acquisition at the Air Force Computer Acquisition Center (AFCAC).

Unfbrrunately, none of the experts had ever worked at ASC-South (Eglin AFB) or at HSC. Therefore,

except for HSC, all product centers were represented.
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Figure 7. Expert's AFMC Product Center Experience
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The experience of the experts ranged from somewhat new to the field of software acquisition to "old

hats" at it. The experts' systems acquisition experience ranged from as little as three years to as many

as nineteen years with an average often years. Their software acquisition experience ranged from three

to sixteen years with an average of eight years. The individuals were mostly Captains (four) and GS- 13s

(three). Also one Major, one GM-14, and one individual worked for a Federal Research Development

Center (FRDC), answered both rounds.

In combination, this group has worked in all major program office functional areas. As shown in

Figure 8, the majority had experience in program management, software engineering, and software test

and evaluation. Half had experience in configuration management and logistics. Three had experience

in software quality assurance and contracting. And, several had programming and software mainte-

nance experience. All major functional areas were represented by this group.

Finally, all experts were familiar with the SEI's CMM. As illustrated in Figure 9, page 68, three had

actually received SCE training from the SEI. Two individuals had become familiar with the CMM

through the SPDP course and three through Computer Resources Acquisition Course (CRAC). More
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Figure 8. Expert's SPO Functional Discipline Experience
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than half the experts had read Humphrey's Managing the Software Process. Also, four had received

formal training on the CMM from their product center or program office.

In summary, the experts represented a good cross-section of experience levels and functional areas.

All had significant software acquisition experience and understood the CMM. The group did not

represent all five product centers. However, the background and experience of these individuals did

qualify them to judge the applicability and content of the proposed SAMF.

4.4-2 Applicability of Approach. The first series of questions evaluated the experts'

opinion of the CMM and its applicability to the Air Force software acquisition process. Overall, the

experts agreed that the CMM was a useful tool to assess and improve the software development process.

One expert has "seen dramatic results from our prime contractor's usage." However, others noted

problems with its employment. The experts noted that the assessment technique only determines the

presence and adherence to documented procedures. The answers to the technical questions of how

problems can be solved are not addressed. Furthermore, the results of an SEI's assessments or

evaluations are often misunderstood, misinterpreted, or misused. Yet, the group response indicated

that the experts believed the CMM to be a viable tool for process improvement.

The majority of the experts believed a SPO could benefit from a similar tool structured for the

software acquisition process. "Some tool is essential to measure, report, and make real progress in

software management" wrote one expert. Another reported:

Both the CMM and the SAMF are designed to assess the presence of defined
procedures. If correctly adapted to the acquisition management domain, the
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assessment of the process should be valid. It never hurts to take a look at one's

organizational process.

Others indicated that a great deal of valuable information can be gained from such an assessment. This

type of approach dovetails with the emphasis on TQM widtin the Air Force. However, the strongest

justification for such an assessment tool came from one expert's negative comment. He noted, "Many

SPOs are too lean to make time to do much besides put out fires." This type of activity indicates the

management process is very immature and needs process improvement. If this statement represents the

majority of the program offices, process improvement could indeed be very useful

Wary of problems with the SEI approach, the experts stated that there must be confirmed upper

level support before a SAMF program could be effective. In addition, the experts recommended all

parties involved should be trained in: "1) how to do the evaluation, 2) how to understand the results,

and 3) how to improve the process." Also, care must be taken not to emphasize the good scores more

than process improvement itself. "The bottom line is that the acquisition itself is more important

than... [the] assessment." Furthermore, the tool must be used for the sole purpose of process improve-

ment. In following Dr. Deming's point of driving out fear, the Inspector General (IG) or other such

organizations should not be allowed to use the tool for any evaluation or comparison exercise. The

experts claimed any use of the tool other than process improvement would undermine the effort.

When asked if the SEI's CMM could be adapted to serve as such a tool, the majority of the experts

agreed. One stated, "The CMM is basically a philosophical approach to management. While the

questions relate to software development, the fundamental philosophy is still the same." Others stated

that the CMM is ideally suited for such a purpose. The industry is continually validating the SEIs

assessment methodology through its use. One expert commented, "You can use the basic concept of a

capability model but the KPAs would be much different." This comment is a simple restatement of

this thesis' research objectives. Again, however, the experts cautioned against several pitfalls in using

the SEI's process assessment approach. The experts re-emphasized the need for an in-depth training

program and a restriction of the model's use to "an indicator of trends in [process improvement and

not]...as an absolute rating scale." Even with these reservations, the majority of the experts agreed with

the premise of the research.

In the last part of the Applicability of Approach section were questions covering the Air Force

Software Acquisition process and software acquisition within the SPOs. The experts were asked if a

standard Air Force process existed, and if so, was it used. Furthermore, the experts were asked if a

standard software acquisition process could be applied to all types of SPOs. The final question asked

if software acquisition should be a distinct separate functional area within a program office.
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In the portion of the literature review focusing on government guidance for software acquisition,

the researchers found information which defined portions of the Air Force software acquisition process.

In contrast, the group's response indicated that there is no standard software acquisition process defined

in the government guidance. The experts stated that the government guidance, "identified only a few

important activities," and warned that "every SPO does [software acquisition] differently." The DoD

Directives and Air Force regulations/guidance "reflect minimalist controls" over software acquisition.

Furthermore, the experts recommended the current software acquisition guidance be changed to reflect

problems and issues the SPOs face and not focus as much on contractor issues. However, they also

warned against defining a detailed standard software acquisition process at too high a level. They

indicated such a detailed definition would be too constraining. An "AFMC standard process will not

help the people who work with and within the process, but probably encourages meaningless

comparisons between SPOs and product centers." Instead, they stated "the elements of a standard

software acquisition process" should be defined. And, software acquisition professionals should be

trained in these elements and given the experience (e.g. maintain software at a Air Logistic Center)

necessary to manage software acquisition.

The experts' comments listed above complemented the answers given for the question: Can a

standard software acquisition process could be employed at all product centers? The experts cited

"limited evidence of the use of a standard." They further stated that "differing applications have caused

local interpretations to color" the process. A possible explanation was offered by one individual who

stated that the product center's engineering support contractors (e.g. Mitre, Aerospace, or TRW) have

a great deal of influence in software acquisition. This explanation was supported by another expert who

stated that most of these support contractors have little "real-life software development/maintenance

[experience]. They know even less than most government organizations think they do." The group's

opinion was summarized by one expert who stated:

Within every product center the software acquisition process varies from SPO
to SPO. Depending on the experience and training of the acquisition managers,
the process implemented will run the gambit from laughable to well-defined
and disciplined.

The experts again disagreed on whether or not there was a standard software acquisition process for

all program levels. Most comments stated that different types of SPOs (i.e. a major program versus a

basket SPO) employed different methodologies when acquiring software. It was said that only the

major programs could "sustain the cost of a full military software acquisition." Yet others noted that

only smaller programs may indeed be able to employ sound software acquisition practices. In general,
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"external influences, environments, and many other (factors) affect what processes exist and which ones

are critical."

Furthermore, the group's comments indicated that any process improvement tool must not dictate

any single process to the program office. The experts believe the SPO should be given the freedom to

tailor the acquisition to fit the program's needs. The consensus opinion was that each program is

different and must be treated as such.

In the final question of this section, the experts disagreed that software should be treated as a

stand-alone discipline within a SPO. It was noted that "software directly affects logistics, testing, data

and configuration management, etc." One individual warned, "Many past software difficulties can be

tied to an inadequate understanding of the overall system's requirements and the allocation to

software." The experts believed it detrimental to segregate software into its own functional area. Instead,

the software should be managed across the functional disciplines. To emphasis this point, one expert

gave a poignant example:

When our contract was awarded.... there was one huge software organization.
Now, software engineering has been decentralized to work cross-discipline
concerns. Communication has really improved and people are working as a
team. Non-software people aren't afraid of software anymore!

However, to keep consistency within the SPO, another expert suggested that the SPO appoint a

software program manager to coordinate the overall software acquisition process across the SPO's

functional lines.

4.4-3 Organization Level. In the next section, the experts were asked at what level the

proposed SAMF should be implemented (see section 4.2-1). The majority of the experts indicated the

product centers should be the SAMF's target organization, while the SPOs serve as the projects. The

vote for the SAMF to target the SPO level was a very close second. The experts in the majority made

three key points: 1) The constraining nature of the product center's application domain would facilitate

the development of a "reasonably consistent acquisition process;" 2) The SPOs are too diverse and any

attempt to define "some standard methodology" at the SPO level would result in too many disconnects;

and 3) "At the product center you can learn from all SPOs while leaving them some amount of

antonymy to customize as they see fit." On a similar note,

The SAMF should be adapted to product types by taking into account broad
product characteristics...Then based upon the model for broad product char-
acteristics, there should be further refinement/tailoring for specific program
needs/peculiarities.
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Another point was, "To make an impact, the SAMF needs to go beyond the short term objectives of

a SPO." This approach was consistent with the Air Force's implementation of the CMM at its Air

Logistics Centers (ALC) (Bailor, 1992).

Others did not agree with this point of view. One expert noted the SAMF must be targeted at the

"program manager or the results would be ignored. Another noted the SAMF should be targeted at Air

Combat and Air Mobility Commands and the requirements generation process. Yet another response

stated the PEO structure might be a suitable target of a SAMF. These opinions, however, were not in

the majority.

In the first section of the questionnaire, the experts validated the use of a tool, such as the SAMF,

(provided there is training and restricted use) and stated that an adaptation of the CMM could serve

as such a tool. However, this tool should nor attempt to impose any single process upon the program

offices, but instead it should point out key areas that influence the software acquisition process. The

target organization for the tool should be the product centers while the SPOs serve as sample projects.

They also called for the SPO personnel to manage software acquisition across function lines and not

to segregate software into its own functional directorate.

4.4-4 Framework Structure-Maturity Levels. In the next section of the ques-

donnaire the experts were asked which, if any, of Lhe SEI's CMM maturity levels should be included

in the proposed SAMF. As illustrated in Figure 10 on the following page, the majority of the experts

stated that all five CMM maturity levels should be included. Furthermore, they stated thý. general

description of the levels, as stated in the CMM, should also be applied. Therefore, the experts indicated

the SAMF's general structure should be identical to that of the CMM.

4.4-4.1 Initial. The experts unanimously agreed that a SPO could have an ad hoc process

even if it follows the DoD and Air Force guidance. One expert wrote, "There is no way [that] high-level

directives can provide sufficient detail for every program." The experts noted that every directive and

regulation has an "out" for individuals clever enough to find it. In short, simply adhering to the

published guidance (both DoD and Air Force) does not guarantee that a SPO's process has matured

beyond an ad hoc level.

4.4-4.2 Repeatable. The experts also indicated that SPOs could indeed have a repeatable

process. One expert noted, "Repeatability is essential to post-deployment support, reuse of develop-

ment and test tools, software maintenance's design recovery, or reverse engineering phase." Another

noted that process repeatability has to do with the ability to "formally define and apply a process, not

necessarily the same exact one." Others noted rhat engineering change proposals and Contract Change
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Legend: Is the Maturity Level applicable to the SAMF?
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Figure 10. Group Response for CMM Maturity Levels

Proposals (CCP) often take on the air of a "mini-project" which allows the acquisition process to be

repeated. Also, if a block-release cycle is defined, each block could be seen as a separate instance of the

process (see section 4.2-2). Tue majority of the experts believed and justified that a software acquisition

process -ould be repeatable, as defined in the CMM.

4.4-4.3 Defined. The experts also concluded the SAMF should have a defined level.

However, they reiterated their point that there is no defined standard software acquisition process. One

expert stated that under the current documented acquisition procedures (i.e. policies and regulations),

many SPOs that have software problems would be "in compliance." A new set of documented

acquisition policies and procedures at product center levels is needed so the SPOs can use and tailor

these policies and procedures to define their process. (See experts' responses to the Applicability of

Approach section, paragraph 4.4-2.)

4.4-4.4 Managed. The experts agreed that the managed maturity level applies to the

SAMF. However, concern was raised over what the SPO should measure. "Software products" as they

relate to managing the software acquisition process, need to be defined. One expert recommended the

software acquisition process and product definition, which is measured by the SPO, be a topic for

further research.
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Nevertheless, the experts agreed this maturity level was important. One expert pointed out that Level

3 only guarantees a "defined" process. An organization at Level 3 could define an incorrect process.

However, at Level 4, the organization is attempting to validate its process to determine if the process

is indeed appropriate.

4.4-4.5 Optimized. For a SPO to achieve and maintain a Le-el 5 process, matching

commitments from the federal government and the contractor were cited as essential. This is not to

say that if a contractor is less than a Level 5 software development organization that the government

cannot be a Level 5 software acquisition organization. Instead, the commitments must be in the form

of a obligations to collect the data. The experts noted that a true optimizing process is costly to achieve,

enough to require firm support in the budgeting process. Furthermore, Level 5 processes require a great

deal of data collection and analysis. An expert noted that this level of process understanding was not

possible unless supported by the contractors.

The experts indicated that process improvements at Levels 3,4, and 5 also must apply to acquisition

as awhole, not simply to the software portion. Others, noting problems that could occur in the inherent

data collection tasks at upper levels, asked, "What measures do they use and where do they document

them? It's hard enough to find guidance on contractor-oriented metrics." Other experts stated the

higher levels may not be attainable by government organizations. Some reasons given were turnover,

training requirements, and budget constraints. Nevertheless, the group response was that all CMM

Maturity Levels should remain intact for the SAME. General descriptions and philosophies of the levels

also should remain the same. Therefore, the proposed SAMF would have the same structure as the

CMM.

4.4-5 Key Process Areas. Nat, the experts were given full descriptions of each

CMM KPAs. The experts were asked if the KPAs should be included in the SAME. If the literature

indicated the KPA may not apply to an acquisition process, follow-up questions were worded to

indicate this. Comments were solicited from the experts to determine justification and further

refinement of the SAMF KPAs.

4.4-5.1 Level 2 (Repeatable) KPAS. As shown in Figure 11, page 75, the majority

expert response on all Level 2 KPAs advocated their inclusion in the SAMF. The experts' comments,

however, indicated the focus of several KPAs should be changed.

The experts strongly agreed that Requirements Management should be a SAMF KPA. One expert

stated, "[It is] the most important KPA in the software acquisition process." The one expert who

disagreed with the group's opinion felt the SPO should manage requirements at the system level. "It
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Legend: Is the KPA applicable to the SAMF?
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Figure 11. Group Response for CMM Level 2 (Repeatable) KPAs

is the contractor's responsibility to allocate the system requirements to the software." Others agreed

with the latter part of this opinion. However, they also felt that it is the SPO's job to ensure the allocated

requirements are testable and internally consistent. Furthermore, a defined approach for identification

and control of requirement changes is essential at both the system and allocated levels. Therefore, it is

the SPO's responsibility to ensure that the contractor's allocation of the system level requirements to

software is correct. Furthermore, the SPO must ensure that the maintainers are part of the requirements

management process. Lastly, the experts felt that this functional area lacked professional training

courses. This KPA was singled out as a very important area of acquisition which needs a formally

defined process as well as professional educational opportunities.

The experts noted that the Software Project Planning KPA could "use some tailoring." The

program office must "insure that the development process is well defined, reflects good use of

state-of-the-art tools and techniques, [and] provides for adequate QA, PA, T&E, etc." Others called

for feedback loops, definition of contract measurement criteria, and a Software Risk Management Plan

(SRMP). Others noted that software project planning must begin early in the acquisition cycle (i.e.

concept exploration/advanced projects stage). The lack of this planning "unfairly limits the [Concept

of Operations] and Post Deployment Software Support orientation that is essential" to the program.

The software project planning should begin with the program Work Breakdown Structure (WBS),
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prior to contracting the WBS/SOW, and should be included in the Systems Engineering Master Plan

(SEMP) and Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Again, the experts felt that this KPA was very

important to software acquisition but needed minor changes to its scope.

The expert's opinion was the Software Project Tracking and Oversight KPA should be part of the

SAMF. One noted the axiom "that which is not tracked will not be completed." The experts agreed

this KPA included tracking and assessing the contractor's accomplishments according to the contract.

However, the contract only states the what (i.e. what data items are to be deliverables) not the how (i.e.

how the software development process is to be executed). The SPO's efforts should be focused more

toward tracking and assessing the how versus the what. This means the focus is on the process not the

product. Therefore, the contractor's and SPO's efforts should be measured against their plans (e.g. the

SDP, SRMP, and Software Program Plan). Yet, the scope of the tracking should not be limited to the

documented plans. The objective should be to resolve any process problem, not just those problems

that correspond to defined processes. Nonetheless, the experts indicated software project tracking and

oversight was an important aspect of software acquisition.

The majority of the experts agreed that Subcontract Management should be a SAMF KPA. Those

who disagreed pointed out that it is the prime contractor's responsibility to manage the subcontractor,

and the SPO should nor "get into their knickers!" However, most of the experts agreed with the

mind-set ofone expert who stated, "The management of important and sometimes critical subcontract

elements of the system being acquired must be considered as a KPA." The thrust of the majority

opinion was that the SPO needs to achieve visibility into the subcontractor's efforts. This should be

accomplished by monitoring them through the prime contractor. To this end, several different

opinions were offered to modify the subcontract management KPA. One group suggested the KPA be

renamed Software Contract Management. They emphasized the need for the SPO to levy the proper

requirements on the prime to allow the government to monitor the subcontractor's efforts. Others

suggested it be renamed Software Subcontract Monitoring. These experts noted that it was the

underlying purpose of the program office to manage the prime contractor. Therefore, a Software

Subcontract Management KPA would be meaningless.

The experts also felt the Software Quality Assurance KPA should be included in the SAMF.

However, the expert's answers to the follow-up questions appeared to conflict with this opinion. The

experts agreed: 1) SQA is a contractor function and should not be managed by the SPO as a separate

discipline; and 2) the SPO's software program management should ensure the contractor's SQA

function is performed properly. The implication was that the SPO should not perform SQA but SQA

should be a SAMF KPA. As it turns out, the experts stated SQA should be a SAMF KPA but its
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definition should be tailored to a monitoring function instead of a hands-on review and audit function.

The experts also indicated the SQA KPA could be integrated into the SPO's program management or

contract management function. They also pointed out that SQA should be kept separate from the

software product engineering group. This independence must be maintained to ensure the quality

assurance is not adversely influenced by the engineering/development group.

The experts stated the Software Configuration Management should be a SAMF KPA. They

disagreed with the statement: The SPO should not manage SCM as a separate discipline. However,

the experts did agree that SCM is primarily a SPO's Configuration Management (CM) directorate's

responsibility. The experts keyed in on the configuration. identification and change control CM

activities. One expert stated that the SPO's software acquisition management should actively partici-

pate in "reviewing and approving changes to configuration items." However, they also stated the

government's focus should be on the product baseline, not the developmental baseline. This should

include planning for the product baseline's transition to the government. Another expert gave a

completely different opinion from all others:

This activity determines the basic components of the product and sets the post
deployment software support costs and schedules for the product life cycle.
The configuration management elements of this KPA should be performed
by the user versus the SPO or contractor.

Nonetheless, the group's opinion was the SAMF should include SCM as a KPA.

4.4-52 Level3 (Defined) KPAs. The experts also indicated that six out of seven Level

3 KPAs should be included in the SAMF, as illustrated in Figure 12 on the following page. As with the

Level 2 KPAs, some needed modification.

One expert made a special point to indicate that this level and all above it should de-emphasize

software and focus on system. According to this expert, all the higher level KPAs directly relate to the

entire acquisition process. Furthermore, he stated that it may be wise to adapt the CMM to an

Acquisition Maturity Model as well.

The experts agreed there must be some type of Organizational Process Focus. When asked at what

organizational level a Software Acquisition Process Group (SAPG) would be most effective, the

majority stated it should be implemented at the SPO level. One expert added, "We have such groups

[in the SPO] and they actually work." However, several suggested that SAPGs should be implemented

at all levels, including the product center, AFMC, and DoD levels. Another suggested the SAPG should
"not be limited to software" and should cover all aspects of systems acquisition and be staffed by the

program managers.
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Legend: Is the KPA applicable to the SAMF?
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Figure 12 Group Response for CMM Level 3 (Defined) KPAs

The experts felt there should be a Organizational Process Definition KPA. Their comments

emphasized the same theme in their comments stated in the "Applicability of Approach" and

"Organization Level" questionnaire sections (see sections 4.4-2 and 4.4-3). That is, standard acquisi-

tion guidelines should be defined at the product center level for each application domain (i.e. aircraft,

C 31, missiles, etc.). These guidelines should define the acquisition process's elements and include the

software specific processes. Then, each SPO should tailor the acquisition guidelines to meet its program

needs. As the group's opinion, the SPOs must be allowed the flexibility to tailor the process to their

specific program needs. However, all SPOs within an application domain should base their software

acquisition process definition on a standard set of guidelines.

The experts unanimously agreed that a Training Program was an important SAMF KPA.

According to one expert, training was "key to the Air Force's problem." Several experts cited that the

Acquisition Professional Development Program (APDP) training was a good starting point, but

insufficient to properly prepare the software acquisition professional. Software acquisition managers

need training "on the fundamentals of software acquisition and software development." Furthermore,

the experts recommended training in the various functional areas of. the program office such as
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configuration management, test, quality assurance, and others. They also stated the SPO personnel

need to be trained on the user's organization, mission, and requirement's. One expert suggested, "A

lot of the 'users' orientation could be covered by moving/rotating software managers from the

MAJCOMs through the acquisition centers." In short, the experts stated the software acquisition

professional must be an expert in software development methodologies, and an expert in all aspects of

the acquisition process and in the user's environment.

The experts also stared the SAMF should have a Integrated Software Management KPA. The

experts indicated this KPA applies across all functional areas within a SPO. The SPO, of course, cannot

directly affect the contractor's management coordination. However, it can do a great deal to improve

the managerial relationship between the contractor and the government. Furthermore, the program

manager should ensure a cross-flow of information within his organization.

The next Level 3 KPA was Software Product Engineering. Though the SPO does not develop

software, the experts recommended the KPA remain in the SAMF. However, one recommendation

was to change the CMM KPA's wording from "build and maintain" to "acquire and support." Also,

the developmental and engineering tasks outlined in the CMM KPA should be converted to

monitoring functions. The experts keyed in on the fact that the "SPO should be actively involved in

measuring and evaluating the developer's product engineering process."

Similar to the integrated software management KPA, the experts recommended the program

manager be responsible for Intergroup Coordination. One expert noted that this aspect "is often

missing." Furthermore, one expert pointed out that the DPRO representatives, the customer, and the

test organizations must also be remembered.

Finally, Peer Reviews was the only CMM KPA that the experts stated was not directly applicable

to the SAMF. The experts emphatically pointed out that the government should not take part in the

contractor's software developmental-type peer reviews. However, the experts did state the SPO should
"mandate [the contractor's use of] peer reviews by contract." One expert noted that ensuring the

contractor uses peer reviews also could be accomplished by including this activity in the SDP. The

experts further commented that the government's current role in peer review type activities entails very

high level activities such as design reviews and audits. Alternatively, some experts indicated peer reviews

may be an applicable SAMF KPA if it was defined as a review of program office products such as

contracts, SOWs, and correspondence. Yet, others indicated there would be problems implementing

peer reviews in the SPO. One expert stated the SPOs would need more personnel to perform the peer

reviews. Another expert questioned the integrity of a SPO peer review stating, "Who in the Air Force
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(with its accompanying rank structure) thinks a peer review will be unbiased and honest?" The final

expert vote was that peer reviews should not be a SAMF KPA.

4.4-5.3 Level 4 (Managed) KPAs. As shown in Figure 13, the experts agreed that both

of the CMM Level 4 KPAs should be included into the SAMF. Like the Level 3 KPAs, one expert

Legend: Is the KPA applicable to the SAMF?
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Figure 13. Group Response for CMM Level 4 (Managed) KPAs

continued to note that the higher maturity levels should be applied to the general acquisition process,

not simply the software portion of it. However, unlike KPAs from the other levels, the experts did not

present any major modifications. The experts did note that in order to facilitate Process Measurement

and Analysis:

Acquisition process measurement techniques and tools must be developed and
maintained at a level higher than the SPO. This would enable the metrics to
have value across projects and help SPOs decide which process model to use.

The experts noted that Quality Management of the contractor's efforts was likely to occur at reviews

and audits than through constant vigilance and effort. They agreed that the philosophy of this CMM

KPA holds true for the software acquisition process. However, some experts were confused as to the

differences of this KPA and the SQA KPA. They stated that the quality management KPA was really

the planning process for SQA. Hence, why segregate this process from SQA? Yet, others indicated the

objective of quality management is much broader than just SQA. Quality management is applicable

to many elements of the acquisition process.

4.4-5.4 Level 5 (Optimized) KPAs. As in the Level 4 KPAs, the experts agreed all should

be included with very few modifications. Figure 14, page 81 depicts the experts' vote. Most of the

comments for this KPA level were of a clarification nature, restating the focus in program office terms.
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Figure 14. Group Response for CMM Level 4 (Optimized) KPAs

The majority of the experts agreed Defect Prevention should be included. One expert suggested the

SPO should practice software acquisition process defect prevention by focusing on "lessons learned"

versus tracking the number of requirements and coding defects found.

Software acquisition Technology Innovation was indicated as important to the SAMF. The experts

stated that the ideas for the innovation could come from virtually anywhe:re, ranging from the user, to

the labs, to the program office staff. One expert noted that as well as what is stated in the original KPA,

the program office also must make the contractor aware of applicable innovations ifa situation should

warrant it. One expert offered the following summary:

The KPA should be coordinated across AFMC with candidate technologies

identified by the interaction between the laboratories, centers, SPOs, and form

a basis for an element of continuous process improvement. This should be

monitored and reported on at all levels of the Air Force as a TQM initiative

between the users and AFMC.

The experts' opinions were to include the KPA with the modifications described above.

The final CMM KPA, Process Change Management, was also included by the experts. One expert

stated the objective in the following manner, "It is important that the cost of making change does not

outweigh the gains. You must have an efficient means of defining and re-defining the p -ess." Another

expert suggested this KPAshould be combined with the Organizational Process Focus KPA. However,

one expert claimed this effort to be "bureaucratic waste."
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The experts indicated that all of the CMM's original KPAs, except for peer reviews, should be

included in the SAMF. Several KPAs were in need of modification or re-focusing. Others could be

combined. However, all general ideas were deemed to be important to the software acquisition process.

4.4-6 New Candidate KPAs. The experts were then asked to review other candidate

key process areas, as indicated by the literature review. As opposed to the CMM KPAs, the experts

agreed that all should be included in the SAMF.

A majority of the experts strongly agreed that Risk Management should be a KPA in the SAMF.

One stated that this area alone will tLnd to drive most of the others. Another stated that attention must

be paid to Government Furnished Equipment (GFE). He stated that GFE could cause severe problems

if not completely understood. For example, the government could be liable for damages to the

contractor resulting from problems caused by reusing GFE software components. The program office

should take care when planning around/for GFE. Other risk areas noted were schedule constraints

(delivery/repair) and operational capabilities.

The Contract Management key topic did receive more favorable votes than unfavorable. However,

some experts indicated that this was a duplication of effort, in that the tasks associated with this KPA

are already accomplished in others (i.e. software project planning and subcontract management).

Another expert stated the SPO puts too much emphasis on making contract modifications "timely and

efficient." This causes the SPO to fbcus more on the contract modification itselfand less on the original

objectives-namely to incorporate the correct contract change. "This is especially risky in the software

arena." However, one expert noted it was important the SPO ensures "that the software tasks have b.en

properly defined, compliance documents have been properly tailored and all necessary deliverables have

been requested."

While a majority of the experts strongly agreed Data Management was applicable to the SAMF,

therewas a strong vocal opposition. They stated this activity had no added value and was nothing more

than a bookkeeping or tracking function that added little to the quality of the product. Yet another

expert, who strongly agreed with the KPA, made the point, "What ifa contractor folds? Without data,

[the government] would have a bunch of unmanageable software." As an alternative, one suggested

this be combined with the contract management KPA (or where ever that key topic was placed).

The last question in the survey asked if Software Supportability Planning was applicable to the

SAMF. Here, as in a few of the others, a majority of the experts strongly agreed that the key topic should

be included as a KPA in the SAMF. "Software support planning must be a prime driver for the entire

software team...." Specific activities pointed out included the formation of a Computer Resources
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Working Group (CRWG) and the publishing and maintaining of a CRLCMP. Open communica-

tions with the user were cited as essential for success. It was also noted that more emphasis might be

placed in this arenawith the advent of the Integrated Weapon Systems Management (IWSM) concept.

In completing the questionnaire, the experts validated the structure and general content of the

proposed SAMF. They indicated it should have the same five maturity levels the CMM has as well as

all but one of its KPAs. Whereas the maturity levels' conceptual idea remains intact, several of the KPAs

were modified or re-focused. In addition, four supplemental KPAs were approved by the experts.

4.4-7 General Recommendations. In addition to the comments provided to the

questions, the experts provided several other recommendations and noted other areas of concern. The

two main areas were the scope of the proposed framework and its intended use.

As stated in the previous sections, several comments were made that indicated a broader scope may

be appropriate. There-seemed to be a need for and an interest in a general acquisition maturity

framework, one that measured the SPO's process maturity, not specifically one aspect of it (such as

software acquisition). Several such comments were discussed in the previous section. As a note to the

reader, a further discussion of this topic may be found under the "Recommendations for Further

Research" in section 5.4, page 94.

The second area of concern was the intended use of the tool. Initially, the researchers were very

concerned this tool may be used for SPO evaluation/comparison. At least one expert shared this

concern and wrote

I strongly feel this is a very good approach (and perhaps essential). With the
acceptance of TQM by the Air Force and DoD, this fits in real well. The
concern is that it may be used by external staffs (e.g. MAJCOM staff assistance
visits, IGs, etc) either directly (where they use the questionnaire) or indirectly
(where they use the SPO's answers) as basis for their evaluations. This may cast
a stigma or create a reluctance to use this tool.

The authors wish to note that this type of activity violates the fundamental concepts of TQM and the

SEI's CMM philosophies. The potential for misuse is real. Care must be taken to avoid any such

corruption of a potentially useful tool. A further discussion of potential uses and controls is given in

the following section.

4.5 The Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

Both the information presented in Chapter III and the experts' recommendations presented in

section 4.4 were used to modify the baseline SAMF. In addition, the goals and the commitments to

perform listed in the SEI's CMM were added to the SAMF and modified as indicated by the experts
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and the literature. When the two disagreed, the opinion of the experts was used. If neither the experts

nor the literature indicated a goal or commitment needed modification, the experts simply modified

its statement to reflect a government acquisition management focus.

TABLE 5. Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

.aurt .e .rcs Ar. .... aseIle Final
...... .M S.iAMP SAMP

Lev-J tRisk Management __

Contract Management X X
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Software Quality Assurance X
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i iymJ l Organization Process Focus K'X X
(t::fl Organization Process Definition X X X
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4.5-1 Modifications. The following sections describe the major modifications made to

the baseline SAMF. Any modification that simply reworded a CMM statement to reflect an acquisition

process perspective is not discussed in detail. The final version of the Software Acquisition Maturity

Framework is in Appendix C. Table 5, below presents the SAMF structure for use as a reference during

the following discussion.

As stated earlier, the experts agreed the SAMF should target an application domain within the

product center as the "organization" and the SPOs as the "projects." Furthermore, the experts agreed

the CMM's five maturity levels should be mapped directly into the SAMF. Therefore, an in-depth

discussion of the levels is not presented.

Per the experts' recommendations, all new candidate KPAs were added to the SAMF. The four

KPAs are: risk management, contract management, data management, and software supportability

planning. The researchers used data from the literature review to guide the placement of these KPAs

into SAMF maturity levels. The risk management and contract management KPAs make up Level i.

Data management was place in Level 2 and software supportability planning was placed in Level 3.

The reasoning behind the new KPA's maturity level placement is explained in the applicable sections

below. What follows is a description of the changes made to the KPAs, including the goals and

commitment to perform, in each SAMF maturity level.

4.5-1.1 Level I KPAs. Early in the questionnaire, the experts indicated that the program

office could comply with the Air Force governing guidance and regulations and still have an ad hoc

process. The guidance indicated that risk management was required to advance into later stages of the

system life cycle. Also, the experts felt that Risk Management was important to understand and control

early because it drives several other activities. For these reasons, the researchers determined risk

management to be a KPA needed to qualify as a Level I organization.

For similar reasons, Contract Management was also placed in the new first maturity level. Contract

management is required in order to keep pace with the changing needs and environment found in

government acquisition. Furthermore, managing contract changes only allows an organization to

understand where it has progressed. Simply managing the changes to the contract does not establish

repeatability of the process.

By requiring KPAs to qualify for Level I maturity, the researchers have slightly departed from the

CMM structure. It is worthy to note that one of the criticisms of the CMM was that there were no

qualifications to be an ad hoc organization. In the SAMF, an ad hoc organization understands the risk

inherent in the program and manages the major changes to the requirements reflected by contract
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changes. The experts noted that this alone does not guarantee a process that is more than ad hoc.

Therefore, the researchers developed KPAs needed to qualify for Level 1. This implies the organization

could theoretically have a Level 0 process, indicating the organization is not following the minimum

DoD policies and regulations.

The goals of a risk management program were to document and continually update a risk

management plan. The plan should address the actions necessary to control potentially risky items and

to lower the possibility of significant schedule, cost, and operational problems.

Contract management identifies the user's requirement changes and ensures they are reflected in

appropriate changes to the contractual documents. A documented process should be followed that

ensures the process is as efficient as possible. The process should allow the user to easily identify the

requirements for change and for the program office to easily make the appropriate contractual

modifications.

4.5-12 Level 2 KPAs. The first of the Level 2 KPAs is Requirements Management.

Both the experts and the literature emphasized the importance of managing the changing requirements

of Air Force software acquisition. The experts also noted the need for requirements management

training for the software acquisition personnel. Furthermore, the literature noted that both the

government (program office and user) and the contractor must agree to the requirements management

process and be active participants. The CMM already addressed the need for change management,

however, a goal was added to establish formal training. Another new goal added to the documented

requirements management process was a contractor/government agreement.

For Software Project Planning, all three CMM goals and the two commitments needed slight

wording modification to stress acquisition, not development. In addition, the experts noted that review

of the contractor's Software Development Plan was essential to ensure its adequacy. The literature

noted that the government management plan for the software acquisition effort must be documented

in the CRLCMP. Furthermore, the acquisition strategy must reflect this documented management

approach. A goal and a commitment to perform to review the contractor's plan was added, as was a

goal to produce a CRLCMP.

DoD guidance stated that the program office must perform Software Project Tracking and

Oversight. Furthermore, the experts stated the SPO must track and resolve an software acquisition/de-

velopment process problems encountered. However, the goals, as stated in the CMM, do not reflect

acquisition priorities. Two of the original goals were modified slightly. However, one goal, which stated

management must ensure all personnel understood the software development commitments made,
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was deleted. This goal was replaced with one stating the program office monitors the development

progress of the contractor. Another associated commitment was added to t&e goal to indicate that the

program office has a written policy regarding the contract and use of management indicators and

metrics.

The experts indicated that Software Subcontract Management must be modified. The new goals

are to gain access to and monitor the subcontractor's status in his software development efforts. The

only original goal to remain unchanged was the program office's comprehension of the commitments

made between the prime and subcontractors. No new commitments were added.

For both the SQA and SCM KPAs, the wording was changed to indicate a monitoring function.

The changes made were suggested by both the experts and the literature. The new SCM goal plans for

the transition of the product baseline to government configuration control.

The literature indicated that Data Management is a discipline similar to the product assurance

disciplines of Configuration Management and Quality Assurance. Therefore, the researchers placed

the new data management KPA in Level 2. The goals of data management are to determine all data

items needed for the product's entire life cycle, contract for them, and ensure that they are delivered.

The identification process should be redone on a periodic basis to ensure the data requirements are still

valid.

4.5-1.3 LeVe 3 KPAs. Although there was concern that this level and all above it should

reference the entire acquisition process, the researchers confined themselves to the scope originally

stated in Chapter I. Therefore, the following modifications describe only the software aspects of the

acquisition process.

The goals and commitments stated for Organization Process Focus in the CMM were indicated

to be appropriate to the SAMF by both the literature and the questionnaire responses. The only major

modification was the establishment of a Software Acquisition Process Group to be convened at the

product center level. The experts' response indicated SAPGs should be convened at all organization

levels. However, the researcher's choose to target the "organization" level (i.e. product center) to be

consistent with the CMM's software engineering process group definition.

The Organization Process Definition was adequate with only a slight modification. The literature

did not indicate the level at which the process should be defined. However, the experts stated the

process should be defined at the product center level for each application domain. The definition of
"organization" in the SAMF reflects this recommendation.
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The literature indicated that a Training Program was very important to the acquisition process.

The opinion of the experts was similar. Therefore, the KPA's definition and goals were modified to

reflect the acquisition process. However, the experts provided a great deal of information for defining

the scope of the training program. This information was incorporated into the commitments to

perform.

The experts recommended Integrated Software Management remain in the SAMF. However, the

only modification suggested was to apply this KPA to the entire acquisition process. The literature

revealed no change to what was written in the CMM. Since the research objectives focused on software

acquisition, the KPA stood as written in the CMM.

Although the literature indicated Software Product Engineering should be deleted from the SAMF,

the experts voted to keep it. The wording was changed to reflect a monitoring function and an "acquire

and support" activity.

Both the experts and the literature indicated Intergroup Coordiiiation was important to the

acquisition process. However, neither offered any changes to the KPA as defined in the CMM.

Therefore, it was modified to reflect the software acquisition slant.

The Peer Reviews KPA was not incorporated into the SAMF. The experts indicated this KPA was

essential to the development process, however, the government should not take part in the contractor's

peer reviews. The literature also indicated that the government should refrain from participating in

developmental peer reviews. The concept of the government performing peer reviews on its product

(i.e. SOW, RFP, correspondence, etc.) was not deemed a significant activity to warrant a separate KPA.

Therefore, the SPO's peer review type activities were incorporated in other SAMF KPAs.

The final new KPA, Software Supportability Planning, was placed in Level 3. Supportability

planning implies that life cycle considerations have been taken into account. To completely identify

the supportability issues, a defined acquisition process should have been achieved. Without a defined

process, any success or failure in the life cycle support phase could be attributed to any one of several

factors. When a standard defined process is followed on all projects, the true supportability issues can

be identified and controlled. One goal of this KPA establishes a software working group (such as the

CRWG) chartered to make recommendations to the program manager on issues regarding software

supportability. A second goal is to ensure open and frequent dialogue between the program office and

the user's community in order to comp' :ely understand the life cycle requirements.

4.5-1.4 Level 4 KPAs. The two KPAs for Level 4 imply that the software acquisition

process is measured. To do so, acquisition metrics must be developed and the data maintained.
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Therefore, the formation of an acquisition metric program is required as a commitment of Process

Measurement and Analysis. Otherwise, the remainder of this KPA and all of Quality Management

remain as written in the CMM. The literature and opinions of the experts support this action.

4.5-1.5 Level 5 KPAs. The KPAs of Defect Prevention and Process Change Manage-

ment were accepted as is by the experts. The literature offered no resistance to this, either. Technology

Innovation, however, was changed slightly. Although the literature offered no modifications, the

experts suggested a few. It was noted that acquisition process data should be collected and analyzed at

all Air Force levels. Technological Innovations could come from any source, but some organization

must be able to determine what is applicable to a given program. This activity may be applicable to an

Air Force level organization. Only at this level could all the information be accumulated and studied.

Only then could recommendations be forwarded to the product centers for dissemination among the

various programs. A goal to this effect was added.

4.5-2 Use of SAMF As stated earlier, to be truly effective, the SAMF's use should be

limited. The researchers recommend that a group be created at each product center for the purpose of

conducting the assessments. The information from the assessments should go only to the program

manager and SAPG. It would be the responsibility of the program manager in coordination with the

SAPG to analyze the results and take corrective actions.

The researchers noted that no process improvement action can be successful without the full support

of senior management. Here, senior management includes the product center commanders, the AFMC

commander and the Chiefof Staffofthe Air Force. However, the program managers also must support

the process. Without them, the assessments would not be possible, data would not be available, and

improvement may not occur. In short, everyone from the Chiefof Staff to the program manager must

support the effort for it to be successful.

4.6 Summaiy

From the research knowledge base developed in Chapter III, the researchers developed a baseline

SAMF and a Delphi questionnaire. Air Force software acquisition professionals were surveyed to

obtaining additional information and their advise about the acquisition process and the researchers'

initial findings. The SAMF was refined based on the survey and literature review results. The Software

Acquisition Maturity Framework contains all but one of the CMM's KPAs (modified to suit the

acquisition environment) plus several new acquisition specific KPAs.
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V. Conclusions

5.1 Introduction

The goal of this research was to develop an Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

based on software acquisition key process areas and the SEI CMM's software development maturity

framework. The research was accomplished in three phases. First, Air Force software acquisition key

process areas were defined through an in-depth literatureldocument review. Next, the SEI CMM's

framework was adapted to the software acquisition process establishing a baseline SAME. Finally, Air

Force software acquisition experts were surveyed for their advise regarding the software acquisition

KPAs and the baseline SAME. Based on the information gathered, the SAMF was completed. The

research results as well as several recommendations are presented in the following sections.

5.2 Research Results

The research revolved around solving four secondary research objectives. By answering the four

objectives, the authors provided a solution to the research problem as stated above.

The first objective was to define the Air Force software acquisition process as set forth by applicable

DoD and Air Force documents. The DoD 5000 series defines the general acquisition policies and

procedures required for defense acquisition management. These policies and procedures apply to all

defense programs independent of their acquisition catreory. However, the literature indicated and the

experts confirmed that the DoD 5000 series does not define a standard software acquisition process

for the DoD, the Air Force, the AFMC, or the AFMC product centers. Other documents, such as

DoD-STD-2167A and DoD-STD-2168, define key parts of the software acquisition proceso but not

the whole process. Instead, each Air Force program must implement the applicable DoD 5000 series

policies and procedures to its program and define its own software acquisition proce-.

What is needed is a standard set of software acquisition processes (elements or the whole process)

defined for each application domain at the product center level. Each Air Force program office would

then combine any subset of these processes to make a program software acquisition process to meet its

needs. This is required because different SPO's use different software .,cquisition processes depending

on their type (i.e. basket SPOs versus major program SPOs), program application (i.e. C31, versus

aircraft), and personnel (i.e. experience level and training). Fua hermore, software acquisition manage-

ment within the SPO should not be segregated to a "Software Directorate." Software acquisition

management responsibilities should be delegated to the SPO's project teams. And, there should be at
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least one program manager (who is responsible for coordinating the SPO's software acquisition process)

to ensure consistency across the program.

The second and third r:earch objectives were to define key process areas within the software

acquisition process, organize them, and validate them. Based on the information gathered during the

research, the authors concluded that all but one of the CMM KPAs are applicable to the Air Force

software acquisition process. The Peer Reviews KPA is not applicable because it is specifically geared

for the software development process, therefore it is not germane to software acquisition management.

The 17 CMM KPAs are placed in the same maturity levels as in the SEI's CMM. Additionally, four

other KPAs, necessary for proper software acquisition management, are defined. Two of these KPA's

constitute the initial maturity level. One was placed in the repeatable maturity level, the other in the

defined maturity level. These conclusions are based on the opinions and recommendations of software

acquisition professionals throughout the Air Force in addition to information gained from the literature

reviewed.

The final objective was to develop the SAMF based on the validated KPA list and the SEI's CMM

framework. The completed SAMF, illustrated in Figure 15, page 92, has the identical structure as the

CMM. Therefore, the five CMM maturity levels and their definitions are adapted to the SAMF

without change. Furthermore, the 17 CMM KPAs are modified to reflect software acquisition

management characteristics, goals, and commitments to perform, as recommended by the experts. The

four additional KPAs are defined based on the literature and the experts' recommendations.

In comparison to the SO's CMM, The SAMF has two Level 1 key process areas while the CMM

has none. This is because the experts indicated that simply following the DoD/Air Force guidance does

not guarantee the software acquisition process is anything more than chaotic. Therefore, a Level 1

software acquisition organization must meet the minimum acquisition policies and procedures as set

forth by the DoD 5000 series before it can mature to Level 2.

The SAMF defines the AFMC product center as the organization and the SPOs as the projects. This

means the product centers should use the SAMF to assess their software acquisition management

capability. At the macro-level, weak areas of the product center's process should be improved and strong

areas capitalized on. At the micro-level, the SPOs should determine their tailored process's strengths

and weaknesses and improve their process accordingly.

Finally and most importantly, the SAMF must not be used as a tool for external evaluations such

as those performed by the Air Force inspector general or the General Accounting Office. Use of the

SAMF as an evaluation tool will negate the product center's/SPOs' motivation to assess and improve

their software acquisition process. Instead, the organization's emphasis will shift from improving their
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Figure 15. Software Acquisit2on Maturity Framework
(adapted from Paulk et al, 1991:28)

process to achieving a "better grade." Software acquisition process assessments must be done by the

organization and for the organization. This fact cannot be stressed enough.

In answering the four secondary research objectives, the researchers were able to develop a SAMF

based on the SEI's CMM. The literature provided information for the selection of important software

acquisition areas. The experts and literature provided the defitidon of die KPAs. The experts and

literature validated and organized the liSE of KPAs. And finally, the experts and the CMM ftramework
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provided the structure of the new SAMF. The Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Framework is

listed in Appendix C.

5.3 Recommendations for Study Replication

The researchers only encountered two major problems in completing this effort: the sdection of

experts and a high dropout rate among those selected. The researchers recognized that a better approach

to the fist problem may have prevented the second problem from occurring. However, each problem

will be addressed individually.

5.3-1 Location of Experts. Locating individuals that met the expert criteria was in-

deed a difficult process. The researchers found that several organizations kept lists of individuals who

have some expertise in software, but no organization contained all the information necessary. Because

of this, the researchers were forced to use personal contacts (mostly through the MCCR Focal Points

at the different product centers) to identify the experts and enlist their support. This process proved

very time consuming and labor-intensive. Several weeks were spent on phones talking to many different

individuals and trying to locate people that met the criteria.

The researchers have two recommendations for the selection process: start early and widen the

search. Starting the search early is essential. Many of these candidates work for program offices and

travel a great deal. Getting in touch with these individuals was difficult. The researchers believe that

there is a direct correlation between the time spent searching and the number of experts enlisted. In

support of this, the authors were provided with several lists (some with 50 or more names) to contact

as candidates. If time would have permitted contacting all of the listed individuals, several more experts

could have been found.

The second means to facilitate the search is to widen the scope. This thesis effort attempted to use

candidates from any of the five product centers. However, with the new IWSM approach to systems

acquisition, several more experts may reside at the air logistics centers as well. The five ALCs should be

included in the search as well. Furthermore, experts who teach for either Air University or Air Training

Command could have the experience necessary as well. The researchers did locate individuals at the

Systems Acquisition School but TDYschedules precluded their participation. Any future search should

included these areas as well.

5.3-2 Dropout Rate of Participants. Of some 20 candidates originally identified,

only ten returned both questionnaires. The biggest contributor to this problem was the length of the

questionnaires. Both rounds contained over 25 pages of text. By any standard, this was too long.
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However, in order to present unbiased questions covering Al appropriate topics, the researchers had

little choice but to produce an extensive questionnaire. The trade-off between the questionnaire's

content validity and the survey's response rate must be carefully considered.

For these reasons, it is recommended that a great many experts be identified and sent both rounds

early in the process. By increasing the original numbers of experts, the number that answers both rounds

could be increased as well. As a secondary benefit, a broader base of experts might have influenced the

results as well. The limited number of experts did not cover all product centers. Furthermore, as the

authors found, there were software acquisition experts at places other than the product centers, all of

whom could have enlisted in the effort. The identification of more experts would have had a positive

impact on the research.

Another recommendation is to design the questionnaire to be more concise. One way this could be

accomplished would be to break the original questionnaire into two. One questionnaire would ask the

general approach and SAMF application questions, the other would ask the specific key process area

questions. The general approach questionnaire should target senior acquisition management while the

more specific questionnaire should target lower level management. However, the trade-off mentioned

above must be considered carefully if this approach is taken.

5.4 Recommendations for Further Research
From the very start, this thesis effort was recognized as the start of an extended thread of research.

The authors intended to develop only the framework that could be expanded into a Software

Acquisition Maturity Model by subsequent research efforts. In addition, this effort has brought several

issues to light that deserve an entire thesis themselves. The following sections describe the major

follow-on efforts recommended by the authors.

5.4-1 Validate Results. As previously mentioned, the group of experts used in this

research effort did not represent all AFMC product centers. Furthermore, several locations were found

that could provide the needed expertise. Therefore, the authors recommend that a second research

effort be undertaken to validate the results with a larger sample of experts representing a greater

cross-section of Air Force software experts. If so desired, a validation effort could extend beyond the

confines of the Air Force and seek experts from the Navy, the Army, and the Marine Corps.

The main thrust of a validation effort could take the questionnaire used in this thesis and present it

to a larger group of experts. Statistical methods could be used on the larger sample to gain more

confidence in the central tendencies of the experts. By doing so, the results gained in this thesis effort

could be validated or proven non-representative. If a larger population was selected, the framework
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could be validated for the DoD as a whole. Whatever the scope, a validation effort is the next logical

step in the research thread.

5.4-2 Expand the SAMF into a Software Acquisition Maturity Model.
Once the results are validated, research could focus on expanding the framework into a full maturity

model. The SAMF only provides goals and commitments for each of the KPAs. The CMM, a full

maturity model, provides additional information in the form of key practices and key indicators. The

key practices and indicators identify the organization's abilities and activities to perform the KPA as

well as the steps taken to monitor and verify proper implementation. Research could be undertaken to

expand the SAMF to provide this type or similar information. The research objective of such an effort

could be to develop, from the SAMF, a Software Acquisition Maturity Model (SAMM).

5.4-3 Develop an Assessment Methodology and Guidance. The

CMM uses the activities and the monitoring and verifying functions as the basis for the questions used

in the software process assessment and software capability evaluation methodologies. Therefore, once

a SAMM is developed, the next logical step is to provide the implementing methodology. The authors

point out that a methodology currently exists in the form of the SEI's software process assessment. Any

research in this area should start there. However, since the underlying content of the CMM is different

than the SAMF, a new acquisition process assessment questionnaire should be developed. The research

effort could ficus on developing the questionnaire and possibly attempt to test its implementation.

The goal of this research effort could be to develop the implementation tool and methodology for

applying the SAMM for software acquisition process improvement.

5.4-4 Develop Process Improvement Methodologies and Guidance.
Once a tool and its methodology have been developed, the SAMM could become useful to the Air

Force or the entire DoD. However, simply being able to determine an organization's software

acquisition maturity level is insufficient. The organization must have guidance for improving and

maturing its process. This guidance must address maturing from any given level to the next. It also

must be generic enough to be used by any rganization that procures custom software. Possible

organizations include product centers, ALCs, and major command headquarters, to name a few. The

research purpose could be to provide process improvement guidance for organizations wishing to

improve their software acquisition process.

5.4-5 Research the Effects of the IWSM Approach to the Framework
or Model. With the joining of Systems Command and Logistics Command, the Air Force is
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adopting an Integrated Weapon Systems Management approach to its acquisition and support process.

Under this program, a single program office (with individuals at both the product center and the ALC)

will be responsible for the procurement and life-cycle support of a given system. This cradle-to-grave

approach may indeed have an impact on the structure and content of the SAMF or any subsequent

SAMM. Currently, the IWSM process is too immature to assess any possible impacts. However, in the

years to come, the process may become deeply ingrained into the Air Force acquisition doctrine. At

that time, a research effort could be undertaken to refine or adapt the SAMF or SAMM to represent

the key process areas of a software acauisition effort under IWSM.

5.4-6 Develop a Training Program Template. One of the key process areas

identified in the SAMF is a training program. The goals of this program include: training the staff to

understand the organization's software acquisition process and to effectively use the capabilities and

features of the existing and planned organization work environment; providing the staff with oppor-

tunities to improve their professional skills; and ensuring the organization effectively manages the

turnover of personnel and the training of new individuals in the organization's software acquisition

process. These goals are high-level in nature and do not describe or indicate what type of training is

necessary for software acquisition professionals. A possible research effort could attempt to determine

what type of training is necessary for these software individuals. Furthermore, the research could

indicate where a program office could send its personnel to obtain this training. This effort need not

wait until a Software Acquisition Maturity Model is developed. Actually, Space and Missile Center has

already voiced an interest in this topic and is willing to support such an effort.

5.4-7 Develop a Software Metrics Program Template. The SAMF indi-

cates that a metrics program should be undertaken to measure the acquisition process. While many

software development metrics are available, software acquisition metrics have not yet appeared.

Therefore, an entire stream of research could be started to develop acquisition metrics that can be used

to quantitatively measure the software acquisition process. This stream of research could involve several

theses as it may migrate into the systems acquisition world.

A second metric research topic could be guidance for the selection of a developmental metrics set

to be require of the contractor. The organization could use the guidance to setup its own developmental

metrics program to feed its acquisition process measurement. The purpose could be to develop a

methodology for selecting a set of software metrics appropriate for a given organization.
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5.4-8 Produce a Development/Acquisition Maturity Matrix. In the earl)

stages of this research effort, the authors interviewed Mr. Woody Mead, a member of the SEI's

technical staff (Mead, 1991a). Mr. Mead brought up the idea of developing a matrix of the contractor's

developmental maturity versus the government's acquisition maturity. This matrix irselfwould be very

easy to build. However, to be useflU, the product must also provide management guidance to the

government. This guidance could include general gruidelines for managing the contractual effort. For

example, if the contractor is a Level 4 software developer and the government organization is a Level

1 software acquirer, a hands-off management approach might be in order. However, if the position

were reversed, the government may wish to get heavily involved in the developmental process. The

research objective could be to provide the government managerial guidance to the program manager

based on both party's process maturity.

5.4-9 Determine if the Higher Levels of the Framework Should Apply
to the GeneralAcquisition Process. One of the experts polled in this thesis stated that

the higher maturity levels should de-emphasize software acquisition and focus on system acquisition.

It was stated that the government generally procures an entire system; software is usually only a portion

of the system. Therefore, it would seem reasonable that any acquisition maturity model would take

this into account. The expert noted that some of the Level 3 and all of the Level 4 and 5 activities were

not software specific and could be applied to the entire acquisition process. The reasoning suggesting

that a more mature organization would place less emphasis on any one portioa. and more on the entire

system. Research could be undertaken to support this position.

5.4-10 Develop an Acquisition Process Maturity Model. Research could

also be undertaken to develop a general acquisition maturity model in much the same fashion that this

stream of research was started. A second expert noted that an acquisition maturity model should be

developed-an alternate approach was suggested, however. The expert suggested any such research

should not attempt to modify the KPAs of the CMM but rather use a top-down approach. Professional

acquisition personnel could be interviewed to determine what the key practices of systems acquisition

are. From there, a framework could be developed and an implementation tool produced. Again, this

could be the beginning of an entirely separate thread of research.

5.4-11 Other Topics. The previous sections described several topics that can be re-

searched as follow-up efforts to this thesis. Furthermore, several separate research streams were
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identified as well. One was an evaluation/comparison of the SEI's CMM and ASC's Software

Development Capability Capacity Review (SDCCR).

As noted in Chapter III, the SEI's CMM was developed under contract to Electronic Systems

Center. However, during the same time the CMM was being developed, the Aeronautical Systems

Center developed a separate methodology to evaluate a contractor's software development capabilities.

This methodology is called the Software Development Capability Capacity Review. ASC has published

a pamphlet on its use and has used the methodology on a few source selections including the Advanced

Tactical Fighter program.

There has been discussion within AFMC to combine the best parts of the two methodologies and

develop an AFMC standard software capability evaluation tool. This tool could be used for source

selections and process improvement incentive programs. To the authors' knowledge, little if any action

has been taken to meld the two methodologies.

Multiple thesis efforts could be derived from an evaluation of the two methodologies. For example,

one thesis could evaluate and compare the results achieved in the use of these two methodologies for

source selection. Another could perform a similar evaluation for their use in government incentive

programs'aimed at improving the contractor's software development capabilities. Yet a third line of

research could attempt to combine the best parts of both methodologies to develop an AFMC standard

software development capability evaluation tool.

In short, this thesis effort opened up the possibilities of several other research efforts. The possible

topics covered here were not meant to be all-inclusive. The authors realized that there may be several

other research topics generated by this thesis that were not mentioned. The point is clear more research

is needed in the area of software acquisition process improvement.

5.5 Summary
The purpose of this research was to develop an Air Force Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

based on the key processes of the Air Force software acquisition process and the software development

maturity framework found in the SEI's CMM. In doing so, the authors reviewed pertinent literature

in an attempt to define a standard Air Force process. This, however, was not possible. From the review,

though, several important processes were identified. Experts in software acquisition were sought and

surveyed via a two-round Delphi questionnaire. The information gathered from the questionnaires

and the literature review was used to define, order, and validate the list of Air Force software acquisition

key process areas. The researchers then used information from the experts and the literature to adapt
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the CMM structure and integrate the KPAs. The final result of this effort was the Air Force Software

Acquisition Maturity Framework (SAMF) documented in Appendix C.
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Appendix A

This questionnaire is designed to elicit your recommendations are highly encouraged.
opinions and recommendations on the pro- Without them, this survey has little value.
posed adaptation of the Software Engineering "No Opinion" is not part of the rating scale,
Institute's (SEI) Capability Maturity Model nor does it imply neutrality. Rather, "No
(CMM) to the Air Force Systems Program Opinion" indicates you have no opinion
Offices' (SPO) software acquisition process. about the statement.
The primarily focus of this questionnaire is to Two rounds of questioning will be con-
compare the SEI's CMM to the software ducted. We will provide feedback on the first
acquisition process. However, the questions ,ound of the survey by compiling, summariz-
are not intended to be exhaustive. ing, and incorporating round one responses
Straight-forward, candid responses are essen- into the round two questionnaire.
tial to the research. Comments, opinions and

0 Please check the box best corresponding to b. recommendations or ideas concerning
your degree of agreement for each ques- the adaptation of the SEI's CMM to the
tion. Air Force software acquisition process.

Please write any comments to include the * Please make your comments and recom-
following as applicable mendations in the space provided or on the

a. reasons supporting your choices. back of the questionnaire sheets, number-
ing these as needed.

According to paragraph 8, AFR 12-35, the following information is provided in accordance with the
Privacy Act of 1974:
a. Authority:

(1) 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations, and/or
(2) 10 U.S.C. 8012, Secretary of the Air Force, Powers, Duties, Delegation by Compensation, and/or
(3) DOD Instruction 1100.13, 17 Apr 68, Surveys of Department of Defense Personnel, and/or
(4) AFR 30-23, 22 Sep 76, Air Force Personnel Survey Program.

b. Prindpal Purpose. This survey is being conducted to collect information to be used in research aimed
at illuminating and providing inputs to the solution of problems of interest to the Air Force and/or
DOD.
c. Routine Uses. The survey data will be converted to information for use in research of management
related problems. Results of the research, based on data provided, will be included in a master's thesis
and may also be induded in published articles, reports, or texts. Distribution of the results of the
research, based on the survey data, whether in written form or presented orally, will be unlimited.
d. Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary.
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~~~~~~~. ................ ......... ...................................e h

The objective of this research is to adapt the software development capability but to meas-
SEI's Capability Maturity Model (CMM) to ure the SPO's software aquisition management
the Air Force software acquisition process capability. Hence, a user of the proposed
creating a Software Acquisition Maturity SAMF views software development from a
Framework (SAMF). For this research, the much different perspective than those using
software acquisition process is defined as the the SEI's CMM. This questionnaire is
management process used by the System Pro- designed to ascertain your opinions and re-
gram Offices (SPO) within the Air Force commendations as to the feasibility and speci-
Material Command (AFMC) Product Cen- fic attributes the proposed SAMF should
ten to procure software. The proposed SAMF contain.
would not be used to measure the SPO's

It is assumed you understand the structure, bility Maturity Model for Software] and SEI-
content, and objectives of the SEI's CMM. If 91-TR-25 [Key Practices of the Capability
this is not the case, answering many of the Maturity Moder for specific information
questions will be very difficult. Please refer- about the SEI's CMM including definitions
ence SEI documents SEI-91-TR-24 [Capa- not annotated within this document.

==== :=====.:======.=:=:==========::.......::.s,::::: ... ::::::::: ::::::::: ..... ::J::::::::::: ::

This summary is based on the SEI's CMM was based on previous work by Philip Crosby
description in SEI-91-TR-24. The CMM is [Quality is Free, 1979] and Ron Radice ["A
designed as a tool for measuring an organiza- Programming Process Study," IBM Systems
tion's software development process matur- JournalVol. 24, No. 2, 1985]. Each maturity
ity. The model is founded on the premise that level has a corresponding set of Key Process
the process maturity level indicates an organi- Areas (KPA) defining practices/charac-
zation's software development capability. teristics a software development organization
The structure of the CMM is defined by a should have to achieve that maturity level.
framework of five maturity levels. These Assessing which KPAs (if any) an organiza-
maturity levels define an ordinal scale by tion meets defines that organization's matur-
which process maturity can be defined, meas- ity level, thereby indicating the organization's
ured, and evaluated. Definition of these levels software development capability.

The premise of this research is that the same can be used to measure the Air Force System
"benchmarking" approach of measuring an Program Offices' process of managing soft-
organization's software development process ware acquisition. The proposed SAMF looks
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at software development from the acquisition ate contractor's software development capa-
managemrvnt's point ofview, while the CMM bilities), and Software Process Assessments
looks at software development from the de- (used by the software development organiza-
veloper's point of view. While the CMM is tion as a self assessment tool), the proposed
constructed to be used as a tool for both SAMF is targeted strictly for a SPO self assess-
Software Capability Evaluations (used by the ment capability.
government acquisition community to evalu-

The questionnaire is broken into six (6) sec- One of the difficulties in implementing this
tions. The initial section requests data on questionnaire was the researchers had to de-
yourself. The second section ascertains your fine the context in which the questions should
initial reaction to the proposed SAMF. The be answered. This meant some assumptions
third section establishes your opinion on the were made about the respondent's "point of
organizational level a SAMF should be tar- view" on the proposed SAMF. We request
geted for within theAir Force software acqui- you answer the questions in the fourth, fifth,
sition process. The fourth, fifth, and sixth and sixth sections to the best of your ability
sections request opinions and recommenda- and please keep in mind the context in which
tions on adapting the SEI's CMM to the they are asked.
software acquisition management process.

••:•:::• •..::•..•.:••: • i .•..:::.•z:::..:.......:.:..:..:..............:......::::::::::::::::::::

" Please write your name. There are many functional disciplines in aSPO

organization. Please indicate which of the fol-
lowing disciplines you have experience in

"• What is your grade/rank. (please check all applicable).

O--_ Project Management
GS-__ [• Software Engineering
GM--

"* What is your current assignment and job title? 0 Contracting

I1 Logistics

" How many years experience do you have in Air 0 Software Test & Evaluation
Force acquisition? 0 Software Quality Assurance

0 Software Configuration Management
" How many years of the acquisition experience 0 Other(s)

are specifically related to software (i.e. held
position as MCCR focal point for program
Test, Engineering, Projects, QualityAssurance
or any of the other functional disciplines)?
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Which acquisition organizations have you Q Software Capability Evaluation (SCE)
been assigned to (please check all applicable)? training at the SEI

-OASD I Software Process Assessment (SPA) train-

O ASD-South (MSD) ing at the SEI

OBMO Q Executive SCEJSPA training at the SEI

OESD 0 In house (SPO/office) training

OHSD 1 Software Professional Development Pro-

0SSD 
gram (SPDP)

[ Computer Resource Acquisition Course
O Other (CRAC)

0 Personal training (i.e. read Humphrey's
"Managing the Software Process")

Have you been trained on the SEI's CMM 0 [ Other_

are you familiar with it (please check all appli-
cable)?

The following questions are designed to ascertain your initial reaction and overall view of the
proposed SAMF.

"11* 1. The SEI's CMM is a valid tool for contractors to self assess and
Improve their software development process.

I) Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree iJ Agree Strongly ) Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 2. Do you think a software acquisition organization within a SPO
could use a tool such as the proposed SAMF to benchmark or
measure their management process for self improvement?

(C Yes No 0 No Opinion

SRPlease list your reasoning (i.e. the pros and cons) of why or why not
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11* 3. Do you think the idea of adapting the SEI's CMM to the Air Force
software acquisition process is feasible?

0 Yee ONo 0 No Opinion

w Please list your reasoning (i.e. the pros and cons) of why or why not

"*10 4. To be able to benchmark or measure a process one has to be
able to define the process. The Air Force software acquisition
process can be defined from current literature such as DoD
directives and Air Force policy.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree [ Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

",,* 5. There Is a "standard" Air Force software acquisition process
used at all Air Force Material Command (AFMC) product centers.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

1* 6. The Air Force software acquisition process is the same for all
program levels (i.e. basket SPOs versus major program SPOs).

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 7. The management of software acquisition can be defined as a
stand alone functional discipline within a SPO.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree S$&Iongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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The research objective is to ascertain the fea- agency, or service that shares common man-
sibility of adapting the SEI's CMM to the Air agement, is centered at a single geographical
Force SPO software acquisition process. site, and has responsibility for a common
However, we would like your opinions/re- business area." The scope of the software
commendations as to the correct "level of development organization may differ de-
focus" you feel a tool such as the proposed pending on the company size and assessment
SAMF should target. Therefore, please an- strategy (i.e. evaluating the maturity level of
swer the following questions afier reading key a company's division versus a unit within the
points taken from SEI-91-TR-24 and SEI- division). Furthermore, the methodology for
91-TR-25. implementing the maturity assessment im-
CMM Software process assessments are tar- plies multiple projects should be evaluated to
geted at the software development organiza- determine the organization's process matur-
tion level. SEI-91-TR-25 defines an ity.
organization as "a unit within a company,

I'* . Considering the key points listed above, how should the CMM
organization/project assessment focus be mapped to the Air
Force software acquisition management process?
0 Target the SAMF process self assessment tool at the SPO level where the SPO is

the organization and the segments/sub-systemsiteams are the projects.

ii Target the SAMF process self assessment tool at the SPO level where the SPO Is
both the organization and the project.

iC Target the SAMF process self assessment tool at the AFMC product center level
where the product center is the organization and the SPOs are the projects.

0 Target the SAMF process self assessment tool at the Program Executive Officer
(PEO) level where each PEO program grouping Is the organization and the SPOs
are the projects.

0I Other reeommended mapping

4& Please list your rsoning (i.e. the pros and cons) of why or why not
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The remaining questions require the "con- developing a self assessment tool to measure
text" which you should assume when answer- the SPO's software acquisition process matur-
ing the questions. The problem with defining it/.
the "context" is that it may be opposite to * The SAMF process self assessment tool is tar-
your opinions stated in the previous question- geted at the SPO level where the SPO is both

naire sections. Please keep in mind the re- the organizaton and the "project."

search objective-namely to adapt the SEI's * The SAMP tool is designed to assess only the
CMMsto the SPO software acquisition man- SPO's soflwareacquisition management capa-o t acquisition bilities.
agement process. Therefore, we request you 0 The program manager has have overall man-
answer the following sections to the best of " The prorit over he oneralyourabiityin rfernceto he "ontxt"de- agement authority over the Mission Critical
your ability in reference to the "context" de- Computer Resources (MCCR) portion of a
fined below. major systems acquisition during the Engi-
When answering the following questions please neering and Manufacturing Development
assume: (EMD) phase.

Adapting the SEI's CMM to the software - The SPO is located at an AFMC Product
acquisition process is a valid approach for Center.

... .. . ..

~ M tuit Lve Mapig o M ...........
The SEI's CMM is based on a framework of below with its corresponding definition from
five maturity levels. The maturity levels are pages 8 and 9 of SEI-91-TR-24. Please keep
defined to be consistent with the premise that in mind the context defined above, and an-
process maturity indicates software develop- swer the question(s) which follow(s) each
ment capability. This section's objective is to maturity level.
elicit your opinions and recommendations as
to the applicability of the SEI's CMM matur- (1) Initial-The software process is charac-
ity levels to the Air Force software acquisition terized as ad hoc, and occasionally even

process. Each CMM maturity level is listed chaotic. Few processes are defined, and
success depends on individual effort.

• From the software acquisition process point of view:

"H 9. Is this maturity level applicable to the proposed SAMF?

J YW No C No Opinion
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1* 10. The Air Force software acquisition process is based on
existing directives and regulations (i.e. DoD 5000.1 & DoD 5000.2).
However, even when these "minimum" management processes
are Implemented, the software acquisition process can still be ad
hoc.

IJ Disagree Strongly [J Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

(2) Repeatable-Basic project manage- necessary process discipline is in place to
ment processes are established to track repeat earlier successes on projects with
cost, schedule, and functionality. The similar applications.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

"1* 11. Is this maturity level applicable to the proposed SAMF?

O Yes No 0 No Opinion

1'* 12. This maturity level implies a "repeatable software acquisition
project management" capability. However, there Is nominally
only one "project" within a SPO, hence, the capability to repeat
the procurement of a similar project is not an important attribute
of the SPO.

ii Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

1'* 13. If this maturity level Is not applicable, the KPAs from this level
should be Integrated into another maturity level.

SDis a g re e S tr o n g ly 0 D isa g re e 0 A g r e e S •t o n g ly 0 A g re e 0 N o O p in io n
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(3) Defined-The software process for both All projects use a documented and ap-
management and engineering activities is proved version of the organization's
documented, standardized, and integrated process for developing and maintaining
into an organization-wide software process. software.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,1* 14. Is this maturity level applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes 0 No 0 No Opinion

11* 15. The characteristics of tracking cost, schedule, and function-
ality (originally In the repeatable level) should be integrated into
the defined level.

O Dimgree Srongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

(4) Managed-Detailed measures of the products are quantitatively understood and
software process and product quality are controlled using detailed measures.
collected. Both the software process and

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

",* 16. Is this maturity level applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYes 0 N 0 No Opinion

,* 17. This maturity level Implies qualitative data Is gathered on the
software acquisition process.

0 Diseree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 03 No Opinion
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(5) Optimizing--Continuous process im- feedback from the process and from testing

provement is enabled by quantitative innovative ideas and technologies.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,* 18. Is this maturity level applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yee C] No 0 No Opinion

11* 19. This level implies quantitative data is taken on the process.
Gathering quantitative data takes time, however, with the new
Integrated Weapons Systems Management acquisition process,
opportunities for SPOs to take quantitative data will exist.

O Disagree Shongly 0 Disagree 0l Agree Strongly 3 Agree C3 No Opinion

The SEI's CMM is based on a framework of Pleasekeep in mind the context defined above
five maturity levels. Each maturity level is when answering the questions.
composed of a set of KPAs which define Requirements Management involves estab-
practices and characteristics an organization lishing and maintaining an understanding
should have to achieve that maturity level, and agreement with the customer on the re-
This section's objective is to elicit your opin- quirements for the software throughout the
ions and recommendations as to the applica- software's life cycle. The agreements cover
biity of the CMM Key Process Areas to the both the technical requirements for the soft-
Air Force software acquisition process. Each ware and the nontechnical requirements,
Key Process Area listed below is as stated in such as delivery dates for the software. The
SEI-92-TR-25. The questions that follow re- agreements form the basis for estimating,
quest your opinions and recommendations planning, performing, and tracking the pro-
on the applicability ofeach CMM KPA to the ject's software activities.
software acquisition management process.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

1'* 20. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

C3 Yee 0 No 3 No Opinion
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1'* 21. Requirements Management involves establishing a working
relation with the "user" (customer). This includes understanding
and planning for the Implementation of "user" requirements.

) Disagree Strongly I) Disagree ] Agree Strongly C3 Agree 0 No Opinion

1'* 22. Requirements Management Involves establishing a working
relation with the "contractor" (seller). This includes contracting
for and maintaining correct allocation of "user" requirements.

C) Disagree Strongly C3 Disagree C) Agree Strongly C3 Agree C) No Opinion

Software Project Planning involves develop- the customer according to the resources, con-
ing estimates for the wok to be performed, straints, and capabilities of the project. The
establishing the necessary commitments, and plan provides the basis ,or initiating the soft-
defining the plan to perform the work. A plan ware effort and managing the progress of the
is established to address the commitments to work.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,* 23. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes J No 0 No Opinion

11* 24. Software Project Planning involves ensuring the contractor's
software development plan Is adequate and feasible.

[3 Disagree Strongly 0) Disagree C3 Agree Strongly C Agree C No Opinion

111 25. Software Project Planning involves addressing the govern-
ment activities necessary to implement the contractor software
development plan (e.g. a detailed plan explaining the government
technical review process of deliverables).

C3 Disagree Strongly C Disagree C Agree Strongly C Agree C3 No Opinion
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Software Project Tracking and Oversight nicating status, and revising plans. The soft-
involves tracking and reviewing the software ware activities are monitored by the software
accomplishments and results against docu- managers on a regular basis. Regular technical
mented estimates, commitments, and plans, reviews and reviews with the project manager
and adjusting these based on the actual ac- and senior management are conducted to
complishments and results. A documented ensure that management and staff are aware
plan for the software effort is used as the basis of the software status and plans, and that
for tracking the software activities, commu- i-sues receive appropriate attention.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 26. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYes 0 No 0 No Opinion

11* 27. Software Project Tracking and Oversight involves tracking
and reviewing the accomplishments of the contractor in accord-
ance with the contract.

IJ Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly J Agree C3 No Opinion

11* 28. Software Project Tracking and Oversight involves tracking
and assessing the software acquisition management process in
accordance to the Software Project Plan.

Cl Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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Software Subcontract Management involves technical and nontechnical (e.g., legal, finan-
selecting a software subcontractor, estab- cial, and administrative) requirements is es-
lishing commitments with the subcontractor tablished and is the basis for managing the
on the work to be performed, coordinating subcontract. Regular technical and manage-
activities with the subcontractor, and track- ment reviews are conducted to ensure that
ing and reviewing the subcontractor's per- management and staff of both organizations
formance and results. The subcontractor is are aware of the software status and plans, and
selected based on their ability to perform the that issues receive appropriate attention.
work. A documented agreement covering the

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

1'* 29. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYes J No i No Opinion

11* 30. Subcontract Management Is a function of the Prime Contrac-
tor. This should not be management directly by the SPO. Instead,
subcontractor management requirements should be stated
clearly In the prime contract.

0 Disagree Strongly 0i Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Software Quality Assurance involves review- ware groups and project management. A sen-
ing and auditing the software products and ior manager who is committed to handling all
activities to ensure that they comply with the major software quality assurance issues is
applicable processes, standards, and proce- identified. Where compliance issues exist, the
dures, and provides the staff and managers software quality assurance group works with
with the results of their reviews and audits. the appropriate managers, including senior
The software quality assurance function is management where required, to resolve the
required on all projects. The group perform- issues.
ing this function is independent of the soft-

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,1* 31. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes No 0 No Opinion
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11* 32. Software Quality Assurance is a function of the contractor's
software development organization and should not be managed
by the SPO as a separate distinct discipline.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 33. The function of the SPO's Software Project Management is to
ensure that the SQA function of the contractor is properly per-
formed.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Software Configuration Management in- items are controlled systematically using a
volves selecting project baseline items (e.g., defined change control process. The configu-
the project description, products, and process ration (software and documentation) of a
specifications of the project), controlling system, or of any of the controlled intermedi-
these items and changes to them, and record- ate or support products, can be distinctly
ing and reporting status and change activity identified at any point in time.
for these items. Changes to these baseline

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

",1* 34. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes . No 0 No Opinion

11* 35. Software Configuration Management is a function of the
contractor's software development organization and should not
be managed by the SPO as a separate discipline.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly ) Agree C) No Opinion
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,1* 36. The function of the SPO Configuration Management Director-
ate, In close coordination with the project and engineering direc-
torates, Is to ensure the SCM function of the contractor is properly
performed.

[J Digrem Strongly 0 Disagree (J Agree Strongly [1 Agree J No Opinion

Organization Process Focus involves devel- focus for the software process activities in the
oping and maintaining an understanding of organization. This group coordinates the pro-
the organization's software processes and co- jects' software process definition activities
ordinating the activities to specify and im- and the organization's long-term process im-
prove these processes. A group such as a provement efforts.
software engineering process group acts as the

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,"* 37. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yee 0 No J No Opinion

11* 38. Organizational Process Focus Implies a software acquisition
process group acts as the focal point for process improvement.
However, Implementation of such a group at the SPO level is not
feasible.

J Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree ) Agree Strongly U) Agree U) No Opinion

"1* 39. A software acquisition process Group (SAPG) would best be
Implemented at the AFMC product center level.

U) Disagree Strongly C3 Disagree C3 Agree Strongly U3 Agree 0 No Opinion
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Organization Process Definition involves es- for software development and software main-
tablishing and maintaining a standard soft- tenance projects. It defines the essential proc-
ware process for the organization, along with ess steps for the projects and establishes the
related items, for use by the projects in estab- common basis for measuring process per-
lishing their software process. This standard formance across all projects and for long-term
software process provides a common process improvement.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 40. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yet No 0 No Opinion

11* 41. Organizational Process Definition Implies all product center
SPOs Implement a standard software acquisition process.

O Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0i Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Training Program involves identifying the needs. The training program ensures that
training needs of the organization, the pro- training needed to perform each of the or-
jects, and the individuals and developing, and ganization's job functions is appropriate and
procuring training courses to address these is not circumvented inappropriately.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

",1* 42. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYes N 0 No Opinion

"11 43. A SPO Training Program should address the organization's
general acquisition training requirements (e.g. training needs to
meet the Acquisition Professional Development Program require-
ments).

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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11* 44. A SPO Training Program should address the training needs
of the Individuals managing the software acquisition process
oriented to the specific procurement being performed (e.g. train-
Ing individuals on the user requirements for the project).

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Integrated Software Management involves ject's activities. When project objectives are
establishing and maintaining the project's de- not being achieved, the managers know what
fined software process and managing the soft- actions need to be taken to correct the prob-
ware activities according to this defined lem and reduce the likelihood ofsimilar prob-
software process and the special needs of the lems in the future. The organization provides
project. The project's defined software proc- support and historical data that the project
ess integrates the management and technical uses to improve its software estimating, plan-
processes as the basis for performing the pro- ning, and tracking process.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

",* 45. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYoe ON. 0 No Opinion

11* 46. Integrated Software Management implies a standard software
acquisition process is defined at a higher organizational level
than the SPO (I.e. product center).

C Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree ] Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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Software Product Engineering involves per- implement the software architecture and soft-
forming the technical activities to build and ware designs. The software evaluation activi-
maintain the software system using appropri- ties ensure that the software product to be
ate state-of-the-practice tools and methods. delivered satisfies the specified requirements.
The software requirements are identified, A balance of flexibility and control is main-
analyzed, refined, and documented. A soft- tained to correct and revise the requirements,
ware architecture and software designs are designs, and code to incorporate corrections
developed to implement the software require- and enhancements identified throughout the
ments. The program code is developed to life cycle.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

"H* 47. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yese No 0 No Opinion

H* 48. Software Product Engineering is a function of the contractor
software development organization andnota function of the SPO.

I) Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree [l No Opinion

Intergroup Coordination involves the disci- requirements to hardware, software, firm-
plined interaction and coordination of the ware, and manual processes; monitoring and
project groups with each other to address reviewing the hardware and software design
system-level issues and activities. System-level and development; and managing and con-
objectives and plans are established and used trolling changes to the system throughout the
as the cornerstone for all project activities, development effort. The technical working
The project groups participate, as appropri- interfaces and interactions between groups
ate, in defining the system requirements; es- are planned and managed to ensure the qual-
tablishing a system configuration; allocating ity and integrity of the entire system.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 49. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Ye 0 No 0 No Opinion
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,,* 50. Intergroup Coordination is a very important attribute of both
the software development organization and the SPO software
acquisition management organization.

SDi gree Srongly 0 Disagnr. 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Peer Reviews involve a methodical examina- dures. These procedures cover. preparing for
tion of work products by the producer's peers the review, conducting the review, reporting
to identify defects and areas where changes the results of the review, and certifying review
and improvements are needed. The specific readiness/completion criteria. Problems
work products that will undergo peer review identified in the review findings are docu-
are identified as part of the software planning mented and tracked until they are resolved.
activities. Peer reviews follow defined proce-

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

,1* 51. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

3 YMe 0Nf 0 No Opinion

HO* 52. Peer Reviews are a function of the contractor software devel-
opment organization. The use of Peer Reviews is a decision made
by the contractor and is not affected by the SPO software acqui-
sition process.

O Diagree Strongly 0 DisAgree 03 Agree Strongly 0 Agree C No Opinion
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Process Measurement and Analysis involves stabilize the process performance within ac-
taking performance measurements of the or- ceptable limits. The process and the associ-
ganization's standard software process (as in- ated measurements are established as a
stantiated by the projects), analyzing these baseline and are used to plan and control the
measurements, and making adjustments to process in quantitative terms.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 53. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

SYes ON 0 No Opinion

,1* 54. Process Measurement and Analysis Is an attribute a SPO
software acquisition organization should have at a mature level.
The philosophy of this attribute holds the same for both the
software acquisition process and the software development
process.

O Disagree trongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Quality Management involves defining soft- Plans and process quality goals are established
ware quality goals, establishing plans to and the project's software process is specifi-
achieve these goals, and monitoring and ad- cally adjusted to achieve the product quality
justing the software plans, activities, and goals. The software activities and results are
quality goals to improve customer and end- assessed against the quality objectives on a
user satisfaction. Quantitative product qual- regular basis, and corrective actions are taken
ity goals are established based on the needs of to bring forecasted process and product qual-
the organization, customer, and end-users. ity in line with the goals.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 55. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0) Y . No 0 No Opinion
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11* 56. Quality Management Implies quality software product and
acquisition process goals are established and tracked. The phi-
losophy of this attribute holds the same for both the software
acquisition process and the software development process.

O Disagres Strongly C3 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree ii No Opinion

Defect Prevention involves analyzing defects understand the root causes of the defects, and
that were encountered in the past and taking to determine the implications of the defects
action to prevent the injection of these types on future activities. Trends are analyzed to
of defects in current and future project activi- determine the kinds of defects that were en-
ties. Software activities are systematically re- countered in the past. Defects that are likely
viewed by those who perform them to to recur are identified and specific actions are
identify the defects that were encountered, to taken to prevent them.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

11* 57. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes 0 No 0 No Opinion

11* 58. Defect Prevention implies knowledge of when, where, and
how defects are injected in the software product or process
(either development or acquisition process). Furthermore, steps
are taken to prevent similar defects from appearing again. The
philosophy of this attribute holds the same for both the software
acquisition process and the software development process.

O Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 03 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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Technology Innovation involves identifying, with them, the organization selects appropri-
selecting, and evaluating new technologies, ate technologies to improve its productivity
and incorporating the appropriate technolo- and product quality. Pilot efforts are per-
gies into the organization's processes. A group formed to assess new and unproven technolo-
acts as the focus for introducing technology gies before they are introduced across the
innovations into the organization. By main- organization. With appropriate sponsorship
taining an awareness of software technology of the organization's management, the se-
innovations throughout the world and sys- lected technologies are incorporated into the
tematically evaluating and experimenting organization's process.

11* From the software acquisition process point of view:

",* 59. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yes 0 No ii No Opinion

,1* 60. Technology Innovation Implies a group Is responsible for
Identifying, selecting, and evaluating new technologies for pos-
sible Implementation into the acquisition management process.
The Implementation of such a group should be performed at a
higher management level than the SPO (i.e. the product center).

0 Dikgree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 61. Technology Innovation at the SPO level involves exploiting
new technologies Identified by the evaluation group to improve
the software acquisition management process.

SDisagree ftrongly 0 Disagree. 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree C No Opinion
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Process Change Management involves and encourage all staff and managers to par-
defining process improvement goals and sys- ticipate in these process improvement activi-
tematically identifying, evaluating, and im- ties. Improvement opportunities are
plementing improvements to the identified and evaluated for potential pay-
organization's standard software process and back for the organization. Pilot efforts are
the projects' defined software processes on a performed to assess new and unproven proc-
continuous basis. Appropriate training and ess changes before they are introduced across
incentive programs are established to allow the organization.

* From the software acquisition process point of view:

H* 62. Is this Key Process Area applicable to the proposed SAMF?

0 Yme No 0 No Opinion

11* 63. Making changes for improvement to the software acquisition
management process must be planned, implemented carefully,
and measured to verify improvements were made.

[] Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

The objective of this section is to elicit your any other practices/characteristics you think
opinions and recommendations as to other a software acquisition organization should
Key Processes Areas which should be defined have.
in the proposed SAMF. Please feel free to list

'1* 64. Risk Management Is required by 9oD 5000.1 and 5000.2. It is
an Integral part of the overall SPO acquisition management
scheme. The characteristics of identifying and managing soft-
ware cost, schedule, and performance risks should be a KPA In
the proposed SAMF.

0 DisMgre Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion
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11* 65. Contract Management is a key function of any acquisition
organization. This Is the function of ensuring the contract meets
both the user, maintainer, and SPO acquisition requirements. The
characteristic of timely and efficient contract modifications
should be a KPA In the proposed SAMF.

0 Disagree Strongly 1 Disagree J Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 66. Data Management entails ensuring the correct software docu-
mentation is acquired from the contractor who meets the require-
ments of the SPO, the user, and the maintainer. Furthermore, the
amount of data should be periodically evaluated to ensure only
the required amount Is procured. The characteristic of accurate
and efficient data management should be a KPA in the proposed
SAMF.

0 Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

11* 67. Software Supportability Planning Is a key function of the
software acquisition management process. Software support has
been stated to account for approximately 60%-80% of the soft-
ware life cycle costs. Furthermore, the decisions made during the
early phases of the system life cycle have a great affect on the
supportability of the software. The characteristics of continual
software supportability planning throughout the software life
cycle should be a KPA In the proposed SAMF.

0Disagree Strongly 0 Disagree 0 Agree Strongly 0 Agree 0 No Opinion

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Should the return envelope be missing or lost,
please return your questionnaire to: (Address).
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Appendix B
This appendix contains a complete listing of the Delphi survey results. All expert

comments and the group opinion are listed for each question. The comments are
segregated into their respective rounds. Each comment has the associated expert response
stated. Finally, the "group opinion" represents the results of the entire group, not just those
experts who stated comments.

Snts~on,,,, em plmression, of, the SAMF

* Round I your research is vital to both effective, controlled

Very first impression is contained in last line of page change and the "program management" or "project

2 of 22 ("the proposed SAMF is targeted strictly for engineering discipline."
a SPO self assessment capability"). I strongly fee A. "Benchmarking:" by definition of the origination
that this is a very good approach (and perhaps of the term is limited to the individual craftsman's
essential). With the acceptance of TQM by the Air bench and supports repeatability for an individual.
Force and DoD, this fits in real well. The concern The objective seems to be a quest for application of
is that it may be used by external staffs (e.g., MA- a "universal" measurement standard for software
JCOM staff assistance visits, IGs) either directly acquisition.
(where they use the questionnaire) or indirectly 1. Premise of Research-A cogent coherent com-
(where they use the SPO's answers or how SPO uses) prehensive definition of the component areas of
as basis for their evaluations. This may cast a stigma "Software Acquisition Management Process" is not
or create a reluctance to use this tool. (I realize that asserted as a basis for the research. My under-
this is the anti-thesis of both TQM and the SEI's standing of graduate level research, below the doc-
CMM philosophies, but as you probably realize, itis still a cultural condition that will need to be dealt toral level, is norma~lly based on existing, given,
with.) foundation information with the appropriate cita-

tions. This does not appear to be the case in your
"* Round I1 research, or at least is not demonstrated in the

The research area and methods are critical to the survey.
future ofnational defense and theAir Force weapons 2. The presentation of the elements separately ob-
systems acquisition process. This individual believes fuscates the lack of flexibility that would result.

1. The SEI's CMM is a valid tool for [AGREE] But it is only a start. It doesn't address
contractors to self assess and im- technical issues and doesn't encourage improve-
prove their software development ment of a contractor's system engineering process.

process. [AGREE] However, it's hard to say at this point
without it having more usage and without our un-

* Round I--Group Opinion: Agree derstanding excl what it is.

[AGREE STRONGLY] We have seen dramatic [DISAGREE] The model and the evaluation proc-
results from our prime contractor's usage. ess still have problems. The mno~r significant of
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which is the lack of understanding about what the assessment of the process should be valid. It never
results mean. Changes made in the process model hurts to take a look at one's organizational process.
to get an extra "yes" don't mean much. However, the danger with all assessments is that

SRound lGroup Opinion: Agree scoring well can often be more important than
having a good process. The bottom line is that the

[AGREE STRONGLY] The der connection be- acquisition itself is more important than all the
tween the improvement in software development planning and assessment.
and bottom line profits will be needed for contrac- [YES] I definitely think that an assessment of an
trs to make the required investment voluntarily, organization's software acquisition management
While contract awards are being based upon evalu- process helps to characterize its software acquisition
ation criteria that is not weighted on the contractor's management strengths and weaknesses.
proven performance and technical capability, this is [YES] But many SPOs are too lean to make time to
a moot point. do much besides put out fires.

[YES] Quite strongly agree. It also dovetails well
2. Do you think a software acquisition with Dr. Deming's work. We have asked SEI about
organization within a SPO could use a this and they said they working on some related
tool such as the proposed SAMF to topics.
benchmark or measure their manage- 0 Round II-Group Opinion: Yes
ment process for self improvement? [YES] However, the continued high rate of change

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes in computer technology with the parallel evolution
of "software methodology" [structured, object ori-

[YES] Software Management needs lots of help here ented, 4GL, etc.] provides a dynamic environment
at Hanscom. However, without upper level man- that may or may not lend itself to stocastic/process
agement support for the tool, it won't help, analysis.

[YES] Yes, provided there is training on: 1. how to

do the evaluation, 2. how to understand the results,
3. how to improve the process and not the results. 3. Do you think the idea of adapting
(YES] Pro--TQM metric and continuous improve- the SEI's CMM to the Air Force Soft-
ment category make a black or white judgement call ware Acquisition Process is feasible?
simple and uniform. Con-Standards, once ac-
cepted, are seldom used with discretion or the ap- * Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
propriate exceptions required for special cases. [YES] The CMM is basically a philosophical ap-
[YES] It could objectively quantify capabilities and proach to management. While the questions relate
identify areas for improvement. to software development, the fundamental philoso-
[YES] There is far too much ad hoc and seat-of-the- phy is still the same. For example, in a newly estab-
pants management of software at the SPO. This lished SPO, processes are not yet defined. As they
ruins the credibility of the folks working software are defined and understood, people must be trained
issues since they are viewed as practicing a black art on them. Further, the business environment
instead of managing a real entity. The problem changes as the system itself changes... e.g., moves to
compounds when they try to force the contractor to the next engineering phase, approaches turnover,
produce quality software - since they have no etc. The philosophy and management approach
credibility it is impossible to force the contractor to must continually accommodate this.
step up to their standards. Some tool is essential to [YES] I feel that capability evaluations will provide
measure, report and make real progress in software the Air Force with a method by which the rank of
management. the overall organizations to produce software in a
[YES] Both CMM and SAMF are designed to assess timely, repeatable fashion. However grading con-
the presence of defined procedures. If correctly tractors will (may) create contractual implication
adapted to the acquisition management domain the that the Air Force will have to deal with.
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[YES] It will depend on how the program is imple- going to integrated product development. Software
merited. There has to be a training program. Just "engineers" in the SPOs need to have had experience
being able to evaluate the process isn't enough. as developers of large scale software systems, which
(YES] Many concepts in this area have been estab- they don't.
lished in AFSCP 800-14 and 800-43 and the
AFOTEC pamphlet series.
[YES] £[2--The military protocol system can adapt [YES] Although I do not change my answer, the
to any idea considered essential by senior officers/of- comment about development experience is great.
ficials. Ca-The reduction of defense manpower, The Hardware people developed the Blue II pro-
number of specialties within the software engineer- gram to enlighten engineers on maintenance issues.
ing and acquisition management, the 15-17 years Software development and maintenance experience
needed for mastery would be significantly increased should be a personnel factor. Maybe we should cyde
if all necessary personnel receive the CMM training. MAJCOM software maintainers through acquisi-

[YES] SEI's CMM seems ideally suited for this. tion or IWSM?
There is already a methodology and data to support [YES] a) Does the current knowledge base provide
it. Face it, you have got to start somewhere or we sufficient objective information to develop an Arti-
will all just keep floundering flushing defense dollars ficial Intelligence shell? b) Can training and new
down the toilette while we try to get our hands methods be so structured that Government imposi-
around this monster. tion of yet another set of "standards" on our con-
[YES] There are no other tools in place that I know tractors is acknowledged as an initiative to bring the
of. current "60's technology base" in software up to the

[YES] A formal process can be applied to any activity level needed for world dass products in 2000.

including acquisition and can, therefore, be speci- [NO] Perhaps if the SEI would change their CMM
fled, measured and controlled. A note of caution: then everyone would respond, "YES."
The SEI's CMM can only assess the presence of
documented processes; and, to a more limited 4x-
tent, adherence to them. It doesn't assess the qualityTo be able to benchmark or meas-
and correctness of those procedures. Generally the ure a process one has to be able to
presence of procedures/processes leads to a higher define the process. The Air Force Soft-
probabilityofsuccess whencomparedtotheabsence ware Acquisition Process can be de-
of documented procedures. However, the SEI's fined from current literature such as
CMM and the SAMF must be carefully used as an DoD directives and Air Force policy.
indicator of trends in progress... they should not be
used as an absolute rating scale. 0 Round IGroup Opinion: Disagree/
[NO] The Key Process Areas from the CMM do no Agree
represent the important activities of the SPO. As to
the 5 levels of maturity, I strongly disagree with their [AGREE] Can be defined only in the broadest sense.

order. In my opinion, measurement (level 4) should [AGREE] It really depends on what you mean by
be the first step in any improvement effort. "define the process." The CMM definition of the
[NO] We (the Air Force) don't develop or modify software development process is a very loose one.
or reuse software for "large" projects. The question They identified only a few important activities.
areas of the SEI's CMM can be used/adapted for the [DISAGREE] DoD and Air Force guidance is avail-
Air Force software acquisition process-but, the able and fairly consistent however it's rarely fol-
questions don't apply directly. lowed consistently and doesn't reflect the "real
[NO] iou can use the basic concept of a capability world" software acquisition process.
model but the KPAs would be much different. The [DISAGREE] Only to a certain level. Not to the
rotation system works against building two levels of level of truly enactable processes which require a lot
maturity. The acquisition modca is changing, as in of interpretation and additional work.
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[DISAGREE] The Air Force software acquisition stated anywhere. Normally you can glean bits and
process is ad hoc at best. Every SPO does it differ- pieces of the "Acquisition Process" from other regs,
endy (re-invent the wheel)... Really dumb!! and standards (AFR 800-14; MIL-STD-1521 et al),
[DISAGREE] The process is in a state of flux what plus what experience the acquisition manager has
with IPD, CAID. had in the past (lessons learned) either Government

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] 2167A is a data deliv- or commercial.
cry process. It's only usable after the contract is let. [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Software Engineering
At least 50% of the important work happens before expertise is not available within the S POs even if the
the contract is released. 2167A doesn't even address guidance was available. "Generic Engineers,"
this period. IEEE has about the best material avail- "Banked Pilots," and "Acquisition smart O-6s" have
able. no hope of managing an important/critical software
(DISAGREE STRONGLY] Current lack of uni- acquisition. Well-trained software engineers with
form controls on software acquisition processes is a experience and up-to-date guidance are the only
balanced between the two models of military stand- solution. Further, the guidancL and training must
ardization and commercial practice. DoD directives address real acquisition problemsi s:uc: not con-
and Air Force policy reflect a "minimalist" controls tractor monitoring issues. Guidance must address
perspective appropriate to a "free market economy." advanced planning.

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] {This comment also
applies to question 5.}This is true only at a top level. 5. There is a "standard" Air Force
How a SPO is organized, how many products, how Software Acquisition Process used at
many customers etc. will all affect the processes. For all Air Force Material Command
example, there is no good reason to have the detailed (AFMC) Product Centers.
process for all SPO CCBs to be the same; however,
they must all have a CCB and a process. To try to * Round i-Group Opinion: Disagree
define the CCB process for all organizations would [DISAGREE] DoD and Air Force guidance is avail-
be to raise the level of abstraction to the lowest able and fairly consistent however it's rarely fol-
common denominator. I doubt ifmeaningful meas- lowed consistently and doesn't reflect the "real
urements can be found on that. (Remember, mean- world" software acquisition process.
ing is real only at the low levels of management i.e., [DISAGREE] I don't think there is a standard even
below the SPO director. AFMC standard process w a given Product Center.
will not help the people who work with and within wItAin Theredustlimnter.theprcesbut probably encourages meaningless [DISAGREE] There is limited evidence of the use
the process, butweenbably encour t mentess of a standard; and, usually, differing applications
comparisons between SPOs and Product Centers.) hv asdlclitrrttost clr h
A higher level of abstraction will lead to more eddies have caused local interpretations to "color" the
of informal processes... if these aren't defined, con- standard. Basically, the process must always be
trolled then the definition effort really hasn't made adapted to the program.
any gains. [DISAGREE] Not sure how different but have seen

SOWs written differently by different commands.
• Round I--Group Opinion: Disgree Have also heard some commands do not tailor

(DISAGREE] The definition of the elements of a standards and DIDS.
standard software acquisition p clearly tran- [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Most people at
scend the objectives of applying another unique Hanscom think they know software acquisition.
metric. They lie.
(DISAGREE] DoD-STD-2167Aonly gives astruc- [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Most product centers
tured approach on how to develop a product (soft- aren't consistent from program to program.
ware). This standard is also expected to be tailored [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Software acquisition
to the bare minimal requirements necessary to meet process is significantly different at ESD, SSD,
SPO objectives (different for every project). The BMO, and ASD depending on the influence of
process of software acquisition is not specifically MITRE, Aerospace, TRW and Softec. The WR-
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ALC F15 Radar Software is influenced by TRW acquisition and engineering requirements may be
while the WR-ALC Joint STARS software is con- very different.
trolled by MITRE. [DISAGREE STRONGLY] No--external influ-
9 Round liGroup Opinion: Disagree ences, environments, and many others affect what

processes exist and what ones are critical.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] I agree very much with [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Only major weapons
the comment about Mitre, TRW, etc. The worst systems and mission/safety of life or property can
part of this agreement is that none of the companies sustain the costs of a full military software acquisi-
have any idea of real-life software develop- tion; e.g. SQAP, IV&V, separate software CCB and
mendmaintenance. They know even less than most material review boards, software managers,
Government organizations think they do. SDP/CPDP, CRISD, PDSS plans, etc.

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The risks associated
with the product centers acquisitions vary. The * Round Il-Group Opinion: Disagree
importance of the software as an element in the [DISAGREE] The current focus on providing a
"systems" acquisition determines the level of assur- general functional specification to describe system
anc hn2J2g applied [budget allocation] and performance does not provide the level of depth
subsequent breadth and depth of visibility available required to address the software existent at levels six
to the program office. and below in the MIL-STD-881 B work breakdown
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Within every product structure.
center the software acquisition process varies from [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Still strongly disagree.
SPO to SPO. Depending on the experience and This statement also does not recognize the differ-
training of the acquisition managers, the process ences across system domains (i.e. Aviation, C3, etc).
implemented will run the gambit from laughable to
well defined and disciplined. 7. The management of software ac-

quisition can be defined as a stand
6. The Air Force Software Acquisition alone functional discipline within a
Process is the same for all levels of SPa.
programs (i.e. basket SPOs -vs- Major
Program SPOs). e Round I-Group Opinion: Disagree

* Round I-Group Opinion: Disagree [AGREE STRONGLY] All category ID programs
should be manned with AFSC 2736 field grade

[AGREE] At least at SSD until IPD became wide- officers from PMP approval through ALC depot
spread. activation and software responsibility transfer.

[AGREE] However, basket SPO's require cross- [AGREE] Important elements of it can-Remem-
functional expertise in (typically) =ne individual ber, your goal is to improve the process, not to
whereas major programs have the luxury of a few determine what the best possible process is.
functional experts in each functional area. [DISAGREE] Perhaps there should be an overall

[DISAGREE] My experience is that the smaller the process manager who would coordinate processes
project, the more likely it is that sound software that affect more than one part of the SPO, but many
engineering is done. processes are (or should be) within one directorate
[DISAGREE] There is limited evidence of the use or division of the SPO. If this is not the case, maybe
of a standard; and, usually, dif&ring applications the organization should be re-aligned.
have caused local interpretations to "color" the [DISAGREE] Usually part of the system engineer-
standard. The process must always be adapted to ing shop.
different program applications. [DISAGREE STRONGLY] It has to be cross-func-

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Most product centers tional. Lots of people have lots oftalents which must
aren't consistent from program to program. Besides, be "blended" together.
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[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Needs to be linked to gether. Besides software directly affects logistics
systems engineering, computer hardware technol- (support planning), testing, data and configuration
ogy, computer resources utilization measurements. management, etc. Of these areas, logistics and soft-
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Software acquisition ware support planning are my number one concern.
must be an integral element of the number acquisi- * Round ti--Group Opinion: Disagree
don. Many of our past software difficulties can betied to an inadequate understanding of the overall [AGREE STRONGLY] I would assert that the
system's requirements and the allocation to soft- current crisis in software life cycle maintenance isqir e s athe direct result of the lack of emphasis on software
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The software acquisi- from the concept evaluation phase and failure of our[DIAGEESTONGY]Th sftwreacuii- currentv sytem niern and development proc-
tion managers in a SPO, if they exist at all, are s e
usually buried down in the bowels of the organiza- ess standards to apply adequate levels of control.

tion. It's very difficult to say that they are a "stand [DISAGREE STRONGLY] When our contract

alone" discipline. Most PM's don't like the work was awarded 14 months ago, there was one huge

software. It scares the hell out of them!! I feel this is software organization. Now, software engineering

because none of them have the foggiest idea what has been "decentralized" to work cross-discipline

software acquisition/software development is, and concerns. Communication has really improved and

just how important software is to the proper/reliable people are working as a team. Non-software people
operation of a system. aren't afraid of software anymor
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] When functional areas
don't talk/communicate, things don't work to-

organization and the segments/sub-sys-
SEI-91-TR-25 defines an organization as "a unit temsaeams are the projects.
within a company, agency, or service that * Target the SAMF process self assessment
shares common management, Is centered at a tool at the SPO level where the SPO is both
single geographical site, and has responsibil- the organization and the project.
ity fora common business ares." The scope of 4D Target the SAMF process seff assessment
the software development organization may tool at the AFMC Product Center level where
differ depending on the company size and as- the Product Center is the organization and
sessment strategy (i.e. evaluating the maturity the SPOs are the projects.
level of a company's division versus a unit
within the division). Furthermore, the method- 0 Tart the Prog css s el as es eoioWforImpemeningthematuityassss- tool at the Program Executive Officer (PEO)ology for Implementing the maturity assess- lvlweeec E rga ruigI
ment implies multiple projects should be lee wre ac h PEO p ra g rou
evaluated to determine the organization's jects.
process maturity. 0 Other recommended mapping.

8. Considering the key points listed " Round I-Group Opinion: 3rd Choice
above, how should the CMM organiza- 0 Each SPO does business differently at SSD, as

tion/project assessment focus be such each SPO at SSD does software development
mapped to the Air Force software ac- differently. The PM of all the SPOs at SSD sets the"tone" as to what the development strategy will be
quisition management process? (will software be an important part or will it be

relegated as "not very important"). I feel it should
0 Target the SAMF process self assessment start at the SPO PM. If the PM feels software is

tool at the SPO level where the SPO is the important then the job may be done correctly. If the
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PM feels software is not important then very little acquisition process to be applied. This provides
attention will be paid to software acquisition. sufficient samples to determine the acquisition proc-
0 The target level must be aimed at the SPO. ess maturity. However, just as each software devel-
Otherwise, no one will pay any attention to the opment organization will adapt the CMM to it
findings of evaluating the process. organization structure, so should each acquisition
0 Cannot go any higher then SPO level because program. The size, internal structure, and domain

the SPOs are too diverse to manage as an organiza- of programs vary too much for a &§n approach to

tion. be successful.

* The differentiation between the first two is prob- 0 To make an impact the SAMF needs to go

ably more dependent upon the SPO than anything beyond what are at times short term objectives of a

else. I do not believe this should be limited to SPO.
software. Fundamentally, the concepts for success * Target the SAMF process self assessment tool at
are the same. Also, many times a customer's require- Air Combat and Air Mobility command users where
ment can be met by either hardware or software (or AFMC Product Divisions are the Project. The ra-
procedural). How are those trades made? Both proc- tionale for the above is that the basis of all opera-
esses required discipline. tional needs is the using command. Unless the
* You will run into problems with the basket 49XXs company/field grades req.iire the product
SPOs. By emphasizing the product, the process can divisions 2736s to be responsive to the mission
be monitored more closely, needs, there can be no sustained support for the use

* SAMF should be adapted to product types by of the CMM Software Acquisition process assess-

taking into account broad product characteristics ments.
(which is why product centers exist in general.) * Round It-Group Opinion: 3rd Choice
Then based upon the model of broad product char-
acteristics there should be further refinement/tailor- 0 1 suspect the people who responded 4 or 5 believe
ing for specific program needs/peculiarities. the world is flat.
* Seems like the logical level - if you go to the 0 Product centers can't keep track of the total
SPO level you will get too much disconnect while program, let alone its software. Additionally, many
everyone is looking for some standardized method- centers support and acquire multiple domain areas.
ology. At the product center you can learn from all 0 The implementation of the dear accountability
SPOs while leaving them some amount of auton- in design process as a sub-element of CASE may
omy to customize as they see fit. prove to be a solution to locating the CMM focus,
* The Product Centers generally share a common if implemented between the using and implemen-
application domain, and therefore, should have a tation command prior to systems acquisition. The
reasonably consistent acquisition process. The SPO difference in the product centers application do-
as a project provides an individual instance of the mains will make this hard.

Within the stated context of use several key bounds spatial and temporal separation in both "organi-
and constraints have not been addressed: zation theory" and "management span of con-
" The acquisition of a product does not apply trol."

specialized engineering knowledge domains in 0 Can the premise for separation of software ac-
the same manner that the design, development, quisition management be substantiated in light
manufacturing development, production, de- of the historical and technical problems of tim-
ployment and post deployment support do. ing and sizing?

"* The targeted "organization" and "project" being * Can overall PEO/DAC management authority
one and the same may violate the basic rules of and the use of systems engineering trades for
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system optimization allow MCCR separate * Reference the third bullet-With IWSM I'm
management responsibility/authority when cost not sure this is a good assumption. This model
and schedule is the basis for acquisition program should support all phases.
performance?

• JI I Roundh. II-Sou Oinon5Are

Level 1--nitial: The software process is char- Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
acterized as ad hoc, and occasionally even [AGREE] Contract negotiations after contract
chaotic. Few processes are defined, and suc- award can undo the "good/minimum" management
cess depends on Individual effort. practices contained in these regulations.

9. Is this maturity level applicable tothe proposed SAMF? Level 2-Repeatable: Basic project manage-
ment processes are established to track cost,
schedule, and functionality. The necessary

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes process discipline is in place to repeat earlier
successes on projects with similar applica-('YES] For example, how are budgets defined? How tions.

are schedules adjusted? How does a CCB function?

All these need to be defined. 11. Is this maturity level applicable to

* Round I--Group Opinion: Yes the proposed SAMF?

10. The Air Force Software Acquisi- 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
tion Process is based on existing di- [YES] However, most SPOs seem to disband after
rectives and regulations (i.e. DoD projects and don't move on to a new major program.
5000.1 & DoD 5000.2). However, even [YES] Repeatability is "essential" to post deploy-
when these "minimum" management ment software support, reuse of development and

processes are implemented, the soft- tes, tools, software maintenance's "design recovery"

ware acquisition process can still be or "reverse engineering" phase. ,,
ad hoc. [YES] That is, given changes such as extending

tours, creating applicable processes, and creating
ownership, which includes accountability, are in•Round I--roup Opinion: Agree place.

[AGREE STRONGLY] Because standards and
DIDs can be tailored to be meaningless. Also, soft-
ware parts of contracts can contain gross errors/over- [NO] The focus on repeatability is justified if, and
sights. only if, software project successes are to be achieved

[AGREE STRONGLY] None of the existing regu- in the future as they were in the past. Past failures

lations provide much/any real guidance. Most Air must lead to cause future failures if the process is

Force programs are chaotic. repeatable.

[AGREE STRONGLY] There is no way that high 12 This maturity level implies a "re-
level directives can provide sufficient detail for every pe atab le velftwaie a pre-
programpeatable software acquisition project
[AGREE] Because it seems every directive or regu- management" capability. However,
lation has an "out" for those clever enough to find there is nominally only one "project"
it. within a SPO, hence, the capability to
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repeat the procurement of a similar [AGREE] But remember what Warts said about
project Is not an important attribute of skipping levels (you can't). Don't see how metrics

the SPO. could be Not Applicable.
[DISAGREE] I disagree with your approach. You

• Round i-Group Opinion: Disagree should define your model top down, decide what
are your maturity levels and what they mean, then

[AGREE] But, there are modifications, ECPs, and define corresponding KPAs.
multiple CSCI's to manage. (DISAGREE] Because SPOs do not develop soft-

[DISAGREE] Most projects acquire mini-projects ware nor maintain software.
via ECPs or block upgrades. 9 Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
[DISAGREE] Not necessarily true for launch vehi-
des. [DISAGREE] The elements of the "repeatable soft-

[DISAGREE) Should use the same process or subset ware acquisition project management" process stem

for all projects regardless of SPO, why re-invent the from rigorous application of good engineering prac-

wheel? tices not a separate, uniquely indentifiable MCCR
activity. The application of scientific process de-[DISAGREEI The repeatability aspect has to do mands repeatable results-.--we haven't got there yet.

with the ability to formally define and apply a

process, not necessarily the same exact one. Many
programs have multi-phased procurements that re- Level 3--Defined: The software process for
quire a new process for each phase. both management and engineering activities is
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Most SPOs have many documented, standardized, and integrated into
"projects," all part of the main project. an organization-wide software process. All

projects use a documented and approved ver-
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] We must learn from sion of the organization's process for develop-
our successes and experience and teach/educate oth- Ing and maintaining software.
er in acquisition.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] While there may be 14. Is this maturity level applicable to
one project, individual parts of the project (e.g. the proposed SAMF?
contract changes, FCA/PCAs, CCB actions) are
repeated many times. * Round i-Group Opinion: Yes

* Round I--Group Opinion: Disagree [YES] Even though the process may be tailored for

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The con- each SPO the same basic process is used.

cepd/design/development/implementation process [NO) Because SPOs do not develop software nor

provides repeated opportunities to assist the con- maintain software.

tractor to focus/refocus on the characteristics and [NO] Until the "universal computer program" or
the attributes of the post deployment software sup- "single algorithm solution" for all problems can be
port environment. The continued involvement of discovered a single process for developing and main-
the contractor and user/customer should always be taining software remains more fantasy than fact.
managed as a component of a repeatable software Please "consider" the differences between the "mili-
acquisition process. tary standardization" model and the three varieties

of "best commercial practice" that exist.

13. If this maturity level is not applica- • Round I--Group Opinion: Yes
ble, the KPAs from this level should be [YES] Got stuck here because SEI question deals
integrated in another maturity level, with software process whereas SAMF is to deal with

software acquisition process. It would have helped
me to have your questions in terms of SAMF. But,

0 Round I-Group Opinion: Agree the really big problem is there already are policies
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and regulations that do much the same and SPOsare "in compliance".---hat is, the IG would be Level 4--Managed: Detailed measures of the
software process and product quality are col-

satisfied that they were being followed, when they lected. Both the software process andproduc-
weren't. What would change if you re-documented ts are quantitatively understood and controlled
them? using detailed measures.
[NO] Until the PEO or Product Center Comman-
ders are constrained to document policies and pro- 16. Is this maturity level applicable to
cedures, no set of rules can be standardized and the proposed SAMF?
integrated into the process. The national "Range
Commanders Council" have documented and es-
tablished a set of criteria. agreed to by all interactive Round I roup Opinion: Yes
"users," that have resulted in numerous universal [YES] Needs to be broader than just the "Software
protocols, e.g. IRIG, UTC, etc. Process." It must apply to the SPO as a whole.

[NO] Because SPOs do not develop software nor

15. The characteristics of tracking maintain software.
cost, schedule, and functionality I Round II--Group Opinion: Yes
originally in the repeatable levelshould ben integ redeinto the defined [YES] I need the question reworded-what SPO

ule bel product" would you measure the quality of? The
level. SEI is talking about the software product. You're

not going to measure software quality again?
* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree [NO] No objective proof-the juice is worth the

[AGREE] It's a building block. squeeze. Standard conservative complaint of the
"out-of-date."

[DISAGREE] There is a degree of"defined process*

at both SEI levels 2 and 3. At Level 3, defined
process is comprehensive. Same applies to acquisi- 17. This maturity level implies qualita-
tion. tive data is gathered on the Software
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Cost and schedule re- Acquisition Process.
porting exist in "industry management" but have
not shown significant results. * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree/
[NO OPINION] Defined implies repeatable, but Agree
it is still more advanced than just repeatable. There Strongly
must also be more sophisticate/mature means of [AGREE STRONGLY] But what measures do they
changing the repeatable process. use and where do they document them? It's hard

* Round I--Group Opinion: Agree enough to find guidance on contractor-oriented
metrics.

[AGREE] Software metrics can really help accom- [AGREE STRONGLY] This is a very important
plish this. step at which you are attempting to validate that
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The strength of the your "defined" process is indeed a good one. Keep
"open market" derives from competing process and in mind that you might have a well "defined" bad
methods producing a crucible that purifies and pro- process.
duces a single best product to capture market share [DISAGREE] Process quality "control" can be de-
from competitors; who must in their turn improve rived from several reliability algorithms-unfortu-
to survive. National defense is an extension of the nately software reliability remains "undefined" or
political process that does not provide for change as "standardized," as does the term "software matur-
rapidly as the commercial market. (Assembly lan- it,.
guage is not maintained the same way that Icons
are.) * Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
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[DISAGREE] I think it is quantitative data on ever, with the new Integrated Weap-
quality that is gathered. ons Systems Management acquisition
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The difference in man- process, opportunities for SPOs to
agement style of the SPO leaders, the level of take quantitative data will exist.
MCCR knowledge in the SPO and contractor as
well as what the basis of evaluation should be (i.e.
software maturity at IOC, SLOC change percent * Round --Group Opinion: Agree
per month during PDSS, design-to-cost, etc.) makes
this a topic for futher research. [AGREE STRONGLY] If full control of MCCR is

provided, then recording would be needed on the
30-80% of the program life cycle costs expended in

Level 5--Optimizing: Continuous process nim- this area.
provement Is enabled by quantitative feedback [AGREE STRONGLY] We do it now.
from the process and from testing innovative
ide and technologie& [AGREE STRONGLY] We do id We are skeptical

of proposed changes that are not supported by data
sthis maturity level applicable to or we may make the change if the portion of the

th. r e process is one that lacked definition. (Hence it really
the proposed SAMF? isn't a change to a process, but a definition of it.)

But if a change is proposed, we look for the data that
* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes tells why it should be made and what will indicate

success or failure of the change.
(YES] Given unlimited resources and national pri- [AGREE] But what measures do they use and where
ority for research and devlopment this could be do they document them? It's hard enough to find
sustained for 10% of the SPOs (maybe); but the guidance on contractor-oriented metrics.
"value added" would make it hard to prove to cost [DISAGREE] Shouldn't the intention be to focus
accountants. more on responding to new approaches and tech-
[YES] But like theotherlevels, it requires amatching niques and technologies as part of process develop-
commitment or contractual obligation with the de- ment? This implies that you must have a process for
veloping contractor. If they don't collect the data managing "evolutionary" processes.
it's tough for us to. [NO OPINION] Don't know enough about
[NO] The Air Force experience I have suggests that IWSM, but I think my answer to 18-But like the
this level is not attainable due to the way the Air other levels, it requires a matching commitment or
Force is structured and operates. contractual obligation with the developing contrac-

tor. If they don't collect the data it's tough for us
* Round II-Group Opinion: Yes to.-is the real key.

• Round Il--Group Opinion: Agree
(YES] Controlled assignments, advanced education

and supportability versus cost and schedule are [AGREE] There are a lot of "we do it," but who gets
points to begin. the data? Data no one sees is wasted.
[NO] Not as stated, at least I can't think of any
quantitative feedback. I would be concerned about [AGREE] Full funding for the Joint Logistics Chiefs
selling up an 'apparatus" that appears to collect center at RADC can provide this data for every
meaningful data. program from an "acquisition tax" at OSD level.

[DISAGREE] Not as stated, at least I can't think of
19. This level Implies quantitative any quantitative feedback. I would be concerned
data is taken on the process. Gather- about selling up an 'apparatus" that appears to
ing quantitative data takes time, how- collect meaningful data.
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Qommntsto he MM ey Process Area
estab- out the life cyde. The SPO must be kept up-to-date

Requirements Management involves by the developer as to a new/modifed software
fishing and maintaining an understanding and eq develes t
agreement with the customer on the require- requirements.
rnents forthe software throughout the software
Iffe cycle. The agreements cover both the tech- 21. Requirements Management in-
nical requirements for the software and the volves establishing a working relation
nontechnical requirements, such as delivery
dates for the software. The agreements form with the user (customer). This in-
the basis for estimating, planning, performing, cludes understanding and planning
and tracking the project's software activities, for the implementation of user re-

20. Is this Key Process Areas applica- q

ble to the proposed SAMF? * Round [-Group Opinion: Agree
Strongly

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes [DISAGREE STRONGLY] SPO doesn't generate

[YES] This is die most important KPA in the Soft- software requirements.

ware Acquisition Process. I would divide it into * Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
several KPAs in fact. Strongly
[YES] This essentially defines the interaction be- [AGREE STRONGLY] Remember that the main-
tween the acquisition organization and the devel- tainer/supporter of the system is also a SPO cus-
oper. tomer.
[YES] There absolutely must be a defined approach [AGREE] However, it can be very difficult getting
for identifying requirements and changes to them the user to articulate their requirements!
and how the commitments will be med
[NO] SPO doesn't generate software requirements. 22. Requirements Management in-

* Round Il-Group Opinion: Yes volves establishing a working relation
[YES] With the use of rapid display prototyping, with the contractor (seller). This in-
high level mathematical modeling and a userrim- cludes contracting for and maintain-
palement high level concept of operations "what if" ing correct allocation of user
inputs to an Artificial Intelligence development requirements.
CASE tool, the requirements area would become
controlled. • Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
[NO] Re: Software Technical (Functional) Require- Strongly
ments. The software requirements are derived from [AGREE STRONGLY] But where do the require-
the system requirements by die developer not the ments people come from? The only course available
SPO (Acquisition Agency). As such, the SPO must in this area is a two week class at AFIT. Most SPO's
manage at the systems level. As the system level have no software experts, let alone requirements
requirements change so will the flow-down to the experts.
software requirements level. The SPO needs to as- [AGREE STRONGLY] ...'Contracting for and
sume that the software requirements are testable, maintaining correct allocation of user require-
understandable and complete; it has no business in ments"...can imply both requirements "creep" and
defining software requirements. Since the system developing "contractor advocacy." My opinion and
level requirements change so often, the software recommendation would focus and darify the soft-
requirements will be very unstable at best, through- ware acquisition management model as based on fair
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commercial practices and government case law, not [NO] SPO doesn't have resources to do this. For
military/industrial complex cronyism. example, to do the estimating could require proto-
"...maintaining correct allocation..." typing part of the system.

"...establishing a working relationship with the on- Round i--Group Opinion: Yes
tractor (seller)." Semantics swing the response from
disagree to agree, not the logic of the postulate. [YES] Failure to begin software acquisition project

[AGREE STRONGLY] {Comment also applies to planning at the XO/XR-Advance projects level un-

questions 21 and 221 Why not form one description fairly limits the CONOPS and Post Deployment

for requirements management here? What about software support orientation that is essential at the

things like testing for requirements internal consis- beginning of the project/program.

tency and testability?
[AGREE] But mostly it's defined by the Lontractual 24. Software Project Planning in-
relationship that defines the initial requirements and volves ensuring the contractor's soft-
the design and implementation process that results ware development plan is adequate
in a final product. The contract must allow for a and feasible.
process that acknowledges requirements that may
change (ECPs) and they (the contractors) must e Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
create a design that allows change. Strongly
[AGREE] But SPO doesn't generate software re- [AGREE STRONGLY] Except the SEI's under-
quirements. Here you seem to be using a CMM standing of what is an "SDP" is not the same as the
KPA in a different fashion. The practise would have DI-MCCRn80030A.
to be different than those in CMM document. [AGREE] That's par of it.

* Round I--Group Opinion: Agree [AGREE] But this is too vague. Must insure that

Strongly development process is well defined, reflects good

[AGREE STRONGLY] Requirements manage- use of state-of-the-art tools and techniques, provides
ment during design must involve the maintainer as for adequate QA, PA, TE, etc.
the interface spokes-person first and user second-- Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
the money spent on maintenance robs the purse that Strongly
funds new developments and technology. [DISAGREE] The SDP data item is deliverable as

part of the CDRL; e.g. after contract award. This
Software ProjectPlanning invotves developing factor should be a primary technical evaluation ele-
estimates for the work to be pedforme-4 estab- ment ofsource selection. Limits on bid and proposal
lishing the necessary commitments, anddefin- funding must dearly delineate the dollar amount for
Ing the plan to perform the work- A plan is the SDP preparation based on technology and com-
established to address the commitments to the plexity of the software.
customer according to the resources, con-
straints, and capabilities of the project. The
plan provides the basis for Initiating the soft- 25. Software Project Planning in-
ware effort and managing the progress of the volves addressing the government ac-
work. tivities necessary to implement the

23. Is this Key Process Areas applica- contractor software development plan

ble to the proposed SAMF? (e.g. a detailed plan explaining the
government technical review process

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes of deliverables).

[YES] But can use some tailoring. 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
[YES] CPDP/SDP/SEMP Strongly
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[AGREE STRONGLY] Anecdotal evidence on the accomplishments and results. A documented
need for in-depth government software project plan for the software effort is used as the basis
planning is substantiated by the number of large for tracking the software activities, communi-

software projects that come in below cost and early. cating status, and revising plans. The software

I would assert that unless the government so e activities are monitored by the software man.

project planning bt with a goeranm work break- agers on a regular basis. Regular technical
proectI plann reviews and reviews with the project manager
down structure, produces both a SEMP and TEMP and senior management are conducted to en-
before the preliminary contract work breakdown sure that management and staff are aware of
structure, as well as defining dear requirements/test the software status and plans, and that issues
pass-fail criteria, and source selection factors, stand- receive appropriate attention.
ards and evaluation criteria, that "planning" iionIX
for checking, off the block 26. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
[AGREE STRONGLY] But sounds likely you've ble to the proposed SAMF?
switched tracks.
[AGREE STRONGLY] But, this is not always * Round F--Group Opinion: Yes
done.[AGREE STRONGLY) There is no such [ (YES] And should be part of the SRMP.
today. [YES] One must keep in mind the axiom "that
[odaGR Rwhich isn't tracked will not be completed"-if it is
[AGREE STRONGLY] This could be part of the not important enough to track, the signal manage-
system engineering management plan. ment sends is that the schedule commitment for that
[AGREE] Also, what will the feedback loops be? element isn't important. Further, how will one ob-
How will the developer be measured exactly? tain the data to support changes to a process?
[AGREE] And there should be a software risk man- [NO] Why duplicate contractor's efforts? Also, SPO
agement plan (SRMP). doesn't have resources to do this.

* Round It-Group Opinion: * Round II-Group Opinion: Yes
AgreAgree Strongly [YES] The developer keeps track of his development

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The explanation of the effort by referring to the SDP and tracking accom-
government document technical review process is plishments to this plan. I feel the SPO should also
not quite as unnecessary as Tits on a Boar Hog, but use the contractor SDP as a tool to assure the
dam dose. What is needed is both a SPO and contractor is following all the commitments made
contractor orientation toward a highly reliable and in the SDP (Government approved document).
maintainable product that can support military op- [NO] With full control of and responsibility for
erations (Ao) essential to national defense. Data MCCR, as given, software project tracking and
item problems stem from three easily identifiable oversight become the basis for process improvement
sources; e.g. 1) lack of quality assurance require- (TQM) and training requirements metrics.
ments, 2) Government technical direction of con-
tractors efforts in too great a depth, without
ensuring adequate time and timing associated with 27. Software Project Tracking and
mile/inch stones, and 3) amateurism in the Govem- Oversight involves tracking and re-
ment program/project management staffing of suf- viewing the accomplishments of the
ficient resources when needed, contractor in accordance with the

contract.

Software Project Tracking and Oversight in- * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
volves tracking and reviewing the software ac-
complishments and results against [AGREE STRONGLY] Also the SDP and the
documented estimates, commitments, and SEMP.
plans, and adjusting these based on the actual [AGREE STRONGLY] Also, subcontractors!
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[AGREE STRONGLY] Hopefully, the contractor need to address whether the contractor's "how" can
tracks this and the SPO reviews, understands, and provide the "what."
helps overcome obstacles. Round H-Group Opinion: Agree
[AGREE] But this is vague.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Involves the system for [DISAGREE] This is taking the "wet-noodle" ap-

tracking the contractor and the level to which the proach. A more effective tool is a contractually

system is applied. binding Integrated Master Plan and Integrated

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The application of the Master Schedule. which indudes major events and

SAMF must work ifit is to be successful-therefore, accomplishment criteria. This is what the contractor

the tracking and oversight process cannot be based proposes during source selection, and subsequently
must follow.

on a set of "accomplishments of the contractor in

accordance with the contract" as currently done. [DISAGREE STRONGLY] The "tracking and as-

Rationale: Contracts SOW and CDRL are written sessing" need to be targeted at the identification and

to explain "what the end product/material/service is resolution of the reliable, supportable weapon sys-
'not' how it is to be designed/developed/per- tem MCCR development process problems. Addi-

formed." Effective evaluation is base upon tional, uncommitted time and resources can be
RedL ptallocated to an ordered list of "druthers," main-

Wd performance criteia to determine "how well" andbSPsotrecr.
the contractor is, in fact, designing/developing/per- tained by SPO software cadre.
forming. The dichotomy exists in that the contract
exist to specify the "what" and the tracking and Software Subcontract Management involves
oversight KPA must objectively evaluate the "how." selecting a software subcontractor, estab-

• Round II-Group Opinion: Agree/ lishing commitments with the subcontractor
on the work to be performed, coordinating ac-Agree tivities with the subcontractor, and tracking

Strongly and reviewing the subcontractor's perform-

[AGREE STRONGLY] Tracking must emphasize ance and results. The subcontractor is se-
more than just delivery of data items. lected based on its ability to perform the work.

ncontract" A documentedagreement covering the techni-
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] An "instant oncal and nontechnical (e.g., legal, financial, and
includes working agreements as well as interpreta- administrative) requirements is established
tions of implicit requirements and derived require- and is the basis for managing the subcontract.
menrts-.the evaluation of accomplishments must Regular technical and management reviews
apply mature judgement to determine equitable are conducted to ensure that management and
satisfaction of the contract, staff of both organizations are aware of the

software status and plans, and that issues re-
ceive appropriate attention.

28. Software Project Tracking and
Oversight involves tracking and as- 29. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
sessing the software acquisition man- ble to the proposed SAMF?
agement process in accordance to the
Software Project Plan. 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Yes

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree [YES] Although privity of contract prevents direct
interaction with subs; and you must depend on

[AGREE STRONGLY] Also the SDP and the subcontract flow-down.
SEMP. [YES] For your purposes, the "subcontractor" man-
[AGREE] This is also vague. agement should be raised to overall "contract man-
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Any "plan" is only a agement." The expectations and overall
"snap-shot in time" of goals and objectives current management requirements are generally the same
when the plan was drawn; tracking and assessing for SPO--Prime as for Prime--Subcontractor.
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[NO] Because this is a contractor's task. [DISAGREE] This question is slightly contradic-
[NO] Government is limited is subcontractor man- tory in that if a subcontract management require-
agement. Subcontractor "monitoring" might be ments is stated in the prime contract then the SPO,
more appropriate, who manages the prime, is managing the subs. The

privity of contract principle says the SPO does not
* Round I--Group Opinion: Yes interact directly with the subs, but uses the prime as
[YES] Subcontractor Quality Assurance is available an agent. What this means then is that we state our
as a standard element of the SOW (MIL-STD- expectations for the entire product and the prime
1535B?). This mechanism responds well when mustflow-downthoseexpectationsoritwon'tfulfill
teamed with costs of software quality programs the requirements of the prime contract.
under MIL-STD-for scrap and rework/non-con- [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Software developed by
forming items/material control/review boards. each contractor is different-irs integration and
[NO] The contractor is ultimately responsible for satisfactory delivery is the prime contractor's re-
sub-contracted work, and should be treated as such. sponsibility. The ensurance of the process is the
We should not have to get into their knickers! implementor/SPO responsibility; ask any user/cus-

tomer!

30. Subcontract management is a
function of the prime contractor. This Software Quality Assurance involves review-
should not be management directly by ing and auditing the software products and
the SPO. Instead, subcontractor man- activities to ensure that they comply with the
agement requirements should be applicable processes, standards, and proce-
stated clearly in the prime contract. dures, and providing the staff and managers

with the results of their reviews and audits. The
* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree software quality assurance function is re-

quired on all projects. The group performing
[AGREE STRONGLY] However, government this function is independent of the software
participation in prime contractor's subcontractor groups and project management. A senior
reviews is a real must to give the government insight manager who is committed to handling all
as to "what is really going on." major software quality assurance issues is
[AGREE STRONGLY] But you still need a moni- identified Where compliance issues exist, the

toting process. software quality assurance group works with
the appropriate managers, including senior

[DISAGREE] You should state obligations the management where required, to resolve the
prime should fulfill and he is then charged with issues.
flow-down and subcontract management schemes
that result in the fulfillment of the prime contract.
[DISAGREE] Although Subcontract Management 31. Is the pro es Ar a i
must not be controlled by the SPO, it should be ble to the proposed SAMF?
dosely monitored.
[DISAGREE] The management of important and 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
sometimes critical subcontractor elements of the
system being acquired must be considered as a KPA. [YES] To IV&V or not IV&V. That is usually a lost
The SPO should have the ability to interface with
these KPA subcontractors along with the Prime. [YES] A contractor function.
Direct access is important for the sake of obtaining [YES] There should be a quality assurance function
timely and accurate software status information, within the SPO that reviews processes and products.
(Especially where sub is large scale developer, which Though these are not software, they are program
often happens.) management items that are needed for success.

* Round II-Group Opinion: Agree 0 Round II-Group Opinion: Yes
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[NO] Industrial engineering control systems such * Round i--Group Opinion: Agree
as Software Quality Assurance are best when applied [AGREE STRONGLY] This is only one function
after product specification authentication. Software of the SPO's SPM. Also, to make sure it is adequate
engineering control systems such as Independent in scope and introduces no conflicts of interest in
Verification and Validation or Red/Tiger Teams developer organization.
seem to work better in the less structured early [DISAGREE] DPRO's responsibility.
engineering phases.
[NO] Quality Assurance is an activity that should * Round II--Group Opinion: Agree
be an integral part ofcontract management, and not [AGREE STRONGLY] I need an SAMF/CMM
a separate task. This is very un-"TQM*-ism. I don't translator for this one.
think SQA should be a separate KPA even in theCMM. [AGREE] Interesting comment on the DPRO. Will
CIMM. DPROs be measured under this system? They aren't

part of the SPO or product center so who measures
32. Software Quality Assurance is a their capability? My further concern is that most

function of the contractor's software DPROs have less software training/experience than

development organization and should SPOs do.
not be managed by the SPO as a sepa- [DISAGREE] I suppose most respondents don't

rate distinct discipline, deal with DPROs. I suspect that is why more people
did not disagree with this item. (I still think it's the

* Round i-Group Opinion: Agree DPRO responsibility.)

[AGREE] SQA should not be "managed" by the
SPO but it should be monitored and evaluated by Software Configuration Management involves
SPO for effectiveness. Monitoring of the effort may selecting project baseline items (e.g., the pro-
be implemented through a variety of agencies ject description, products, and process speci-
(IV&V, DCAS, etc.). fications of the project), controlling these
[DISAGREE] 1. No SQA should be independent items and changes to them, and recording and

of engineering. 2. SQA is integral to software man- reporting status and change activity for these
ofmenginotseparate. .Sg witems. Changes to these baseline iems are
agement, not separate, controlled systematically using a defined

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] IV&V is a musd change control process. The configuration
SRound ilGroup Opinion: Agree (software and documentation) of a system, or

ofanyof the controlledintermnediate orsupport
[DISAGREE] Still disagree. While SQA should be products, can be distinctly identified at any
part of the software process, it should be inde- point In time.

pendent (like SCM) from the engineering/develop-
ment group. 34. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The software QA re- ble to the proposed SAMF?
views of data items prior to contractor release is a
failure; it's mirrored by the inspection of incoming * Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
data items failure by the SPO's SQA. [YES] For the government controlled baselines.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Tough question-my
answer means the SPO should manage its internal * Round II-Group Opinion: Yes
QA separately.

35. Software Configuration Manage-
33. ft is the function of the SPO's Soft- ment is a function of the contractor's
ware Project Management to ensure software development organization
that the SOA function of the contrac- and should not be managed by the
tor is properly performed. $PO as a separate discipline.
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* Round I-Group Opinion: Disagree [AGREE] But it's more important that there is

[AGREE] Not managed, but monitored. active participation on reviewing and approving
(DISAGREE] 1. CM should not be part of engi- changes to configuration items.
n[Dring. 2. Agree for configuration identification, [DISAGREE STRONGLY] The management of
noeet 2 g forhn con figurand o d de, requirements allocation from the functional specifi-
not for change control and data. cation by-and-large sets the basis of design and the
[DISAGREE] By definition true. CM involves the set/sub-set(s) of software requirements aggregated
SPOor at least the product organization. This is not for configuration items. This activity determines the
the same as developmental configuration control, basic components of the "product" and "sets" the
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Anecdotal evidence on post deployment software support costs and sched-
the need for in-depth government software project ules for the product "life cycle." The "configuration
planning is substantiated by the number of large management" elements of this KPA should be per-
software projects that come in below cost and early. formed by the user versus the SPO or contractor.
I would assert that unless the government software
project planning*ieim witha workbreak- Round I--Group Opinion: Agree
down structure, produces both a SEMP and TEMP [AGREE] Need translator.
before the preliminary contract work breakdown
structure, as well as defining dear requirements/test
pass-fail criteria, and source selection factors, stand-
ards and evaluation criteria, that "planning" i Organization Process Focus involves develop-
for checking off the block. ing and maintaining an understanding of the

organization's software processes and coordi-
* Round II-Group Opinion: Disagree nating the activities to specify and improve

these processes. A group such as a software
[AGREE] This is the second question that I have engineering process group acts as the focus
gotten hung up on semantics. Management versus for the software process activities in the or-
Control versus Monitoring. All three are loaded ganization. This group coordinates the pro-
terms which mean different things to each reviewer. jects' software process definition activities
I do believe the SPO has a strong CM role/interest, and the organization's long-term process im-

Defining that role is the issue. provement efforts.

[DISAGREE] I changed my answer. I must have
overlooked "contractor's" the last time I read the 37. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
question. ble to the proposed SAMF?

36. It is the function of the SPO Con- * Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
figuration Management Directorate, in [YES] But probably a lesser function.
close coordination with the project [NO] This KPA should be thrown out.
and engineering directorates, to en-
sure the SCM function of the contrac- . Round il-Group Opinion: Yes
tor is properly performed. [YES] But you need to address the rotation of folks

* Round IGroup Opinion: Agree in and out of this activity wherein the group
resides-this KPA takes legacy/lessons learned.

[AGREE STRONGLY] But also must include [NO] The right way to evaluate an organization's
planning for transition to government SCM at ac- process development is to have one "process" KPA
ceptance. at each level. Level 3 currently has 2 "process" KPAs.
[AGREE STRONGLY] The SPO CM office also This particular one does not provide any additional
keeps track of all product deliverables (documenta- information to what's obtained through the "Proc-
non software versions etc.). ess Definition" KPA. I think this KPA should be
[AGREE] Again, DPRO is involved, thrown out of both the SAMF and the CMM.
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[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Should be an SAPG at
38. Organizational Process Focus im- the product division level with representatives from
plies a software acquisition process each SPO.
group acts as the focal point for proc- [DISAGREE STRONGLY] The SAPG would best
ess improvement. Howtver, imple- be at the Air Combat/Air Mobility Commands.

mentation of such a group at the SPO Consider embedding product centers in the operat-

level is not feasible. ing commands as was the practice when we had an
AFMC before.

* Round I-Group Opinion: Disagree * Round I---Group Opinion: Disagree/
[AGREE] Are your sure it's not feasible at the SPO Agree
level? [AGREE STRONGLY] Butyouwouldhave tostaff
[AGREE] Potentially more manpower needed. the group--is the pay-off really there?
[DISAGREE] Depends on what or who's processes
that you're trying to manage. Organization Process Definition involves es-
[DISAGREE] SPOs must be responsible for self tablishingandmaintainingastandardsoftware
improvement, but product center focus, Air Force process for the organization, along with related
focus, and DoD focus are also needed. Lessons Items, for use by the projects in establishing
learned, their software process. This standard software
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] We have such groups process provides a common process for soft-

and they actually work (from time to time)! ware development and software maintenance
projects. It defines the essential process steps

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] With controloll for the projects and establishes the common
MCCR resources it is feasible. basis for measuring process performance

across all projects and for long-term improve-
* Round i--Group Opinion: Disagree ment.
[AGREE STRONGLY] Tough question-my an-
swer means the SPO should manage its internal QA 40. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
separately, ble to the proposed SAMF?

0 Round I"roup Opinion: Yes39. A Software Acquisition Process *RudIGopOiin eGroup (SAPG) would best be imple- [YES] Within domain areas, example: OFPs, com-
Grou (SAG) Wuld est e imle- d and control, etc.mented at the AFMC Product Center man[ Yes buttole ft inlevel. [YES] Yes, but to lesser function.

[NO] This KPA should be combined with the

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree previous one (Organizational Process Focus) even
in the CMM.

[AGREE] As a general guidance/EN function how- [NO] The very nature of developing software is very
ever each SPO must tailor to suit their project. volatile. There is no one methodology or standard
[AGREE] Don't know about phrases like "best" or software process.
"only," but process groups can be implemented at

several levels. * Round Il-Group Opinion: Yes

[DISAGREE] Implement at all levels or DoD will
end up with a million bad ways to do the job. 41. Organizational Process Definition
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] 1) Should not be lim- implies all product center SPOs imple-
ited to software-must be management of totai ment a standard software acquisition
project. 2) Must be a program manager level-he process.
= the process, has authority to make changes, and

is accountable for the results! 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
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[AGREE] Probably agree since, as stated earlier, [YES] Needs to cover process within the SPO:
each product center should basically share a corn- technical training on system being acquired/sup-
mon application domain; however, it's tough to ported; APDP Acquisition training; and, familiari-
believe there is a "standard software acquisition zation with customer.
process." Each program must be handled differ-
ently, it would seem. * Round lt-Group Opinion: Yes

[DISAGREE] Approaches must be tailored from
standard guidelines. 43. A SPO Training Program should
[DISAGREE] Every program is different. Thus, a address the organization's general ac-
standard process would turn into "square filling" quisition training requirements (e.g.
and would lose the benefit of being a process that training needs to meet the Acquisition
gets better over time. training n eed lopmee t t q on
[DISAGREE] Only true if the product center works Professional Development Program
within one domain (i.e. OFPs, command and con- requirements).
trol, etc.).
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Can be usable if and Round I--Group Opinion: Agree/

only ifmature decision making can tailor/waive part Agree

or whole process. Strongly

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] It is customer driven! [AGREE] Agree with the concept, but APDP is not

Not all SPOs have the same customers. Give the adequate today.

authority and responsibility to program managers! [AGREE] A "Given!" But APDP is more than gen-
eral acquisition-the software guys should be in the

* Round Il-Group Opinion: Disagree/ COMM/computer stall too.
Agree

[AGREE STRONGLY] This would be best given Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
the rotation of personnel from one product center [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Should be an AFMC
to another. It would also be best for the contractors. program, best would be a DoD wide program (if it
[DISAGREE] The application domain is the driv- taught, what I think is the correct approach).
ing factor for development and support planning.
BMO buys one type of weapon system. ESC, SMC, 44 A SPO Training Program should
and ASC cross domains and will have problems with
one approach. address the training needs of the indi-

viduals managing the software acqui-
sition process oriented to the specific

Training Program Involves Identifying the procurement being performed (e.g.
training needs of the organization, the pro- training individuals on the user re-
jects, and the individuals and developing and
procuring training courses to address these quirements for the project).
needs. The training program ensures that train-
ing needed to perform each of the organiza- * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
lion's job functions is appropriate and is not Strongly
circumvented Inappropriately. [AGREE STRONGLY] Individual managers

42. Is this Key Process Areas applica- should be trained on each part of the acquisition
ble to the proposed SAMF? process. Also, train the managers on the "user" not

just the user requirements. Train on the user's mis-
sion; the organization of the user; the environ-

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes ment/circumstances driving their need for change.
[YES] This item is the key to the Air Force's prob- [AGREE STRONGLY] What about the Air Force
lkm. training program? Where do the SPO's learn?
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[AGREE STRONGLY] Yes, train people in various
test, analysis, CM, etc. methodologies and tools to 46. Integrated Software Management
be used to support acquisition. implies a standard software acquisi-
[AGREE STRONGLY] You've got to know your tion process is defined at a higher
SORDs which lead to SOWs and specs. organizational level than the SPO (i.e.
[AGREE] Also need training on the fundamentals Product Center).
of software acquisition and software development.
Knowing "all* the user requirements won't help you * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
acquire a quality software system. [AGREE] Again, within a specific domain.

* Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree * Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
Strongly

[AGREE STRONGLY] A lot of the "user" orienta- Software Product Engineering involves per-
non could be covered by moving/rotating software forming the technical activities to build and
managers from the MAJCOMs through the acqui- maintain the software system using appropri-
sition centers. ate state-of-the-practice tools and methods.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Should be in AFMC The software requirements are identified, ana-
(DISAgrE bestRONLY Should be a n AM widlyzed, refined, and documented. A software
program, best would be a DoD wide program (ifit architecture and software designs are devel-
taught, what I think is the correct approach). oped to implement the software requirements.

The program code is developed to implement
the software architecture and software

Integrated Software Management Involves es- designs. The software evaluation activities en-
tablishing and maintaining the project's de- sure that the software product to be delivered
fined software process and managing the satisfies the specified requirements. A balance
software activities according to this defined of flexibility and control is maintained to cor-
software process and the special needs of the rect and revise the requirements, designs, and
project. The project's defined software proc. code to incorporate corrections and enhance-
ess Integrates the management and technical ments Identified throughout the life cycle.
processes as the basis for performing the pro-
ject's activities. When project objectives are 47. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
not being achieved, the managers know what ble to the proposed SAMF?
actions need to be taken to correct the problem
and reduce the likelihood of similar problems
In the future. The organization provides sup- Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
port and historical data which the project uses [YES] But needs refinement. Some of these tasks are
to Improve its software estimating, planning, monitoring tasks.
and tracking process. [YES] However, it must be applied as though "build

and maintain" is changed to "acquire and support."
45. Is this Key Process Areas applica- [YES] Again, take the word "software" out. This
ble to the proposed SAMF? philosophy must cover the entire SPO if it is to be

successful.

• Round I-Group Opinion: Yes 0 Round Il-Group Opinion: Yes
[YES] Even if not in the position to direct or influ- [NO] The SPO doesn't perform any of the follow-
ence a contractor's actions the program office should ing "SPE" activities: software requirements analysis,
be in the position to understand and recommend. design, code, test, software maintenance. The SPO
(YES] Take the word "Software" out-then it is acts only on the management/procurement side of
applicable. the house. The contractor does the analysis, design,

code, and test, and the support agency whether a
* Round I--Group Opinion: Yes user or a support office does the maintenance.
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(NO] Unless the SPO is developing its own soft- 0 Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
ware. Note: Here is where I need a SAMF/CMM [YES] But the contractor is the prime actor; the
translator to really give my best answer. government is the monitor.

[YES] Is there a process to ensure that different parts
48. Software Product Engineering is a of the SPO are working together?

function of the contractor's software [NO] This KPA doesn't work. Kill it, don't assume
development organization and not a it can and must be fixed "at = cost." Fall back to

function of the SPO. MIL-STD-483, interface control working groups,

advance system modeling or E-mail; create your

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree own paradigm.

[AGREE] By the definition above, agree. However, * Round II-Group Opinion: Yes
under the DoD scheme for EMD the government
becomes a participant via design reviews. Although 50. Intergroup Coordination is a very
not the primary actor, the government is avalidator important attribute of both the soft-
of activity along the way. ware development organization and
[DISAGREE] It's a function of both.
[DISAGREE] The SPO should be actively involved the oftarezac i on -
in measuring and evaluating the developer's product agement organization.
engineering process. Often the SPO should be ac- * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
tively involved in its definition. Strongly

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] The SPO should de-
velop early prototypes for the user and use continu- [GE S RO a ctual all as ofthe SPO (business management, etc.) as well as in
ous step bystep verification ofexisting processes and plant representatives and customers.
continuous process improvement. [AGREE STRONGLY] This is an aspect of acqui-

* Round I--Group Opinion: Agree sition that is often missing.
[AGREE STRONGLY] To bad it doesn't happen.

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] This KPA doesn't
Intergroup Coordination involves the disci- workc Kill it; don't assume it can and must be fixed
plined Interaction and coordination of the pro- "at = cost." Fall back to MIL-STD-483, interface
ject groups with each other to address control working groups, advance system modeling
system-level Issues and activities. System- or E-mail; create your own paradigm.
level objectives and plans are established and
used as the cornerstone for all project activi- * Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
ties. The project groups participate, as appro- Strongly
priete, In defining the system requirements;
establishing a system configuration; allocat- [DISAGREE STRONGLY] Good trick question.
ing requirements to hardware, software, firm- As I translate it to SAMF, you are asking if software
ware, and manual processes; monitoring and acquisition management should coordinate with
reviewing the hardware and software design itself.
and development; and managing and control-
ling changes to the system throughout the
development effort The technical working in- Peer Reviews involve a methodical examina-
terfacee and interactions between groups are tion of work products by the producer's peers
planned and managed to ensure the quality to identify defects and areas where changes
and integrity of the entire system, and improvements are needed. The specific

work products that will undergo peer review
are identified as part of the software planning

49. Is this Key Process Areas applica- activities. Peer reviews are performed follow-
ble to the proposed SAMF? ing defined procedures. These procedures
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cover preparing for the review, conducting the (DISAGREE STRONGLY] The SPO can mandate
review, reporting the results of the review, and peer reviews by the contractor. Furthermore, SPOs
certifying review readinesa/completion crite, can review deliverable products this way.
da. Actions identified in the review findings are [DISAGREE STRONGLY] This is highly resource
documented and tracked until they are re-i schedule and cost savings process area that
solved.

must be affected by the SPO, or, as in the case of
51. Is this Key Process Areas applica- SQA and IV&V, its loss will be more expensive than

its cost.ble to the proposed SAMF? t Round Il-Group Opinion: Disagree

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes [DISAGREE] Whether peer reviews are used by the
[YE]Tiss reoureitenie schedule contractor depends on the SPOs definition of[YES] This is highly resource intensive;shdl "Sound software engineering practices." The SPO

and cost savings process area that must be affected may require p eeriew orayt, depe
by te SO, o, a inthe aseof QA ad I&V, may require peer reviews or it may not, depending

by the SPO, or, as i the case of SQA and IV&V, on the SPO software acquisition approach.
[DISAGREE] Need translator.

[YES] However, the government's activity in this
area is usually check-point, high level activities such
as design reviews (PDR/CDR) and FCA/PCA vs Process Measurement and Analysis involves
in-line activities as part of the development process. taking measurements of the performance of

the organization's standard software process
[YES] Although not exactly a "peer review," if the (as instantiated by the projects), analyzing
SPO's product is paper and correspondence, is there these measurements, andmaking adjustments
a planned way to coordinate it before release? to stabilize the process performance within

acceptable limits. The process and the associ-
* Round IGroup Opinion: No ated measurements are established as a base-
[NO] Who in the Air Force (with its accompanying line and are used to plan and control the

rank structure) thinks that a peer review will be process in quantitative terms.

unbiased and honest? (My "peers," in experience 53. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
and knowledge, out-rank me.)to the proposed SAMF?
[NO] The peer review process doesn't apply to the
SPO management structure. The SPO doesn't de-
velop software; peer reviews aren't applicable. * Round --Group Opinion: Yes
[NO] Not unless you increase numbers of software [YES] However, the ability to influence the "mak-
folks in each SPO. What's needed is central staff to ing" of adjustments will depend on contractual
do some reviewing, constraints. We must understand the performance

to assess risk.

52. Peer Reviews are a function of the * Round If-Group Opinion: Yes
contractor software development or-
ganization. The use of Peer Reviews is [NO] It would be great but you would need much
a decision made by the contractor and larger and stable staffing. Folks are stretched too thin
Is not affected by the SPO software right now.
acquisition process.

0 Round I-Group Opinion: Disagree 54. Process Measurement and Analy-

[DISAGREE] The SPO should insist on this activ- sis is an attribute that a SPO software
icy via CPDP/SDP due to positive aspects that peer acquisition organization should have
review/clean-room activities produce. at the mature level. The philosophy of
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this attribute holds for the software
acquisition process the same as for 56. Quality Management implies qual-

the software development process. ity software product and acquisition
process goals are established and

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree tracked. The philosophy of this attrib-

[AGREE STRONGLY] Acquisition process mesS- ute holds for the software acquisition
urement techniques and tools, however, must be process the same as for the software
developed and maintained at levels higher than the development process.
SPO. This will enable metrics gathered to have value
across projects and help SPOs decide which process * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
model to use. (AGREE STRONGLY] But who will set up the
(DISAGREE] Sure, you need to take sanity checks measures? (An ex-pilot-colonel?)
along the way to insure that things are going well. [AGREE] However, I'm confused as to the differ-
But, this philosophy does not hold for the SPO since ence between this section and (31) to (32). Isn't this
SPOs do not normally develop software products. just the planning aspect of SQA? Why segregate

them just because CMM does?
* Round I--Group Opinion: Agree (DISAGREE STRONGLY] The application of

quality management is not a knee jerk process nor
should it be applied at the same levels in all cases.

Quality Management involves defining soft- Lack of mature judgement and in-depth under-
ware quality goals, establishing plans to standing of the juice vs. squeeze ratio has caused
achieve these goals, and monitoring and ad- significant worker/management expectation prob-
justing the software plans, activities, and qual- Igcts.
ihy goals to Improve customer and end-user
satisfaction. Quantitative product quality goals 0 Round I--Group Opinion: Agree
are established based on the needs of the
organization, customer, and end users. Plans [AGREE] I agree with the "Agree" comment in the
and process quality goals are established and first round.
the project's software process is specifically
adjusted to achieve the product quality goals.
The software activities and results are as- Defect Prevention involves analyzing defects
sessed against the quality objectives on a that were encountered in the past and taking
regular basis, and corrective actions are taken action to prevent the injection of these types of
to bring forecasted process and product qual- defects in current and future project activities.
Ity In line with the goals. Software activities are systematically reviewed

by those who perform them to identify the
defects that were encountered, to understand

55. Is this Key Process Areas applica- the root causes of the defects, and to deter-
ble to the proposed SAMF? mine the Implications of the defects on future

activities. Trends are analyzed to determine the
kinds of defects that were encountered in the

* Round I-Group Opinion: Yes past. Defects which are likely to recur are iden-tified, and specific actions are taken to prevent
[YES] However, like other attributes above, this is thed

more likely to be accomplished at design reviews and

audits rather than continuous vigilance depends 57. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
largely on the capability of the contractor. ble to the proposed
(YES] However, again the action of"Quality Man-
agement" should be performed for the all processes * Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
at the SPO level, not just for software. [YES] Trend analysis is usually a contractor func-
* Round I--Group Opinion: Yes tion, but how does the SPO use the data?
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* Round Il-Group Opinion: Yes 59. Is this Key Process Areas applica-

[YES] Defect prevention should be practiced by th ble to the proposed SAMF?
SPO in terms of "lessons learned" for the software
acquisition process, not necessarily require- * Round --Group Opinion: Yes
ments/coding defects found per thousand lines of
code. [NO OPINION] Depends. Not a high priority or

[YES] It would be great but you would need much every-project need.

larger and stable staffing. Folks are stretched too thin * Round Il-Group Opinion: Yes
right now. [YES] But only in a limited way. Usually that's an

XR function.
58. Defect Prevention implies knowl-
edge of when, where, and how defects 60. Technology Innovation implies a
are injected in the software product or gr. T eh n sible foraiontifying,
process (either development or acqui- group is responsible for identifying,sition proess). Furthermore, steps to selecting, and evaluating new tech-nologies for possible implementation
prevent similar defects appearing are nto the acquisition management
taken. The philosophy of this attribute
holds for the software acquisition process. The implementation of such

process the same as for the software a group should be performed at a

development process. higher management level than the
SPO (i.e. the product center).

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree e Round I-Group Opinion: Agree

[AGREE] This is also an important aspect ofIV&V. [AGREE] "The implementation of such a group

* Round I"-Group Opinion: Agree should be performed at a higher management level
than the SPO (i.e. the Product CenterY)'-Why?

[AGREE STRONGLY] Another trick question. [AGREE] Maybe ever higher (SAF/DoD XRs).
Also, need that translator to give answer. Could be a concept exploration task.

[DISAGREE] It should be done at both.
[DISAGREE] The best ideas come from the worker

Technology Innovation Involves identifying, bees who are in the SPO's.
*electing, and evaluating new technologies,

and Incorporating the appropriate technolo- [DISAGREE] The KPA should be coordinated
gies into the organization's processes. A acres AFMC with candidate technologies identi-
group acts as the focus for introducing tech- fled by the interaction between the laboratories,
nology Innovations into the organization. By centers, SPOs and form a basis for an element of
maintaining an awareness of software technol- continuous process improvement. This should be
ogy Innovations throughout the worldand sys- monitored and reported on at all levels of the Air
tematically evaluating and experimenting with Force as a TQM initiative between users and
them, the organization selects appropriate AFMC.
technologies to Improve its productivity and
product quality. Pilot efforts are performed to [DISAGREE STRONGLY] While it may be appr-
assess newand unproven technologies before priate for a product center to do this for some overall
they are Introduced across the organization, items, the SPO should do it for its functions and
With appropriate sponsorship of the organiza- product center staff should assist. Help transfuse
tlon's management, the selected technologies information across SPOs, etc.
are Incorporated into the organization's proc-
ess. e Round It-Group Opinion: Agree
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61. Technology Innovation at the SPO 62. Is this Key Process Areas applica-
level involves exploiting new tech- ble to the proposed SAMF?
nologies identified by the evaluation
group to improve the software acqui- * Round I-Group Opinion: Yes
sition management process. [YES] Yes but minor.

[NO] It should be combined with the Organiza-
* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree tional Process Focus KPA.

[AGREE] If technically and contractually appropri- e Round I--Group Opinion: Yes
ate. [YES] It would be great but you would need much
[AGREE] Or, also, it may involve making the de- larger andstable staffing. Folks are stretched too thin
veloper aware of technologies that they should be right now.
using.

* Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree 63. Making changes for improvement
to the software acquisition manage-

Process Change Management involves defin- ment process must be planned, imple-
ingprocess improvement goalsvandsysteini- mented carefully, and measured to

cally Identifying, evaluating, and implementing verify improvements were made.
Improvements to the organization's standard
software process and the projects' defined * Round I-Group Opinion: Agree
software processes on a continuous basis. [AGREE] But it is also important that the cost of
Appropriate training and incentive programs making change does not outweigh the gas. You
are established to allowand encourage all staff m an ocsent outweigh ans You
and managers to participate In these process must have an efficent means of defining and re-
improvement activities. Improvement opportu- defining process.
nitles are Identified and evaluated for potential [DISAGREE] Overhead/bureaucratic waste and
payback for the organization. Pilot efforts are loss of mission focus result from every change; why
performed to assess new and unproven proc- make another area to manage these?
ess changes before they are introduced across
the organization. • Round II-Group Opinion: Agree

[AGREE STRONGLY] Also, most programs have
64. Risk Management is required by the contractors' stating, "your government fur-
DoD 5000.1 and 5000.2. It is an integral nished property/equipment did not arrive in time,

part of the overall SPO's acquisition was not adequate, etc. to do our job." Thus, under

management scheme. The charac- risk, include the government furnished property
issue.

teristics of identifying and managing [AGREE STRONGLY] Inmanyways, thisareawill
software cost, schedule, and perform- drive others.
ance risks should be a KPA in the [DISAGREESTRONGLY] Risk isapartof life and
proposed SAMF. so is loss; pseudo-sophistry in business marge-

ments application of statistical process controls lack
* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree the in-depth understanding of causal factors needed

Strongly to estimate cost, schedule and performance relation-
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ships and impacts. Burning more resources won't characteristic of accurate and efficient
cure the problems caused by lack of rigor at the data management should be a KPA in
technical base. the proposed SAMF.

9 Round It-Group Opinion: Agree Round -roup Opinion: Agree
Strongly Strongly

[AGREE STRONGLY] What is the documenta-

65. Contract Management is a key tion approval process? Defined? Is process defined

function of any acquisition organiza- to review requirements?

tion. This is the function of ensuring (DISAGREE] Data Management is largely sub-
e csumed by other areas. The documentation receivedthe contract meets both the user, from a developer is merely a "snapshot" of the

maintainer, and SPO's acquisition re- information produced by one or more developer

quirements. The characteristic of processes. The documentation itself has no value
timely and efficient contract modifica- when taken out of context.
tions should be a KPA in the proposed [DISAGREE] I see data management as a book-
SAMF. keeping function, tracking deliverables, which is an

* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree contractor function.
[DISAGREE STRONGLY] Data management

"[AGREE STRONGLY] For your purposes, the does not ensure anyhing, other than tracking deliv-
"osubcontractor" management should be raised to erable requirements list items on the contract. This
overall "contract management." The expectations responsibility is part o• every maintainable product
and overall management requirements are generally and should not be separate from contract manage-
the same for SPO-*Prime as for Prime--*Subcon-

tractor.
[AGREE] Only from the stand point that the soft- * Round Il-Group Opinion: Agree
ware taskings have been properly defined, comph- Strongly
ance documents have been properly tailored and all [AGREE STRONGLY] For example, what if a
necessary deliverables have been requested. contractor folds? Without data, we would have a
[DISAGREE] Sounds like duplication of effort, bunch of unmanageable software.

e Round It-Group Opinion: Agree

[DISAGREE STRONGLY] There is too much em- 67. Software Supportability Planning
phasis in making contract mods "timely" and "effi- is a key function of the software acqui-
dent" that we lose sight of the original goal. This is sition management process. Software
especially risky in the software arena. Better would
be an informal tiered system in assigning priorities support has been stated to account
to software changes. for approximately 60%-80% of the

software life cycle costs. Furthermore,

66. Data Management entails ensur- the decisions made during the early
ing the correct software documenta- phases of the system life cycle have a
tion is acquired from the contractor great affect on the supportability of
meeting the SPO's, user's, and main- the software. The characteristics of
tainer's requirements. Furthermore, continual software supportability
the amount of data should be peri- planning throughout the software life
odically evaluated to ensure only the cycle should be a KPA in the proposed
required amount is procured. The SAMF.
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* Round I-Group Opinion: Agree [AGREE) A better more precise definition of soft-
Strongly ware supportability is needed.

[AGREE STRONGLY] Especially applicable * Round II-Group Opinion: Agree
within a SPO under IWSM-one should consider Strongly
that under IWSM, the SPO may have some mature [AGREE STRONGLY] A system designed for
products it's supporting and some new developing maintainability is not only designed better, it will
(like we do). probably have a shorter development cycle. Soft-

[AGREE STRONGLY] Must have a CRWG and a ware support planning must be a prime driver for
CRLCMP (AFR 800-14). Work closely with the the entire software team and not the concern of the
support and user communities to define the correct logistics (ILSM) guy as one of ten sub-elements to
support concept. support planning.
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Appendix C
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SAcknowledgements:

This document is a direct product of the Air Force Institute of Technology Master's thesis
"An Adaptation of the Software Engineering Institute's Capability Maturity Model to the
Air Force Software Acquisition Process" (Dickerhoff and Sommers, 1992).

The authors would like to acknowledge that this document is an accumulation of the
thoughts and ideas from many individuals. Primarily, the Software Acquisition Maturity
Framework (SAMF) is an adaptation of the SEI's Capability Maturity Model
(CMU/SEI-91-TR-24 and CMU/SEI-91-TR-25). Therefore, the general outline and a
great deal of the text contained herein is a modification of or a direct quote from the SEI's
CMM. The adaptation guidance came from Air Force software acquisition experts
surveyed during the t.esir -ffort as well as an in-depth review of the relevant literature.
The thesis mentioned above should be consulted for any questions regarding the source
material of any statements made within this document.

Definitions:

Organization - A group of picgrams within a specified application domain co-located
at an Air Force Materiel Command product center.

Program Groups - A defined set of personnel involved in the system acquisition process
(e.g. Using Command, PEO/PEM, SPO Project Team, SPO Functional Directorate,
etc...).
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SKey Process Area: Risk Management

Risk Management is the organization's activities that identify, analyze, assess, and reduce
program risk. The organization develops and follows a Risk Management Plan. Major
areas of programmatic risk include cost, schedule, and performance.

Goals: Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization identifies, as early as pos- (1) The organization follows a documented
sible, program areas that may cause prob- plan for implementing a risk control proc-
lems in the program's completion and ess.
identifies the organization's ability to 9 The plan includes direction for process
achieve its objectives, planning, identification, assessment, an-

() At a minimum, the organization controls alysis, and risk reduction.
risk concerning the areas of schedule, cost, e The plan directs the organization to re-
and performance. view the contractor's risk reduction plan.

* The organization develops risk reduction
measures and area report procedures to
present to the appropriate decision
authority during the milestone review.
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Level 1-Initial

) Key Process Area: Contract Management

Contract Management is the organization's activities that initiate and maintain a contract
that meets user requirements. The preparation for the Statement of Work is a vital part of
the process. Furthermore, the contract must be periodically reviewed and updated to
address any changes to the user's requirements. A process must be in place to allow the
users to identify changes to requirements efficiently, to allow the program office to modify
the contract to meet these changes, and to allow the contractor to easily adjust to the new
requirements.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(D) The organization involves all necessary (1) The organization follows a written plan for
groups/individuals in the SOW develop- the preparation of the contract.
ment. * This plan requires:

Q) The organization contracts for specific tasks 0 That all groups affected by the SOW
recommended by the SOW preparation are represented on the SOW prepara-
process. tion team. (Some organizations that

(3) The organization ensures that the contract, may be included on the team are the
the SOW, and the Work Breakdown Struc- functional directorates within the pro-

cure accurately represent the user require- gram office as well as the user, the
ments. IV&V organization, and the test and

() The organization ensures that changes to evaluation organization).

the requirements reflect the changes in the * The organization to document and to
contract vehicle. follow a SOW development schedule.

"O The organization to assemble an expe-
rienced acquisition personnel panel to
review the SOW as it is developed.

"O The organization to periodically as-
semble experienced acquisition profes-
sionals to review the SOW
development process.

(®) The organization follows a written policy
for managing the requirements and associ-
ated contract changes.
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I•Key Process Area: Relquirements Ma/lnagement:

Requirements Management is the organization's activities that establish and maintain an
understanding and agreement between the contractor and organization about the software
requirements throughout the system's life cycle. The agreements cover both the technical
requirements for the software and the nontechnical requirements, such as development
schedule. The agreements form a basis for estimating, planning, and tracking the program's
software activities.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1.j The organization ensures that the goals of (i) The organization follows a written policy
the program office and contractor represent for managing the program requirements
the user's needs. that determine and bound the software ac-

©• The organization ensures that the software tiVities.
system requirements provide a clear verifi- * The policy requires:
able, and testable foundation for software 0 The contractor to document and the
development. SPO to approve the allocated require-

(•) The organization ensures that the allocated ments.
requirements define the scope of the soft- 0 The users, support agencies, and other
ware effort, groups within the SPO to review and

®• The organization's plans, products, and ac-aprvthaloterquemns
tivities represent the allocated requirements C The contractor's software plans,
and their subsequent changes. products, and activities reflect the

a The organization establishes a formal train-c

ing program that will teach individuals to
management the requirements and how to

make changes to them.
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$ Key Process Area: Software Project Planning

Software Project Planning is the organization's activities that verify the contractor's
estimates for the work to be performed, that establish the necessary commitments, and

that review the contractor's plan to perform the work. An organization plan must also be
developed to establish the buyer's basis for managing the program.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(•) The organization documents its software (•) The organization designates a program of-
acquisition management plan in the Corn- fice soft'ware manager to be responsible for
purer Resources Life Cycle Management reviewing commitments and approving the
Plan. The plan defines the basis for rnanag- contractor's software development plan.
ing the program ®• The organization follows a written policy

(23 The contractor develops a plan that appro- for planning a software acquisition pro-
priately and realistically covers the software gram.
activities and commitments. The buying
agency reviews and approves this plan.

•)All affected groups and individuals under-
stand and support the software estimates
and plans.

©• The organization documents and verifies
the contractor's software estimates.
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SKey Process Area: Software Project Tracking and Oversight

Software Project Tracking and Oversight is the organization's activities that track and
review the contractor's software accomplishments and results against the organization's
documented estimates, commitments, and plans; and the organization adjusts these
estimates, commitments and plans based on the contractor's actualaccomplishments and
results. The contractor documents a plan for the software effort. This plan is used as a basis
for tracking software activities, communicating status, and revising plans. The organization
conducts technical and management reviews with the contractor.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization tracks the software pro- (®) The organization designates a program of-
gram's actual results and performances fice software manager to be responsible for
against documented and approved plans. ensuring that the contractor is tracking its

(•) The organization takes corrective actions own results, activities, and performance.
when the software program's actual results Q) The organization follows a written policy
and performances deviate significantly for managing the contractor's tracking and
from the plan. oversight functions.

® The buyer monitors and adjusts the sched- * The policy requires:
ule of the development effort based on the 0 The contractor to use a documented
actual data. software development plan; the plan is

maintained as the basis for tracking the
software program.

* The organization to track the contrac-

tor's work against authorized work
tasks (SOW paragraphs).

O The organization to provide the pro-
gram office software manager appro-
priate visibility into software issues.

O The organization to take corrective ac-
tions when the software development
plan is not being achieved.

O The organization to make software de-
velopment plan changes with the in-
volvement and approval of all affected
groups. (The affected groups may con-
tain the end user, the support organi-
zation, and different groups within the
SPO.)
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() The organization follows a documented
plan for contracting and using management
indicators and metrics.
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...... ..I......... ..... ... .............................. L e e 2 -R e p e a ta b le.... ..

SKey Process Area: Software Subcontract Management

Software Subcontract Management is the organization's activities that monitor the
commitments between the prime and subcontractors and the efforts performed to achieve
these commitments.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization understands the contract (1) The organization follows written policy for
commitments made by the prime and its monitoring of the subcontractor's software
subcontractors. efforts.

(Z) The organization has visibility of the sub- (2) The organization establishes a manager to
contractor's development effort, be responsible for monitoring the subcon-

() The organization monitors the progress of tractor's effort and to advise the program
the subcontracted efforts. manager of any major deviations from the

documented plans.
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....... L e el 2.R..t l

• Key Process Area: Software Quality Assurance

Software Quality Assurance is the organization's activities that ensure the contractor has
adequately planned for and implements the review and audit of the development products
and activities. An independent reporting path for the contractor's SQA personnel will be
assured.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(I) The organization monitors the contractor's ( The organization follows written policy for
compliance with the applicable standards, monitoring the contractor's SQA.
procedures, and requirements.

(Q) The organization reports compliance prob-
lems through an independent management
path.

(MJ The organization ensures that senior man-
agement addresses noncompliance issues.
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Level 2-Repeatable

SKey Process Area: Software Configuration Management

Software Configuration Management is the organization's activities that monitor and
approve the selection of baselines, that control the changes in all baselines that are
controlled by the organization, that monitor the changes to the baselines that are controlled
by the developer, and that monitor the status of the program. Baselines changes (controlled
by the buyer or the developer) must follow written procedures.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization monitors the contractor's (1) The organization follows written policy for
control and stabilization of the baselines contracting and implementing SCM.
used for planning, managing, and building
the system.

a The organization ensures the integrity of
the system's configuration over time.

(M The organization ensures the status and
content of the software baselines are
known.

T The organization plans for the software
baseline transition to the government.
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) Key Process Area: Data Management

Data Management is the organization's activities that identify the data items necessary for
the system's life cycle and that ensure they are available to the using or supporting
organization. The process should be recurring throughout the development cycle to ensure
all appropriate data is acquired.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization acquires or has access to (9 Senior management understands and sup-
all data and documentation necessary to Forts the importance of engineering data to
support the system throughout its life cycle, the system's life cycle costs.

(Z The organization ensures that the data and Q The organization requires the contractor to
documentation reflect the actual state of the present its data management plan to the
product. program office for approval. (This plan

should address the procedures for the use of
such things as Software Development Fold-
ers.)

(3 The organization follows a written policy
for managing the engineering data on the
program.

This policy requires the organization to:
"o Review its own data management

process periodically to insure ade-
quacy.

"O Give data management adequate re-
sources to manage all the data neces-
sary for program support.
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L.......De... ed.....

* Key Process Area: Organization Process Focus

Organization Process Focus is the organization's activities that develop and maintain an
understanding of the organization's software acquisition process and that coordinate the
activities that specify and improve these processes. A group, such as a Software Acquisition
Process Group, acts as the focus for the software acquisition process activities in the
organization. This group coordinates the programs' software acquisition process definition
activities and the organization's long-term process improvement efforts.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization understands their soft- (1) Senior management sponsors the organiza-
ware acquisition process' strengths and tion's activities for software acquisition
weaknesses and establishes plans to system- process assessment, definition, and im-
atically address the weaknesses. provement.

(Q) The organization establishes a group with () Senior management oversees the organiza-
appropriate knowledge, skills, and re- tion's activities for software process defini-
sources to define a standard software acqui- tion and improvement.
sition process for the organization.

(0) The organization provides the resources
and support needed to record and analyze
the use of the organization's standard soft-
ware acquisition process in order to im-
prove it.
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* Key Process Area: Organization Process Definition

Organization Process Definition is the organization's activities that establish and maintain
a standard software acquisition process for the organization along with related items. This
process definition defines the essential process steps for the programs and establishes a
common basis for measuring process performance across the organization.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization defines a standard soft- (1) The organization follows a written policy
ware acquisition process that maintains a for governing the organization's and pro-
basis for stabilizing, analyzing, and improv- grams' software acquisition process defini-
ing the software program's performance. tion.

(a) The organization collects lessons learned
from the programs and defines software
acquisition sub-processes.
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.....Level.

SKey Process Area: Training Program

Training Program is the organization's activities that identify the training needs of the
organization, the programs, and the individuals and that develop and obtain training
courses to address these needs. The training program ensures that the training needed to
perform each organization's job functions is appropriate and is not circumvented
inappropriately.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(L) The organization ensures that the staff and (1) The organization follows a written policy
managers are trained and comprehend the for meeting its training needs.
organization's software acquisition process. • The policy requires:

(Q) The program office's staff and managers ° The organization to train individuals
effectively use, or are prepared to use, the in the organization's software acquisi-
capabilities and features of the existing or- tion process and to train individuals
ganization's work environment. on how the acquisition process fits

(M) The organization provides the staff and into the entire program.

managers with opportunities to improve * The organization to organize, identify,
their professional skills, require and make available a set of

() The organization manages the turnover of training courses for each job function.

personnel and trains new individuals in the 0 The organization to develop training
organization's software acquisition process. courses within the organization, speci-

fically covering the organization's soft-
ware acquisition process.

* All of the organization's staffand man-

agers to receive a specified amount of
training on the organization's software
acquisition process.
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SKey Process Area: Integrated Software Management

Integrated Software Management is the organization's activities that establish and maintain
the program's defined software process, that manage the software activities according to
this process, and that manage the special needs of the program. The program's defined
software acquisition process integrates the management and technical processes as the basis
for performing the program's activities. When program objectives are not achieved, the
program manager knows what actions to take to correct the problem and reduce the
likelihood of similar problems occuring in the future. The organization provides support
and historical data; the program uses the data to improve its software estimating, planning,
and tracking process.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(L) The organization bases the plans and man- (1) The organization follows a written policy
agement of each program on the organiza- for the software acquisition programs using
tion's standard software acquisition the organization's standard software acqui-
process. sition process.

(Q) The organization uses technical and man-
agement data from past and current pro-
grams to effectively and efficiently estimate,
plan, track, and re-plan the software acqui-
sition programs.
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SKey Process Area: Software Product Engineering

Software Product Engineering is the organization's technical activities that acquire and
support the software system using appropriate state-of-the-practice tools and methods.
The organization monitors the contractor to ensure that software requirements are
identified, analyzed, refined, and documented. The buyer reviews the software architecture
and design to ensure it implements the contract requirements. Furthermore, the buyer
ensures that the contractor adequately performs the required product assurance activities
and that the software product satisfies the specified requirements.

Goals Commitment to Perform

(T) The organization addresses the process and (1) The organization follows a written policy
the product's software engineering issues in that guides the software engineering activi-
the system requirements. ties.

(Q3 The organization ensures that the software
engineering activities are well-defined, inte-
grated, and used consistently to acquire
software systems.

(T) The organization uses state-of-the-practice
software engineering methods, as appropri-
ate, to acquire and support the software
system.

T The organization systematically procures
software engineering products that are con-
sistent with each other and appropriate for
acquiring and supporting the so.tware sys-
tem.
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SKey Process Area: Intergroup Coordination
Intergroup Coordination is the organization's activities that coordinate group interaction
within the program to address system-level issues and activities. The organization
establishes and uses system-level objectives and plans as a cornerstone for all program
activities. The program groups participate, as appropriate, in defining the system
requirements; monitor and control the system configuration; review and approve the
requirements allocated to hardware, software, firmware and manual processes; monitor
and review the hardware and software design and development-, and manage and control
changes to the system requirements throughout the development effort. The organization
plans and manages the technical working interfaces and interactions between groups to
ensure the quality and integrity of the entire system.

Goals Commitment to Perform

(D) The staff and members understand and ap- (D) The organization follows a written policy
prove the program's technical goals and for enabling people from different groups
objectives, to work together.

® Personnel are aware of each group's as-
signed responsibilities and know the work-
ing interfaces between these groups.

) The organization ensures that program
groups are involved with intergroup activi-
ties and identifies, tracks, and addresses
these intergroup activities.

(•) The program groups work as a team.
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SKey Process Area: Software Supportability Planning

Software Supportability Planning is the organization's activities that identify the software
and system support concepts, and that plan for and acquire the appropriate support items.
The organization should provide for a smooth transition from developmental support to
operational support. A group will be appointed to advise the program manager on all
software supportability related issues.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(I) The organization identifies all of the sup- (® Senior management understands and sup-
port concepts as early as possible, ports the importance of software support-

(•) The organization provides for a smooth ability to the system's life cycle costs.
transition from the developmental environ- ®• The organization follows a written policy
ment to the operational and support envi- for the software system support planning.
ronment. * The policy requires the organization to:

(•) The support agency has everything needed 0 Develop the software support concept
to support the product when it is fielded. in close coordination with the hard-

® The organization charters a working group, ware support concept.
such as the Computer Resources Working Document and review the software
Group, to advise the program manager on support concept periodically through-
issues concerning the software supportabil- out the acquisition process.
ity.
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SKey Process Area: Process Measurement and Analysis

Process Measurement and Analysis is the organization's activities that measure the
organization's performance on their standard software acquisition process (as instantiated
by the programs), that analyze these measurements, and that make adjustments to stabilize
the process performance within acceptable limits. The organization establishes the process
and associated measurements as a baseline and uses it to plan and control the process in
quantitative terms.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization's standard software ac- (1) The organization follows a written policy
quisition process is stable and is under sta- for measuring and stabilizing its standard
tistical control. software acquisition process.

(•) The organization identifies and controls the * The policy requires the organization and
special causes of process variation (i.e., vari- programs to:
ation attributable to specific applications * Implement a documented plan to
not inherent in the process). bring the process under s-atistical con-

trol.
* Protect and limit access to sensitive

data relating to individuals' perform-
ance.

(Q) The organization institutes a software ac-
quisition metric program to provide the
process data required for analysis.
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* Key Process Area: Quality Management

Quality Management is the organization's activities that define the software acquisition's
quality goals, that establish plans to achieve these goals, and that monitor and adjust the
software acquisition plans, activities, and quality goals to improve user satisfaction. The
organization establishes quantitative product quality goals based on the needs of the
organization and user. The organization establishes plans and process quality goals, and
adjusts the program's software acquisition process to achieve the product quality goals.
The organization assesses the software acquisition activities and results against the quality
objectives on a regular basis, and takes corrective actions to bring forecasted process and
product quality in line with the goals.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(*) The organization establishes measurable (1) The organization follows a written policy
goals and priorities of the process for each for managing the quality of the software
program through interaction with the user, acquisition process on every program.
support organization, contractor, and all * The policy requires:
groups within the program office. * The organization to document its

(23 The organization establishes measurable commitment to improve the acquisi-
process quality goals for all groups involved tion process quality continually.
in the software acquisition process. * The programs to define and quantita-

(a) The organization ensures that the software tively manage the measures from their
plans, designs, and acquisition process are defined software acquisition process.
adjusted to bring forecasted process and * The programs to define and monitor
product quality in line with the goals. their process quality goaL.

® The organization uses process measure- * The organization to define the quality
ments to manage the software acquisition responsibilities for each group in-
program quantitatively. volved in the software acquisition

process and to establish criteria to en-
able the group to check success in
achieving quality.

* Management to take action to prevent
process defects from recurring when-
ever possible.
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SKey Process Area: Defect Prevention

Defect Prevention is the organization's activities that analyze defects encountered in the
past and that prevent the injection of these defects in current and future program activities.
Software acquisition activities are systematically reviewed by those who performed them
to identif•/the defects, to understand the root causes of the defects, and to determine the
implications of the defects on future activities. Defects that are likely to recur are identified
and specific actions are taken to prevent them.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization identifies and eliminates (•) The organization follows a written policy
the sources of process defects that are inher- for governing defect prevention activities.
ent or occur repeatedly in the software ac- * The policy requires that defect preven-
quisition process activities. tion activities are:

O Implemented across the organization
to improve the software acquisition

process.
O Included in each program's software

management plan.

®• Management supports and participates in
defect prevention activities.

•Specifically, management:

o Establishes long-term plans and com-
mitments for defect prevention fund-
ing and staffing.

o Allocates resources needed for the de-
fect prevention activities.

o Handles management actions that re-
sulted from defect prevention activi-
ties.

O Reviews the defect prevention results
to ensure the activities are effective and
resolve management issues.
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SKey Process Area: Technology Innovation
Technology Innovation is the organization's activities that identify, select, and evaluate

technologies, and that incorporate the appropriate technologies into the organization's
process and into the products the organization acquires. A group acts as the focus for
introducing technology innovations into the organization. By maintaining an awareness
of software development and software acquisition technology innovations throughout the
industry and systematically evaluating and experimenting with them, the organization
selects appropriate technologies to improve its process. The organization pilots efforts to
assess new and unproven technologies before they are introduced across the organization.
With appropriate sponsorship of management, the organization incorporates the selected
technologies into the organization's process.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization allows the programs to (j) The organization follows a written policy
capitalize on the best available technologies for improving its technology capability.
in the industry. * This policy requires the organization to:

(Z3 Selection and transfer of new technology * Establish technology innovation ob-
into the organization is orderly and thor- jectives in its strategic and operating
ough. plans.

(Q3 Technology innovations are tied to quality 0 Implement a documented plan to ad-
and productivity improvements of the or- dress the technology innovation objec-
ganization's standard software acquisition tives.
process. (23 Senior management sponsors the organiza-

() An organizational level group is responsible tion's technology innovation activities.
for collecting and disseminating informa- 0 Specifically, senior management:
tion on new technologies. * Defines a strategy for technology in-

novation.
* Coordinates with the programs to de-

fine their goals and methods to accom-
plish the organization's strategy.

0 Makes a commitment to the technol-

ogy innovation effort that is visible to
organization's staff and managers.

0 Establishes long-term plans and com-
mitments for funding, staffing, and
other resources.
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() Senior management oversees the organiza- 0 Allocates resources for technology in-
tion's technology innovation activities. novation activities.

Specifically, senior management: 0 Helps relate organizational strategies

Helps to establish technology innova- and objectives to technology innova-
tion policies and reviews and approves tion strategies.
these policies. * Participates in establishing the tech-

nology innovation plans.
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t Key Process Area: Process Change Management

Process Change Management is the organization's activities that define process
improvement goals and systematically identify, evaluate, and implement improvements to
the organization's standard software acquisition process and the programs' defined
software acquisition process on a continuous basis. The organization establishes
appropriate training and incentive programs and encourages all staff and managers to
participate in these process improvement activities. The organization identifies and
evaluates the improvement opportunities for potential payback. The organization pilots
efforts to assess new and unproven process changes before they are introduced across the
organization.

Goals Commitment to Perform:

(1) The organization actively involves the staffandmanger insetingquatittiv, mss- (1) The organization follows a written policy
and managers in setting quantitative, meas- for implementing software acquisition
urable improvement goals and in improv- process improvements.
ing the software acquisition process. * The policy requires:

(Z) The organization ensures that their stand- The organization to have quantitative,ard software acquisition process and the °Teognzto ohv uniaie
programs' defined software acquisition measurable goals for the software ac-pr continually improve. quisition process improvement and toprocess ctrack performance against these goals.

(M The organization's staff and managers use * The organization to improve their ac-
the evolving software acquisition process ° The an to i ncrove the
and their supporting tools and methods quisition process and to increase the
properly and effectively, quality of the product acquired.

o The organization's staff and managers
to participate in improving the soft-
ware acquisition process.

o The organization to establish compre-

hensive programs to improve skills,
enhance job satisfaction, and to ensure
appropriate job assignments.

(•) Senior management oversees the organiza-
tion's activities for software acquisition
process improvement.

* Specifically, senior management:

o Establishes the organization's long-
term goals and plans for process im-
provement.
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Allocates resources for process im- * Monitors process improvement per-
provement activities. formance against goals.

Coordinates with the software acqui- * Maintains a consistent priority focus
sition managers to ensure they have on process improvement in the face of
reasonable and aggressive process im- acquisition crises.
provement goals and effective process * Ensures that process improvement is-
improvement plans to meet these sues are promptly resolved.
goals.
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Appendix D
Acronym List

ACAT Acquisition Category

AFCAC Air Force Computer Acquisition Center

AFIT Air Force Institute ofTechnology

AFLC Air Force Logistics Command

AFMC Air Force Material Command

AFOTEC Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center

AFSC Air Force Systems Command

ALC Air Logistic Center

APDP Acquisition Professional Development Program

ASC Aeronautical Systems Center

CCP Contract Change Proposal

CM Configuration Management

CMM Capability Maturity Model

CRAC Computer Resources Acquisition Course

CRLCMP Computer Resources Life-Cyde Management Plan

CRWG Computer Resources Working Group

CSC Computer Software Component

CSCI Computer Software Configuration Item

CSU Computer Software Unit

DAB Defense Acquisition Board

DAE Defense Acquisition Executive

DoD Department of Defense

DoDD DoD Directive

DoDI DoD Instruction

DPRO Defense Plant Representative Office

DSMC Defense Systems Management College

ECP Engineering Change Proposal

ESC Electronic Systems Center

FRDC Federal Research Development Center

GFE Government Furnished Equipment
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HSC Human Systems Center

IG Inspector General

IRS Interface Requirements Specification

ISO International Standards Organization

IWSM Integrated Weapon Systems Management

KPA Key Process Area

MAJCOM Major Command

MCCR Mission Critical Computer Resources

OFP Operational Flight Program

PEO Program Executive Officer

PM Program Manager

RFP Request for Proposal

SAE Service Acquisition Executive

SAMF Software Acquisition Maturity Framework

SAMM Software Acquisition Maturity Model

SAPG Software Acquisition Process Group

SCE Software Capability Evaluation

SDCCR Software Development Capability Capacity Review

SDF Software Development File

SDP Software Development Plan

SEI Software Engineering Institute

SEMP Systems Engineering Master Plan

SMC Space and Missile Center

SOW Statement of Work

SPDP Software Professional Deý ',pment Program

SPO Systems Program Office

SQA Software Quality Assurance

SRMP Software Risk Management Plan

SRS Software Requirements Specification

TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan

TQM Total Quality Management

WBS Work Breakdown Structure
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